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PREFACE .

IF on a given sub ject knowledge was absolute men would

move on a level of complete equality . And the same

equality would prevail where ignorance wa s comp lete .

From that point of view the present writer may claim to

know as much as any man living on the other side of

death —that is
, if we accept the phrase literally . But

while a demonstration of general ignorance would not be

without its uses , it is not the main theme of thi s work .

The O ther S ide of D ea th has reference to that aspect , or

to those aspects , of death which popular theology leave

entirely out of account . There it is commonly assumed

that either we must accept the established religious in
terpreta tions of death

,
and of all the feelings that cluster

round it
,
or we a re doomed to disheartening pessimism .

I hope sincerely that readers of these pages will realize
that neither view is justifia ble . Death has its place in the
evolutionary process , and when that is understood
theology loses its force and its terrors . If the author has
succeeded in placing before his readers a rational and a

satisfactory account of the feelings that a re inseparable
from the fact of death he will have accomplished the

purpose with which he set out. C . C .
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CHAPTER I .

SOME GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS .

IF universality of belief were really a guarantee of

truth , then ,
indeed , would the belief in survival b e

yond death b e entitled to rank as one of the best

authenticated of human convictions . For in some

form or another it is found with all peoples , even in

those cases wher e it may reasonably be questioned

Whether the belief in God exists . It has come to us

through the ages , kep t alive by the combined for ces of

the self - interest which attaches to all established

institutions , and the love of sp eculation which is,
after all , one of the worthiest of human endowments .

We owe more to this quality than is at first sight

apparent . And this last statement remains true even

where the belief with which speculation busies itself

is of little intrinsic value .

The belief in survival does
,
indeed , app ear to lie a t

the root of all other religious beliefs . It is at least

certain that all the priesthoods of the different

religions der ive their power and prestige and emolu

ments from it , for i t is unlikely that the mere belief in
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deity would be enough to secure them the allegiance

of the multitude . The belief in God is only an active

force so long as the deity is believed to interfer e

actively and con stantly in the a ffairs of men . And

science has removed so much from the control of the

gods , they do so little in the world to - day , they

promise to do so much less in the future , that mere

gratitude for having done something in the past , or for

having conferred upon man the debatable gift of

existence , would hardly be strong enough to secure

to their representatives the positions of power and

privilege which they enjoy .

It is
,
as Lucret ius saw ,

death and the fear of what

comes after death that has in all ages given the priest

hood its p ower . Useful functions the priest may per

form
,
but these are discharged in his character a s

c itizen , not in his cap acity as a pr iest . As a pr iest he

is concerned with What lies beyond this world ; men

have feared him because of his supposed influence with

the mysterious powers that were assumed to govern

destiny here and hereafter ; and even to - day
,
when the

belief itself is wearing thin , and its expression under

going so great an outwar d transformation ,
i t i s in

Virtue of the old formulae and the old forms that the

allegiance of men and women i s retained .

But
, in sober truth , i t is tot- day quite as much with

the believer a s with the belief that the Free-thinker is

concerned . It is this that j ustifies an examination of

a belief which , in the op inion of the present writer ,
represents nothing better than a gigantic illusion ,

and

which even if i t were not, for reasons that will

presently be advanced , might well be lef t aside as of
no pressing importance . When Colonel Ingersoll was
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accused of hating Christians he explained that he did

not hate the man because he had got Christianity , he

hated Christianity because it had got the man . So our

chief anxiety in settling whether the belief in a future

life is true or not lies , not with the belief itself , but

with those who hold it . One has only to recall the

p ar t played by religious organizations in the social

economy , and the time and energy spen t on religion ,

to realize the impor tance of the beliefs upon which

they build . If the world has really given way to an

illusion ,
then in some way or another that illusion

must b e dispelled . And
,
after all , a great deal of the

world ’ s progress has consisted in clearing out of the

way illusion s that wer e once as world - wide as the

belief in a future life . Battles , both physical and

mental , a re fought not always over what is actually

true
,
but over what p eople believe to b e so .

But , more so than is the case with other subjects ,
anyone who attempts to deal with the question of a

future life runs no small r isk of being drowned under

successive waves of sentimen tality . He is met
, not

with what p eople ought to believe
,
or what they a re

justified in believing , but what they would like to

believe , or what it is pleasant to believe . Or , with

tremendous solemnity he i s informed how greatly the

belief has ennobled life , robbed death of its terror s ,
and given comfor t to the sorrow - stricken . In this way

the believer manages to convince himself that he is

advocating a nobler View of life than i s the Free

thinker , who is p illor ied as a being of coarser grain ,

careless of what the consequences may be of his teach
ing . And as few care to stand before the publi c in the

character depicted by the believer , we have only too
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often a repudiation of the belief in survival in tones

that would suggest one were giving up something of a

demon strated value , instead of a belief that has been

responsible for inca lculable misery .

For my own par t I am quite convinced that the

belief in a future life has never divested death of a

single terror which it did not first of all create ; and that

i t has ennobled life i s sheer assumption . Indeed , one

purpose of this work is to prove that the belief in a

future life ha s caused far more misery than happiness,
and that in sp ite of the use of certain stereotyp ed

formulae by such as believe, believer s showno greater

for titude in the presence of death than does the most

convinced seep -tic . Fa ced with facts human nature i s

apt to show scant consideration for the requirements

of mere theory .

Each of these points , with others
,
will be dealt with

in detail l ater . But a word or two may now be said

concerning the assumption that disbelief in a future

state involves a lower View of life than does a be

lief in its existen ce . And here I am genuinely puzzled

to realize in what way perpetual existence i s higher or

nobler than existence of a definite
, if incalculable ,

term . I can understand the claim that life i s mor ally

admirable or the rever se , or that i t would have been

far better for all of us—to put the matter par adoxically
- ~had wenever existed . But what has the question of

length to do with nobility ? It is a commonplace that

a life which terminates at for ty may be infinitely more

admirable than one that extends to a century . And i t

is equally true that of many lives the on ly cause they
offer for congratulation is that they come to an end .

But it i s cer tainly an ill measure of a man ’s worth to
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count the number of years during which he treads the

earth . And if the life of a cen tury has no more

intr insic claim to admiration than one of half that

length , then i t follows that an eternity of life has no

advantage over that of a century . It is not a question

of quantity but of quality . That life is good or bad

are both intelligible and arguable propositions , but

whether we conclude that i t is one or the other we

must base our conclusion upo n life as we know it . If

we conclude that life is good , then cutting it shor t at

the grave cannot make i t bad . We merely desire more

of it . If it is bad , prolonging it will not make i t better .

In that case we only have cause to regret its being .

As the Irish orator declared , we should all have been

money in pocket had we never been born .

Of course , it is argued that an extension of life b e

yond the grave gives opportunities for the correction

of faults and for the development of character , but

those who so argue mistake the meaning of character

and the conditions of its developmen t . With that
,

also , we will deal later . At presen t i t is enough to

assert that the belief in a future life deserves no

greater measure of respect than does any other

speculative belief . If
, indeed , this particular belief

has become closely associated with some of our deep est

and tenderest feelings there i s the greater need to b e

on our guard against the distort ing effects of emotion

on what should be a strictly scientific enquiry . The

essential question is , Is the belief in a future life

true ? ”
If that question i s settled everything else

may b e lef t to take care of itself .

While there a re many extrinsic circumstances that

make a discussion of the truth of a future life of some
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value, the intrinsic impor tance of the belief i s of the

slightest . Immortality is not, i t may b e noted , some

thing that each of us may achieve or fail to achieve .

It is ours as a natural endowmen t , or the whole thing

is an illusion . If it i s a fact there i s enough , so to

speak , to go round . Nothing that we can say or do

can al ter the fact of immor tali ty , or make i t a fact if i t

is not already one . Either immortality is ours a lready

or i t is not . If i t i s, the only question at i ssue i s the

date of our enter ing the next stage . And there , we

a re told , arises the whole question . It is whether we

enter that next stage prepared to make the most of i t

and the best of i t that makes the question of our belief

so impor tant . For i t is in View of this continuous

development that we should regulate our lives here .

On that two comments may b e made . First , if our

life there i s really a developmen t of our life here , our

state in the next stage will b e a consequence of our

present existence as youth follows boyhood and Old

age maturi ty . In that case our immediate and our

real con cern i s with the l ife we ar e now leading, and

there is no other preparation possible . We do the

day ’s work as well as we can , and there our concern
ends . If

,
on the other hand

,
attention to life her e is

not the best prep aration for the assumed life hereafter ,
then the talk of development i s the idlest of chatter ,
and the belief in a future life can only be regarded as

a cause of distraction from duty now. The tendency

will b e to belittle and neglect this life as we a re assured
of the reality and the impor tance of another one .

Histor ically , this i s what has actually happened when
ever there has been a very vivid sense of the reality of

a future life . The future is so vast and overpowering
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in relation to the present , it is small wonder that a

peop le who permitted it to dominate their thoughts to

any ser ious exten t should b e proportionately in

diflerent about the present state of existence .

Second
,
it is simply untrue to say that the question

of a future life i s of p rimary or of pressing importance .

It is a curiously distor ted vision that can take that

view. There a re a hundred and one things in which

my opinion as to their truth or falsi ty or utility is of

infinitely greater moment than my belief concerning

a future life . My convictions concerning sanitation ,

or the need for light and a ir , or the fitness of certain

peo ple for holding office in the State, may Have

important and traceable consequences on the life of

society . But my belief as to whether ther e is a future

life or not doe s not clearly a ffect anything . Those

who do not believe in a future life a re found to b e as

loyal , as generous , as devoted to what they believe to
‘

b e r ight as are those with the most fervent belief in a

life beyond the grave . Clear ly
,
a belief tHat does not

of necessity affect conduct one way or the other can

not well be argued to be of pressing importance . One

might as well argue the urgency of settling whether
the other side of the moon i s habitable .

% et again it is a rgued
'

that they who really believe
in a future life have a driving power that cannot be
equalled by anything else . But here we have only

substituted a p sychological fallacy for a mis statement
Of fact . Any belief , no matter how absurd or how

devoid of foundation in fact , so long as it is held with

sincer i ty , and i s allied to an earnest nature
,
will have

the same eflect . A belief in vegetar i anism , in the

simple life , even the belief in the necessity for destroy
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ing the belief in immortali ty, will have the same effec t .

All that is needed to give a belief dr iving power

i s—belief . Love of country , love of home
, devotion to

any ideal is enough to carry a man out of the narrow

circle of his egoi stic desires, even to the point of

sacr ificing his life . The man who fails to see that

teachings of the most diverse nature and value may

claim examples of glor ious devotion and ungrudging

sacr ifice reads history with eyes that are blind to its

most obvious lessons .

In the emphasis that is placed upon the alleged

elevating influence of the belief in immor tality the

effect i t has had in quite an opp os ite direction i s

conveniently forgotten . And yet that aspect of the

history of the belief in a future life lies p lain for all

to see . Living in the environment of to - day i t is

almost impossible to realize adequately the fear, the

degrading fear , which was bred by the Christian

doctrine of an after life . And Christian teachers take

care that the truth about their religion in this respect

shall not b e known if they can prevent it . Certa inly

nothing coarser or mor e brutalizing than the Chris

tian doctrine of an after life has ever been known . By

no less a person than Augustine the whole of the

human race was descr ibed as being one damned

batch and mass of perdition ,

”
and at a much later

date Jeremy Taylor could declare , in dep icting the

condition of the saved , that husbands shall see

their wives , parents shall see their children tormented

before their eyes,
” while the bodies of the damned

shall be crowded together in hell like gr apes in a wine
press till they burst . ” Jonathan Edwards also assures
us that God holds sinners in his hands over the
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mouth of hell a s so many sp iders , and he is dreadfully

provoked , and he not only hates them , but holds them

in utmos t contemp t , and he will trample them beneath

his fee t with inexpressible fierceness , he will crush

their blood out , and will make it fly so that it will

sprinkle his garmen ts and stain all his raiment .
'

These a re only specimen quotation s, they could b e

multiplied almost without end ,
but i t does not need

much imagination to conceive the terribly brutalizing

consequences of teachings of this kind forced upon

people from their earliest year s . It was only at the

price of brutalization that ordinary folk could retain

their sanity .

Certa inly one may say with safety that while such

beliefs a re ser iously accep ted as unquestionable truths ,
their influence must have been of the most demor aliz

ing kind . Just as when one is brought into daily con

tact with intolerable cruelty the prevalence of such

things can only eventuate in the creation of an

abnormal sensitiveness on the one side and a steady

process of brutalization on the other . It is utterly

impossible for normal human nature to go on believing

that the major ity of their fellow creatures are destined

to the kind of eternal torments dep icted by the Chris

tian writer s without having their sympathies narrowed ,
their natures coarsened , and their sense of j ustice con

stricted . As a matter of fact the prevalence of

these teachings produced a Chr istian society with a

limited number of more refined natures exhibiting a

fantastic sensitiveness that bor ders on the insane
,
with

the overwhelming proportion leading an almost animal

existence . And although not the only cause of de

moralization sanctioned by the Christian Church , its
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doctrine of immor tality must be held partly responsible

for the terrible coarsening of manners that character

ized the Christian ages of the wor ld .

While I write the above , and as an illustration of

what has been said , I come across the following from

a living leader of English Non conformity which

deserves chron icling as an example of Christian b a r

b arism at the close of the nineteenth century . The

Rev. R . F . Horton
,
a preacher whose sincerity none

will question , af ter dwelling upon the thesis that

everything before death is determined by what we

expect after death ,
” says :

Men who donot believe in their immortality , if I
may use strong and colloquial language , a re a public
nuisance . They bestialize life , they lower the tone of

everything , they make the world a huge graveyard ,
where the only thought is to ea t and drink ,

and to try

to forget that to morrow we die . I would mark them

all , and avoid them , and if they cannot change their
mind they should b e ostracised from a human society
which depends for all vitality and for all progress
upon a great and permanent belief in the immortality
of man%1

Ill- balanced fanaticism and sectar ianism could hardly

go further than this . Coming from a mediaeval monk ,
or from a gutter evangeli st i t would be bad enough ,
coming from one of the leaders of English Noncon

formity such
’

sentiments ofler irrefutable evidence of

the l ittle influence this particular belief has in effect

ing a genuine moralization of character . The wor st

Sermon reported in the Christian World Pulpit, December
6, 1899 .
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that one could say concerning the influence of the

belief in immor tality receives the fullest justification

from such an utterance . A man ’ s judgment must b e

indeed warp ed when he can frame an indictmen t which

would exclude from human society some of the fore

mos t men and women of our time on the ground that

they bestialize life , and lower the tone of everything .

On the contra ry , one might say that the departure

from human society of men of the type of mind of Dr .

Horton is an even t that one could fa ce without very

ser ious misgivings as to the future of the race .

There is really only one way in which it could b e
%

shown that belief in immortality is Of vital consequence
to human society . This would b e by proving that in

its absence human na ture either stagnates or deterior

ates . But thi s no one has ever been able to prove .

Histor ically we do not find that nations p rogress with

the strengthening Of this belief and deter ior ate with

its weaken ing . The evidence is rather the other way

about , for from the time of ancient Egyp t i t has been
those who have had the belief in a future life most

clear ly expressed in their lives that have gone down
bef ore those with whom the belief was of a more
formal nature . And the same thing holds broadly
of individuals ; for to argue that individual life
deter iorates with a rej ection of this belief is wildly
untrue . Unbelievers are no longer such rarities as

course . Believer s know that in discharging all the
functions of ordinary citizenship the lives of un

believers move on at least as high a level as do their
own . Thev a re quite a s ready as other s to devote

B
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their lives, their resources , to any cause in which they

believe, and they at least can asser t that their en

deavours a re not in the nature of investments that

a re put out at interest pa yable in another wor ld . And

to those who adop t the tone of mediaeval survivals such

as Dr . Hor ton ,
ther e is always open the retor t that

sweating employers , and slum landlords , and un

scrupulous financiers, and shady politicians , as well

as actually declared criminals are fa r mor e frequen t in

their avowal of belief in immor tality than they are in

profession s of disbelief . If daily exper ience enfor ces

any lesson at all it is that a good life may be lived and

i s lived without the remotest referen ce to a future

state of existence . This wor ld holds many good and

beautiful things
,
and i t offers op portunities for the

disp lay of many good and beautiful qualities, whether

there i s another life or not . And that is surely the

most dep ressing form of pessimism which asser ts that

the love of husband and wife , of parent and child , the

loyalty of friends, and the glor ies of art
,
science and

literature a re all so much dross unless we live again

beyond the grave .

In what follows we shall have to examine in detail

many of the points that have here received only a

brief notice . What has been said is preliminary to an

examination of one of the most wide - spread and ,

fundamentally , harmful illusions from which humanity

has ever suffered .



CHAPTER II .

IS THERE A DESIRE FOR A

FUTURE LIFE ?

TAKE a hundred people haphazard and ask each of

them the question , Do you believe in a future life ?
”

It is quite probable that an overwhelming major ity will

answer in the affirmative . Nor would it b e fa r to seek

to find the cause of this unanimity . Each of these

hundred person s has been brought up in an atmos

phere that is , at least professedly , a religious one , and

in which a formal adherence i s given to certain

religious beliefs . Most of them are quite unused to

self - analysis, and accustomed to express themselves in

terms of the current theology . From that point of

View , therefore , the answer to the question i s prep ared

before it is asked . Moreover
,
in a society such as our s

there is an accep ted tradition in our gener al literature

which echoes what theology teaches because i t has

been developed under i ts influence . Nothing is

commoner than to find i t assumed that in some way a

future life completes and embellishes this one , and al so
the complementary tradition that those who do not

accep t the be lief a re robbed of a comfort and an in

sp iration which other s possess , and what is more , they
feel their loss . These things are not argued

,
they a re

assumed , and because they a re assumed without

warranty are held to b e unquestionable .

A groundless assump tion i s followed by an im
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pertinence . The next step is the asser tion that the

man who professes to be without the desire for a future

life i s abnormal , or , at best , is only illustrating a

p assing phase of temper . To use a common illustra

tion ,
he is like a deaf mute denying the existence of

sound . I believe , however , that closer analysis will

show that the abnormality , if it exists anywhere , lies

with those who fan cy that the value and meaning of

this life is to b e found in the existence of some future

state . And I think it can b e shown , when we examine

the con tents of the mind , that with the normal p erson

there exists no real des ire for a future life , little

genuine belief in it , and no evidence that it provides

comfort in face of disaster . All that i s needed to prove

these things is to sep arate the expressed belief from the

various factor s with which it has been assoc i ated . In

brief , what we have here is not a statemen t of fact , but

an interp retation of certa in fa cts . The religious man

says one thing when he really ought
,
in justice to his

own feeling , to say something quite different .

Let me venture on a p iece of self - analysis . So fa r

as I am able to under stand my own frame of mind I

have no conscious desire for a life beyond the grave .

I am con scious of a desire for life
, or negatively , a dis

inclination for death , but that is all. On the other

hand I am not con scious of any disinclination to live

again , my mind her e is simply a blank . If I permit

myself to speculate on the matter I can easily con

ceive circumstances that would make p erpetual exist

ence a curse , or
, at best , a burden . But I am

conscious of nothing in the shape of regrets . Mentally

I can no more conceive existence after I am dead than

I can p icture myself a s l iving before I was born . Or
,
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yet again ,
I can eas ily p icture to myself the growth of

an abnormal state of mind in favour of either existence

or non - existen ce . It is pos sible to so dwell upon a

fancied desire for a thing that the possession of it

app ears to be one of the most imperative of needs .

If i t is said that I may have a desire to live again ,

not to satisfy some purely selfish feeling , but in order

to meet again those whom I have known and loved

here , I can only say ,
still keep ing to the ter ritory of

my own consciousness—which as evidence i s quite a s

good as that of anybody else— that I am not at all

conscious of a desire to meet anyone in the next world .

I desire to mee t and to be with them here ; I regret

most keenly the sep aration caused by dea th , but i t is

only by a misunderstanding of frustrated feeling that

this is read as a des ire to meet beyond the grave .

What I have , in common with other s , is a desire for

inter course with certain members of my kind . But i t is

surely gratuitous to argue from this a desire for com

munion after death .

It may b e said that in thus arguing I am avowing

myself as a kind of human monstrosity
,
and ther efore

my feelings offer no criter ion by wh ich to judge other s .

But my whole argumen t is that
, fa r from being ei ther

unique or abnormal
,
I am perfectly normal

,
and that

if others will only analyse their own men tal states they

will find that they a re much as I am . The recognition

that we a re all much alike in our fundamental

character i stics is, indeed , one Of the p rime require

men ts to an under standing of many of the things over

which we are so gravely puzzled . We al l have the

same feelings , the same passions , and , fundamenta lly ,
the same appetites . It is in our beliefs concerning
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them , and in our modes of interpreting them , that we

differ most Widely . And i t is just here that education

plays its par t for good or ill . It may quite easily

develop a morbid or a false View of life , or en courage

an unwarrantable bel ief con cerning the nature of our

mental states . It is not so long ago the theory

of demoniacal possession was held to be the true ex

planation of epilep sy , and the proof of the theory was

the existence of the disease . But the disease remains ,
i t is the explanation that has disapp ear ed . Mankind is

always dealing with the same things, it i s the point of

View from which they are studied that undergoes

change .

And i t is certainly strange, if there did really exist a

strong desire for a future life , that mankind in general

should to - day b e so little concerned about it , and

should be still less anxious to realize i t . In their

normal movements men and women show but little

interest in the question of survival . In social circles

it is voted bad form to dwell upon it , and a discussion

on death and immor tality would b e a wet blanket in

most gatherings . There a re thousands Of preachers

who during their professional hours harp Upon the

overwhelming importance of a future life . % et the

p eople to whom they preach show no greater interest

in i t than those who do not believe
,
and in the

presence of death show no more for titude and display

no less gr ief than do those who have ceased to believe .

Even the preachers them selves a re driven to admit that

their followers live fa r more for the things of time than
for those of eternity . To rouse a fervid state of mind

concerning a future life something star tling is needed
,

or a morbid love of the mysterious must b e excited
,
or
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one must b e shaken out of his normal condition by a

great and overwhelming misfor tune . Normally man

does not act as though he is longing for a future life .

He is content , rightly and hea lthily content , with this

one .

Now if there existed a strong , a real desire for a

future life this condition of things would be impos sible .

During the war we know that all were anxious to get

news from the fron t because of the eagerness with

which it was received and the effor ts made to get it .

And in other directions we a re able to gauge the

strength of a desire by the eff orts made to gratify it .

We know , for example , that men desire wealth , power ,

position , fame , because we find them suffer ing all sorts

of danger s and expending considerable energy in get

ting these things . But we do not find men and women

in any considerable number doing anything whatever

either to satisfy themselves that another wor ld exists

or making the least effort to realize it . The news of

the discovery of a new goldfield would send thousands

hurrying to take advan tage of the find . The announce

ment of a new argument for immor tality would leave

most p eop le quite cold . They a re content to express

an easy - going assent to the veracity of the belief , but

it is never made the ground of applied eflort or

deliberate and sustained action—or if such instances

do oc cur , believers a re the first to allege that a want
of mental balance is the cause of so unusual a

phenomenon .

But in the presence of a genuine desire for another life
this state of things would b e impos sible . There would
be the same eagerness to secure its gr atification that
one witnesses in connection with other strong con
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victions Or
r impera tive desires . And in that case life

here would tend to become what the ear lier and more

honest theologians called it , a burden ,
and we should

receive the call to another world with the same glad

ness that we receive the news of an appointment to a

much sought for pos ition . But this is clearly not the

case . Our anticipated elevation to another wor ld is

not regarded as a blessing , but as a disaster . If one

tells the most fervent believer that he i s going

home he receives the news with anything but a

look of relief , and his first thought afterwards is not to

make his p eace with heaven but to call on the doc tor

in the hop es of delaying his dep arture . And even the

clergy nowadays resent the imputation that their chief

task is to prepare their flocks for another life .

Practically , they say that the next wor ld will take care

of itself . Their aim
,
they say , i s to teach people to

live well in this wor ld . Laity and clergy thus give

the lie to the existen ce of any strong desire for a life

beyond the grave . They act upon the principle that a

bird in the hand is worth two in the bush— particularly

when one can ’ t see the bush .

1

Another and a very p er tinen t comment on the

1
Even those surest of hea ven stay here to the la st possible

moment , even though their lives in this world be miserable .

Does not this Show tha t the post - mortem life is a convention ,

a dream - wish ? If we were told of a continent of fabulous
hea lth a nd cha rm , and believed it a ll, we should go to it by
individua ls , families , tribes , and leave the fa therland un

tenanted, a lthough we ha d to brave da rk and tempestous sea s
to get there . We should not ritua lly pray a ga inst a sudden
transit , or b e ca lled fana tics if we volunta rily crossed the tide
beca use the old world ha d become intolerably ha rd for us .

”

—Professor Stanley Ha ll . Cited by Professor Leuba , The

Belief in God and Immorta lity, p . 304 .
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assertion that the desire for immor tality is a

character istic of human nature in its norma l

a .spects, is found in the existence of such a

philosophy as Buddhism . Her e we have a cr eed that

is accep ted by several hundreds of millions of people ,

and with whom ,
instead of p er sonal immor tality being

one of their expressed desires , the teaching is that i t is

a curse rather than a blessing . The mere existence of

a system such as Buddhism is enough to prove that the

attachmen t of the Christian to the theory of the per

manence of individuality , even when i t is a genuine

expression of feeling , is no more than a consequence

of an education that has been going on for generations .

But for the main part it is not genuine . It is no more

than the rep etition of a phrase which owes its currency

to ex istence in a particular social environment .

But there is a very valid reason for the fact

that the desire for a future life should never assume a

very strong or overpowering form . The whole course

of evolution is against it . In the first p lace it must b e

borne in mind that all developmen t in the animal

world , whether i t b e of structure or function
,
takes

place in relation to a definite environment . In fact
,

one may say that the environment and the organism

are so interwoven that they a re little more than two

aspects of the same thing . A feeling
, or an instinct

must , therefore , hold some relation to an environment

with which the organism is in con tact , it simply can

not b e developed with regard to an environment with

which the organi sm has no relation whatever . And

whatever future i s implied in animal development i t

must b e in relation to one that exists this side of

the grave , not in relation to some future of which
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members of the species have no experience. Every

instinct that is develop ed , whether of play or the

parental instinct , or of self - preservation , has sole

reference to the environment of which the species ha s

a lready had exper ience . This is equally true of what

may b e called fundamen tal desires . They are all

based upon racial exper ience , and the promise of their

gratification is given in this life , not in some fancied

other state of existence.

Moreover , as some degree of utili ty is a condition of

developmen t , whether we are dealing with structures

or with feel ings , it i s cer tain that no instinct or desire

can develop to the point of becoming a racial danger .

And a race of people to whom death was an ever

presen t object of contemplation , and with whom there

existed a strong desire for a future life, would be

handicapped in the struggle for existence . Death

would not only loom larger than life
,
it would become ,

as Christian theology ha s so of ten taught
, an all

important consider ation , dwa rfing everything else ,
and leaving man

, if not nerveless , at least careless in

the face of the calls of every - day life .

One may sum it up by saying that i t i s not the

significance of death and the her eafter that is of con

sequence , but a feeling of the profound importance of

the presen t and its po ssibilities . And in the face of

these po ssibilities even death must become of sub

sidia ry impor tance . That is , indeed , the lesson of all

heroic lives , the profound conviction that in face of

the needs of this life
, of the pos sibilities of develop

men t which it offer s, there are times when even

per sona l existence must b e sacrificed . But the heroic
exists , not in Virtue of the effect of conduct in deter
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mining our condition in some future state of existence,

but in its bearing upon the social life of the race .

It is
, of course , possible to see in the lives of in

dividuals illustrations of an extreme obsession with a

future state of existence , and in individual cases

society can put up with almost any degree of abnor

mality. We see this illustrated in the case of

insanity and of pronounced disease . But while

society may b e able to afiord these things as expres

sions of individual p eculi arity , no society could exist

if they were to become normal . In the long run the

feelings that are paramount , the tastes that direct

human desire , the motives that urge to action , must

b e of a kind that is consonant with the well - being of

the soci al structure . And the net result of all this has

been that , while ther e ha s been , on the one hand , a

literary and theological tradition of the overwhelming

importance of a future life , there ar e few things about

which men and women have bother ed less , and there

a re few beliefs the disapp earance of which would affect

our lives less . It has been a fight between life and

theory . On the one hand the religious endeavour has

been to develop in man a strong desire for a future life .

On the other hand both natural and social selection

have worked so as to keep this desire weak and fitful in

the interests of the spec ies . The thought of death , i t is

true , can never b e suppressed , and we shall see in a

future chap ter that it is well it should not b e .

But while death is always in evidence , the development

of our feelings concerning it is ultimately governed

by the exigencies of life .

That the desire for a future state of existence may

not be anything like so strong as our theologica l
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teachers would have us believe i s a reflection tha t

sometimes dawns upon the advocates of immor tal ity .

Thus
,
in a small work , The Immor tal Hope, Dr . S . H .

Mellone remarks : It is possible that inquiries made

systematically among intelligen t peop le might suggest

that the strength of the desire for another life i s over

rated , that a vast number do not care , while many

would prefer annihilation (p . That rea lly

exact inquiry and hones t replies would show this I for

one do not doubt for a moment . The diffi culty i s to

get p eop le either to analyse their own mental states

with sufficient detachment and knowledge to make

their rep lies of value , or to answer op enly a question

in connection with
'

which any rep ly other than a p ar

ticular one involves a cer tain amount of social dis

comfor t . Where enquiries have been conducted the

results have never been favourable to the traditional

View
,
and have often been directly against it . Thus

,

in an exhaustive enquiry conducted in the United

States by Professor Leuba. it was found that less than

half of those ques tioned professed a des ire for im

mor ta lity , and even then no notice was taken of how

far the rep lies were due to a misunderstanding or a

misinterpretation of normal feelings
, and which a

truly scientific p sychology would explain in a very

different manner . And i t is just this habit of interpret

ing feelings in terms of current tea ching that p lays into

the hands of the purveyors of superstition .

So , again , we have Dr . Osler , in the course of his

Ingersoll lecture on Science and Immortality ,
”

affirming that the desire for immor tality seems never

to have had a very strong hold upon mankind ,
”

and

tha t practica l indifference i s the modern attitude of
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mind . Even the popular super stition that the desire

for immor tality grows keener as man nears death he

declares to b e erroneous ,
”
and adds

I have careful records of about 500 death beds ,
studied particularly with reference to the modes of

death and the sensations of the dying . The latter
alone concerns us here . Ninety suffered bodily pains
or distress of one sort or another , eleven showed
mental apprehension ,

two positive terror , one ex

pressed spiritual exaltation , one bitter remorse . The

great majority gave no signs one way or the other ;
like their birth , their death was a sleep and a forget
ting . The preacher was right ; in this respect man

hath no pre
- eminence over the beast ,

“ as the one

dieth , so dieth the other .

”

Substantially the same conclusion might be reached

by anyone who car ed to collect cases of actual

exper iences instead of rep eating , parrot - like , the age

long falsities of the pulp it .

Mention was made above of misunder standings and

misinterpretations of normal feelings . And that leads

me to what I regard as the heart of the question . For

when it is said that men do not really desire a future

life it is not meant that an assertion to the con tra ry is
not honestly enough made in a large number of cases .

But is ther e any stronger reason why we should take a s

final a man ’s account of the nature of his own feelings

than there is that we shou ld accep t his account of the
nature of an organic complaint ? In my op inion there

is not the slightest justification for our so doing . All

we a re warranted in saying is that there is Some desire

present , but whether i t is of the nature described is
quite another question . There is often a world of

differ en ce between descrip tion and analysis .
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I believe the correct account of the nature of this

alleged desire for a future life was given by Professor

Metchnikoff in his suggestive work The Na ture of

Ma n . He there puts the question , Why is it , seeing

that all men must die, ther e has not been an instinct

develop ed in relation to so univer sal and so inescapable

a fact as death , as instincts have been developed in

relation to other normal and universal happenings ?

In other cases
,
where a particular phase of existence

is uniformly exper ienced , there i s develop ed in the

organism some kind of a rea ctive p rep aration for it .

Thus
,
there is with man the gregarious instinct which

fits him for associated life , there i s the play instinct

which prep ares him for the real life of maturity , there

is the sex instinct which expresses itself as the young

human being approa ches adolescence . But in the case

of death , which meets every one sooner or later , there

is no such preparation
,
save in an insignificant number

of cases . Why is this ? Why is man so ill prepared to

meet a fact which he cannot for ever avoid ? Why , to

put the matter in another way , has not man an instinct

for death as he has an instinct for life
,
so that on the

approach of death he should be organi cally prepar ed

for i t in the same way that he i s organi cally prepared

for the other main cri ses of his existence ? Of course ,
we may have here no more than another case of dis

harmony between man and his environment , but it is
in the light of this mal - adaptation thatwe must look for
an explanation of that clinging to life which is seized

upon by the religionist as proof of man ’s desire for a
future life .

We may commence with the fact that there i s an

obvious desire for life with all normal animal forms .
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To explain this we need go no further than the

struggle for existence , for in the absence of a more or

less developed will to live a Sp ecies of animals

conditions of existence . To say that a species of

animals per sists , and to say that it has a desire for life ,

a re only two ways of expressing the same fact .

Again , we may say , rather as a rough and ready way

of inducing a mental p icture than as an exact

descrip tion of what is the case , that every human

being starts life with a cer tain physiological impetus ,

or , what amounts to the same thing , with the capacity

for generating a physiological energy that will serve to

preserve life , the p sychologi cal side of which is the

desire to live . If , now,
we assume that the life of each

organism flowed on so regularly and so smoothly that

death came only when the physiolog ical capacity of

the organism was wholly and completely exhausted ,
ther e would b e a corresponding exhaustion of the

p sychological expression also . We may assume , I

think
,
that something like this occurs per iodically in

sleep , where the tempor ary exhaustion of the powers

of the organism induces a desired uncon sciousness .

And ther e seems little reason for doubting that if we

were to live in such a way that dea th came only when

the physiologica l strength of the body was completely

exhausted , we should die as we sleep , not with a sense

of losing something that we desire to retain , but with a

comp lete readiness for rest . We should no longer have
the desire for life , because we should have los t the

motive power which gave that desire its being . In a
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few cases that does o ccur now, but the vast major ity
of deaths happ en in differen t circumstances .

We die , as Metchnikoff po ints out , deaths of disease .

Our dea ths are deaths of violence , or of disease—which

is only violence in another form . Our deaths a re due

to the breakdown of p arts of the organism , which

throws the whole of the structure out Of gea r . Death

takes place while the physiological vitality of par ts of

the organism is still strong , and while its psycho

logical equivalen t , the instinct for life , i s strong also .

We shrink from death because we have not yet ex~

hansted the des ire for life . The desire for more life is

the cry of the organism to spend its still une-xhausted

capacities for living , What we have here is , not a

phenomenon that requires a transcendental explana

tion
,
but one which may be fully accounted for in

terms of the known qualities and capa cities of the

human structure .

In a later chap ter we sha ll have to deal with the

conditions that give even death its compensating

features . At presen t we are concerned with the way in

which it is ma de to bolster up a supposed desire for a

life beyond the grave .

From what has been said it is clear that the real

question with which we have to dea l is the existence

of a desire for life her e . But what the theologian says ,
in substance , is % ou des ire to live

,
but that you can

not live longer here is evidence that you will live else

where .

”
And that conclusion is not only without

proo f , i t is a l so absolutely irrelevant . The proof

of this is that if those with the des ire for life could go
on living here ther e is not one of them who would

wish to live anywhere else . There i s no desire for a
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future life , there is only a desire for continued life .

There is a shrinking from non - existence , partly be

cause of the causes already dealt with , partly because

it is easier to think of oneself continuing to exist than

i t is to think of one passing out of existence . But the

desire to live has , so to speak , no fixed form . It is

fluid , and may assume any form that is promp ted by

environmental circumstances . And i t is on this fact

that the theologian builds . Just as in the one case the

fullest life spells military glory , to another political or

literary renown , so the religious advocate seizes hold

of the formless desire for life and explains and

exploits it as a desire for a life beyond the grave . One

might as reasonably argue that because a man dies

with a desire for wealth ungratified , therefore there

will be another world in which he will possess fabulous

riches .

Analysis thus explains both the persistence of the

doctrine of survival and its failure to exert a com

manding influence on life . It has been persistent be

cause there have always been the facts of death and the

desire for life on which it might build its mistaken

interp retation . But it has failed to impress peop le

with a sense of its paramount importance because

human feelings a re of necessity developed with re

feren ce to the present life and to the present life a lone .

Otherwise, racial suicide would have been aecom

plished long ago . And thus while in theory the

religious interpretation has been generally accep ted ,
social forces have effectually prevented its exer cising a

decisive influence on life . Life is , in the long run ,

too strong for religion . And one of the conditions o f
the surviva l of any theory is that however harmful it
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may be, its harmfulness in practice must not exceed the

point at which it threatens the existence of social life .

O therwise, there i s an end to both the theory and to

those who uphold it .

Fina lly , suppose one were to grant that there did

rea lly ex ist a genuine desire for a life beyond the

grave . Would that , of necessity , carry with it even

a reasonable presumption in favour of immor tal ity ?

The existence of a desire proves only— that a desire

exists . There is no warranty whatever for assuming

that its existence is a guarantee that one day the

desire will b e gratified . All sorts of things are desired

by all sor ts of peop le without their being realized in

fact . One man desires an income of a year but

never gets more than a couple of pounds a week .

Another desires fame and dies unknown . Another

desires a wife and family and dies a bachelor . Nearly

all desire to reach a good old age , yet the aver age

duration of life stands somewher e in the neighbour

hood oi for ty years . Illustrations to the same end

might b e multiplied , but if our desires are not gratified

in every direction is there any j ustification for assum

ing that they will be gratified in any ? If the desire to

reach seventy years of age is no surety that we shall

not die at thirty , why should we assume that a desire

to live for ever proves that death is no more than a

passage from one room to another ? The existence of

desire may be of value as an indication to past con
ditions of life, or of p a st education ,

but it is of very

doubtful guidance as to what will happ en even in the

future of this world , and of no value whatever in

rega rd to some presumed other state of existence .



CHAPTER III .

THE APPEAL TO FACTS .

IN the last chapter we were concerned with an

examination of the alleged desire for a future life and

an analysis of its meaning and value . The conclusion

reached was that the plea owed its force en tirely to the

fact that men and women were in the habit of taking

current phrase s at their face value , without ever trying

to get a clear conception of what was meant by the

expressions used , or whether they had a meaning a t

all . In the present chapter we can carry that method

of procedure a step further , and with profit . For it is

toler ably certain that if peop le were in the habit of

asking themselves , What exactly do I mean by im

mor tality ? i t would b e seen that to assert survival

beyond death is to say that which is incapable of proof ,
and a bringing together of terms tha t a re mutually

destructive .

It is, for example , easy enough to say that twice
two a re five , and just as easy to say that one believes
in the sum . But this is only for so long as we refrain
from a sking just what is mean t by the statemen t . To

assert the existence of a belief , and to have a belief
a re not of necessity identica l propositions . And I

think it can b e shown that the bel ief in immortality is
one that would stand condemned by its own weakness
ifwe all wer e to a skwhat precisely is mea nt by it . That

there may b e truths with which we are unacquainted is

likely enough , but there cannot well b e truths that a re
in direct contradiction to wha t we know to be true ,
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and the terms of which cannot be brought together in

consciousness .

Now what is it that ought to be meant when we

speak of personal immor tality as a fact ? It will not

do to say we mean that in some way or another , and

in some form or another , we persist . In some form or

other everything persists . That is a postulate of the

most rigid determinism , and is accepted by
‘

the most

uncompromising ma ter ialism . Besides , a changed

form of ma is not me at all; i t is someone or something

else . John Smith with a new set of bodily and mental

character istics is no more the or iginal John Smith than

a baked pudding is the same as a boiled one because

the cook uses the same ingredients . To every one of

us a given individual is primarily a particular set of

bod ily and mental peculiar ities , and ,
therefore , his

survival beyond death means the persistence of the

individual as we know him . If I am not the same after

death as I wa s before , then i t is not I who persists ,
but someone or something else . Consequently , we

may lay it down as a settled proposition that surviva l

a fter death means the survival of the individual with

all those physical and other peculiar ities in virtue of

which we know him as an individual .

Not only does the concep tion of immortali ty involve

this , but the popular and emotional pleas for a future

life imply it . If we do not live again a s we a re now

the talk of meeting our loved ones beyond the grave

i s so much verbiage . We Should not know them

even if we met them . The husband who i s looking

forward to meeting his wife , or the parent the child ,
must all be exp

-ceting the same bodily form manifest

ing the same qualities of mind and character that they
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knew and loved this side of the grave . Nothing else

will do . To offer them anything difierent would b e

like expecting a mother who had lost a child to b e con

tent with a free p ick from an orphan asylum . To be

real the individual must exi st on the other side of the

grave as he existed here . That is what we ought to

believe ; but I think it can b e shown that we can

assert that we do bel ieve this only so long a s we refra in

from bringing together in our minds the various terms

of the proposition .

The moment we ra ise the i ssue in this clear and un

ambiguous way the unintelligibility of the belief begins

to emerge . When we speak of man as an individual ,
what do we mean ? Primarily , man is known to us a s

an organism manifesting certain qualities or discharg
ing certain functions . That he i s more than this

i s certainly no more than an inference , and i t may b e

a wholly unwarrantable assump tion . But it is quite

certain that , if we clear from our minds the concep tio n

of man as an organism pos sessing certain qualities and

functions, what we have left is a comp lete blank .

Mind may b e more than a function of the organism ,

but i t is quite certain that we only know it as such.

Nor can we think of it as otherwise . Indeed
, to think

of a function in the abse nce of an organ is a sheer

impossibility . A quality must belong to something ,

a s wetness is a quality of something that is wet
,
or

warmth of something that is hot . We asser t tha t
Man survives death much as we might rep eat the

formula in the Athanasian Creed about the three in
comprehensibles , and we persuade ourselves that we
really believe be cause we never ask ourselves what
on earth we mean by it .
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The survival of personality becomes the more um

thinkable when we realize that it is , so to speak , not

a constant but a var iable . Per sonality is not something

with which we start life , and which remains unchanged

throughout our existence . It has none of the chara c

teristics of immutable constancy . It is something tha t

i s slowly built up , and may b e even more rap idly

pulled down ,
and which is always undergoing a pro

cess of modification more or less dra stic . Strictly

speaking a man in the course of his life manifests many

per sonalities . There is that of the child , of maturity ,
and of old age . Which persona lity is it that survives

dea th and which are we to meet again on the other

side of the grave ? And Why should one survive rather

than another ? And if all do not survive , why should

any ? What better claim for surviva l has one of the

personalities over the other s ? If it is because i t is the

la st that one of them survives , then i t would seem

that if we want the next world to b e peop led by young

and healthy peop le i t would b e well to return to the

practice of some savages and kill our people before

they get old and sick . And if i t b e that only one

of these per sona lities survives, then the destruction

of personality is a fact , and all the arguments aga inst

it break down .

Ther e a re many other reasons that a re equally

decisive against the survival of personality , but for the

moment I am testing this idea from the point of View of

intelligibility and trying to show that it really b e

longs to the by no means small class that owe their
strength to the fact that men repeat strings of words

and mistake them for definite ideas . It is like those
formulae of magic that had so gr ea t a vogue in the
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Middle Ages and which owed their power to the fact

that no one knew what they meant .

I shall have to return to this subject of per sonality

later ,
when discussing the subject of Spiri tualism and

the nature Of the Self It is only necessary to say

here that the sense of self p resents no mystery and

no hopeless problem to the informed mind . We can ,

if we will , see both the creation and the destruction Of

the self .

” What sense of self has a newly born

child ? So fa r as we can see , none at all . Even the

knowledge of its having a body appears to b e in the

nature of a discovery . The sense of tou ch—the

mother - sense —is probably the starting point here , and

with growth the notion of a physical self is gradually

elaborated . On the mental side there is a correspond

ing development . Experie nce of mother , home , play

mates , the larger exper ience of the social world , all

contribute to the building up of a distinct personality .

The self , the ego ,
i s not something that is simple and

indecomposable , i t i s something that is comp lex ,

multiple , and decomposable . And this building up of

exper iences which on the p sychological side gives us

the se nse of per sonality , has its ana logue on the

biolog ical side . For the life of the organism i s also

multiple . It is built up from the myriads of cells and

their lives which go to make up the life of the entire
organism . In a rough and ready way we may say

that the cell is to the individual as the individual is to
the nation . Individual and nation rep resent the total
of the constituent parts, p lus what is gi ven by the fact
of their combination . But eliminate the individuals
and what becomes of the nation ? Destroy the life of

the cells and wha t becomes of their product , the
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individual life ? Is i t not quite as rational to talk of

national life persisting in the absence of individuals

as i t is to think of human life persi sting after the cells

which comprise the organism have been destroyed .

There is one other point that is worth noting in this

connection . We know that each human being com

menees his or her existence as a consequence of the

union of two minute par ticles of living matter . At

what point of this union are we to conceive the be

ginning of an immortal soul ? If at the moment of

j unction
,
then we must assume that the soul is a pro

duct of the union . If not then , a t what subsequent

stage are we to assume its beginnings ? The difficulty

does not end here . We know that man i s only one

figure in a lengthy sum of animal existence . And

where in that immense chain are we to draw the line ?

If man is immor tal why not the animals that are near

him in the scale ? And if these ar e immortal
,
what is

to prevent us going lower still , carry it down to the

very simplest form of animated existence and claim

immortality for the amoeba ? But that is not all .

Weismann pointed out that the single celled organ

i sms do really possess a physical immortality. Shor t o f
an accident they do not die . They simply divide into
two distinct organisms each of which goes through the

same process . And if we assume that the single celled

organism possessed a single soul , so soon as it sp lits

up into two , a re there two souls existn where

before there was only one ? If so , we can by this

method multiply soul as a con sequence of simple

division . As some one has suggested , we can increase
the number of immor tal souls by cutting up a jelly - fish.

The more closely we analyse this conception of
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survival beyond dea th the more unintelligible it be

comes . The individual is , as we have said , the sum of

his organic activities , and i t is not denied that these

activities a re absolutely dep enden t upon specific

organic structures . Thus , we all admit that vision i s

dependent upon the structure of the eye , hea ring upon

the existence of auditory organs , and the same

principle holdsof every function and sense , including

the great mother sense of feeling . It will not b e denied

that if the eye is destroyed the capacity for vision goes ,

or if cer tain nerve centres are destroyed that the sense

of touch is destroyed . We may , that is , destroy one

sense after another ; and yet , we a re asked to believe

that if instead of destroying the individual in this

p iecemeal fashion we blast him out of existence with

a charge of melinite or some other exp losive he will

exist somewhere else with all his faculties unimpaired .

Nay
,
better than unimpaired , for the fact of his being

without organs for the manifestation s of function s will

in some quite non - understandable manner make those

functions stronger and more p erfect than ever . Any

thing more absurd it would be impossible to conceive .

I do not think , then ,
that one is putting the case too

strongly in saying that the belief in immortality owes

its currency to the fact that ei ther peop le do not realize
the unintelligible character of the proposition la id

down ,
or they lack the knowledge that would make it

unintelligible . To make my meaning clear I may take
an illustration from the law of gravitation . So long a s

one thinks of gravitation as a for ce that merely pulls

downwards , the proposition that the same force which

holds people on the earth here must b e pushing them
03 the earth at the Antipodes is ra tional . But when
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we realize that the proper concept ion of gravitation is

that of a for ce pulling toward a centre , the proposition

be comes at once unthinkable . So with the matter now

before us . The concep tion of survival beyond dea th

we 'know to have been born at a time when man was

quite unacquainted with the nature of the organ ism

and of its functions . At that time the concep tion Of

something inhabiting the body and forsaking it at

death to take up i ts abode elsewhere was quite an in

telligible one . But what is intelligible at one stage of

culture be comes unintelligible at another stage . And

when in the light of the knowledge of to day we bear

in mind all that is implied in this concep tion of life

after death , we find that we a re faced with nothing

more than a series of mutually destructive pro

positions . We cannot think of the organism existing

in another world without assuming that the same con

ditions that exist here exist there , and then must

dismiss from our minds the knowledge that the dis

integration of the physical body is absolutely complete .

We cannot think of the functions of an organ ism exist

ing in the absence of the organism because that out

rages all that we know Of fact . And we cannot think

of the survival of personality , as a p sychological fa ct ,
once we realize the nature of personality , with all its

permutations , cancellations , buildings , and rebuild

ings . At every point the con cep tion of s urvival

beyond death receives a check from the knowledge that

we actually possess . It can be retained only on the

cr ndition that we narcotize ourselves with words and

close our minds to some of the most ea silv ascertained

fa cts of sc ientific investigation .



CHAPTER IV .

SOUL OR MIND ?

WHAT are the facts , or the alleged facts , upon which ,

to the modern mind , the theory of survival is supposed

to rest ? This is an all - impor tant question ,
and its

discussion in connection with most questions would

exhaust the subject . But the difficulty here i s that the

real reasons and the alleged ones do not coincide . The

alleged foundations of the belief in immortality have

no basis in fact , the real ones a re such that no

civilized intelligence would tolerate them for a

moment . And of even the avowed reasons i t may be

said that they owe their force to the persisten ce below

consciousness of forms of thought that a re disowned

the moment they appear above the surface . It is for

this rea son that the informed critic— one who never

loses sight of the or igin and history of the belief— can

never quite get rid of a feeling Of unreality about the

whole performance . He is never in op en contact with

the real grounds of the belief , and yet he knows all the

time that i t i s these suppressed grounds which give

the conviction whatever Vitality it has . The expressed
reasons given for the belief a re no more than excuses

for its retention . They carry as much conviction a s

does the politician thirsting for power orating
eloquently on his devotion to the welfare of the

country , but with his mind ben t on per sonal or par ty
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advancement . Religion i s a veritable playground of

ghosts, and when it i s not a ghost raised to the rank of

a god it is the ghost of a superstition endowed with

the dignity of a logical p roposition .

What is the basi c assump tion made by believers in

man ’ s survival beyond death ? Bishop Butler , living

at a time when the scientific case against immortal ity

was far less complete than i t i s to day , put the issue

plainly when he said that every argument for the

immortality of man proceeded on the assumption that

the mind was indep endent of the body . And this

perfectly plain statement receives endor sement in a

statement made by Dr . W . Brown in a recent course of

lectures delivered on b ehalf of the doctrine we a re

combating .

‘ Both give a plain statement of the funda

mental issue , for with every belief in survival there is

the necessary a ssump tion that man i s a . duality . There

is the body and there i s something else—soul , sp irit ,
mind—and it i s this something else that i s the real

per son . It uses the body for a cer tain period and a t

death
’

dispenses with it . So far the statement of the

case is quite clear . But scientific knowledge has grown

greatly since Butler ’ s day , and one consequence of this

has been to drive believers into more obscure and more

roundabout statements of their p rimary conviction . It

is , a t all events , quite certain that nothing worthy of

being called proof has been brought forward . A

century and a ha lf of intense scientific activity has

entirely failed to discover a single fac t or to give the

If we believe tha t the mind comes to an end when the

body cea ses to exist, then the question of immorta lity is

settled—there can be no immorta lity.

”
(King

’

s College
Lectures on Immorta lity, p .
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least scrap of positive evidence in favour of the

dualistic theory . There are a host of assumptions , a

number of ingenious theories , many forced and un

corroborated explanations of Obscure mental pheno

mena , but no more . The theory of a future life re

mains now a s ever , a vague hope , an unprovable

speculation ,
a useless hypothesis . It explains nothing ,

and i t introduces a number of new and gratuitous

difficulties .

It is not alone that there a re no reliable facts which

can be Ofiered in defence of the belief of the mind
’

s

independence of the body . Such fa cts as we have in

our possession and to which we can make the most

confident appeal a re dead against such an assump tion .

It may safely b e sa id that of mind as an independent

for ce no one has either knowledge or conception . If

one tries to think of mind
,
not a s being associated with

some organi c structure, but as being apart from it , he

will soon realize that he has set himself an impossible

task . The dependence of mind on body is clear . It is

affected by bodily states, by changes in temperature ,
by the food we ea t, by the a ir we breathe , by the

efficiency of the secretory organs . Mind , as associated

with a nervous structure , we can conceive ; mind , as

distinct from it , we cannot think of at all . The

formula No psychosis without neurosis is accepted

a s a working maxim in all science
, and i s only putting

into technical language the common exper ience of all .

In the phenomena which is p rese nted to us in cases of

insani ty , in the study of the brain in health and

disease , in noting the effec ts of drugs on the mental

functions , in our knowledge that there is a relation , not

exactly determined , but still a relation ,
between brain
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weight and brain structure and the manifesta tions of

intelligence , we have all the conditions that inevitably

suggest a relation of cause and effect . And in no

direction but in this one would that inference be for a

moment challenged .

Science is therefore telling us nothing new or strange

when i t says that mental phenomena depend upon the

brain and the nervous system . It is only saying what

we all know , and stating an a ssumption upon which

we a ll act . For no educated person acts as though

he really believes the mind to b e independent of the

body . And there i s not a medical man in the kingdom

who ever treats mental ailments from any other stand

point than that of the deranged functions of a definite

nervous structure . In health and dise ase the con

nection between mind and body is of the closest , and ,
so fa r as can b e seen ,

is of an insep arable character .

The p iling up of authorities is a poor enough game ,
but if one were inclined to indulge in i t at length one

might compile a volume of op inions of lead ing

author ities in support of what has j ust been said . I

will con tent myself with two or three . Thus we have

Dr . Mellone— a believer in immortality— admitting

that Modern p sychology has nothing to contribute

in favour of the belief in survival Psychology has

effectually disposed of the concep tion of the soul and

body a s two sep arable things (The Immor ta l Hope,

p

Professor Munsterberg says

The philosopher who bases the hope of immortality
on a theory of brain to me on the

same ground with the astronomer who seeks with his
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telescope for a place in the universe where no space

exists , and where there would thus be undisturbed

room for God and the eternal bodiless souls (Psycho

logy and Life, p .

The great Dr . Osler , in the course of a lecture on

Science and Immor tality says , Modern psycho

logical science dispenses altogether with the theory of

the soul ,
”

and ,
finally , Professor William James , in

the act of saying all that may b e said on behalf of the

belief in survival , adds

It is indeed true that physiological science has
come to the conclusion cited (that our conscious life

is a function of cerebral convolutions) and we must
confess that in so doing she has only carried out a
little further the common belief of mankind . Every
one knows that arrests of brain development occasion
imbecility

,
that blows on the head abolish memory

or consciousness , and that brain stimulants and

poisons change the quality of our ideas . The

anatomists , physiologists , and pathologists have only
shown this generally admitted fact of a dependence to
be detailed a nd minute . What the laboratories a nd

hosp itals have lately been teaching us is not only that
thought in general is one of the brain ’s functions , but
that the various special portions Of thinking a re

functions of special portions of the brain . When we
a re thinking of things seen it is our occipital con

volutions that a re active ; when of things heard it is
a certain portion of our temporal lobes ; when of

things to b e spoken , it is one of our frontal con

volutions Such special opinions may have to be

corrected ; yet, so firmly established do the main

pos itions worked out by the anatomists , physiologists ,
and pathologists of the brain appear , that the youth
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of our medical schools are everywhere taught nu

hesitatingly to believe them. The assurance that
Observation will go to establish them even more

minutely is the inspirer of a ll contemporary t e

search (Human Immorta lity, pp . 19

Professor James might have a dded , quite in line with

his own favourite philosophy , that no other theory

works, and this one does . The theory of the indep en

dence of the mind explains nothing , and using the

word soul as an explanatory term is a mere verbal

trick . It belongs to that sort of philosophizing whose

grea t mer it is, to use the words of ShadworthHodgson ,

Whatever you are totally ignor ant of asser t to he

the explanation of everything else .

”

Against the theory that mind stands to structure in

the relation of function to organ , i t is urged tha t we

know of no means by which neural action can become

transformed into thought . The two things , it is said ,
are incommensurable ; they belong to two different

orders of existence, and by no known means can we see

howone can give rise to the other . This is not the best

way of stating the i ssue , but , if i t were , the objection

would still be inconclusive . It as sumes that our

present alleged ignorance of the connection must re

main permanent . It is also making our want of know

ledge the mea sure Of possibility . And that is always a

dangerous poli cy to adopt . The frontiers of human

knowledge a re always extending
, and problems that

appear hopeless to one generation are apt to figure a s

settled questions in the text - books of a later one .

There are , in this connection, only three con

ceivable hypotheses on which we can work. We may
assume that neural a ction i s the cause of thought, or
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that thought is the cause of neural action ,
or that the

two a re so related that a particular kind of neural

motion i s always accompanied by mental phenomena

without the two being causally connected . The last

hypothesis once enjoyed a certain popularity , but i t Is

now so generally discarded that it may safely b e dis

missed , and we a re thus left to deal with the first two .

And first , by way of preliminary , it may b e noted

that whatever difficulty ther e i s in accepting mind as a

function of neural activity holds with equal strength

against the theory champ ioned by the believer in

survival . If we a re warranted in rejecting the func

tional theory of mind because we cannot see the

connection between brain action and thought , we are

clearly p rohibited from accep ting mind as the cause of

brain action , and for the same reason . If as we have

been so often assured , there is really an unfathom

able abyss ,
”

a bridgeless gulf ” between the two ,

the gulf remains whether we a re standing on this side

or on that . % ou cannot walk across a bridgeless gulf

by the easy expedien t of a ttempting the passage from

the other side . % ou cannot in reason rej ect a causal

connection between matter and mind on the ground of

their belonging to different categories , and then turn

round and affirm it between mind and matter . To

deny a connection for the purpose of refuting materi al

ism and then to affirm i t for the purpose of establishing

sp iritualism is nonsense . If there really i s a gap be

tween the facts , and not inour knowledge of them
,
the

gap remains from whichever side we approach . And

thus the very nature of the cr iticism which is directed

against the Materi alist efiectually disposes of the

Spiritualist The latter cuts down a bridge with
I)
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elaborate ostentation ,
and then professes ab i lity to

walk across the chasm as though the bridge still re

mained in p osition .

What is really a t issue in this question of the co n

nection of mind and structure is the preci se meaning
which we attach , or ought to attach , to function .

”

When we say that A is a function of B what is it that

we ought to mean ? It will b e well to take a simple

illustration by way of answer . The prime function of

a muscle is contractility under stimuli . It is this

function that is manifested when the hand grasps an

object . But the constituent p arts of a muscle a re cells

and cell fibres , and if the cells are examined separately

all they exhibit is the normal irri tability of cells in

general . It is their combination and organization tha t

gives us the phenomenon of contraction . We cannot

have muscular action in the absen ce of cells
,
but it i s

the p eculiar combination of specially developed cells

that gives specific muscular phenomena .

So far , the position i s quite clear . Now if we try to

sepa rate the function from the structure of which

it is the expression we soon find that we a re a ttempting

an impossibility . The two things are inseparable, and

the absence of one involves the absence of the other .

Or , if we advance to a more subjective View and ask

why certain movements should result in the flexing of a

muscle , the only answer is that the one accompan ies

the other . And if it wer e po ssible to push the in

vestiga tion back a stage and to show how muscular

action ari ses from cer tain prop er ties of the cell , we

should have added nothing mater ial to the discussion .

Ultimately , we only know the qualities or propert ies

of a thing by observing what i t does . And we express
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the result of our observations when we say that A
'

is

a function of B . The function of a thing is what it

does . If we keep that consideration clearly before us

much of the confusion that surrounds the subject will

soon disappear .

Biologi ca lly , then ,
a function is actually the

activity of an organ or of a group of organs . Whether

we are dealing with muscle and contractili ty , with

brain and thought , or organism and life , does not in

the least matter . We have the structure and we have

its activities , that is , its functions . And so fa r as one

can see ,
certainly for aught that anyone knows to the

contrary , life and thought a re functions of a certain

Specialized organization . To say that they a re more

than this is , in the present state of knowledge , pure

assump tion ,
and those who make the assump tion are

logi cally bound to j ustify it . It will not do for them

to make the statement and then defy others to prove

that i t is false . To tell us that no trace of life can b e

found in the bases of organic structures , and no tra ce

of mind in certain organs , is only to add an absurdity

to an empty assertion . Certainly
, if one reduces an

organ to its parts , or an organism to
‘ its organs

, one

will never find there the properties that were mani

fested in their combination . For the function is not
the expression of the physica l and chemical prop erties

of the tissues merely , i t is that plus the powers of

combination and organization . Excep t , therefore ,

for the added complexity there is no greater diffi culty ,
in kind , of seeing how life and thought are the con

sequences of given organic structures
,
than there is of

seeing how any function is related to its structure . In

every ca se all that we need show is that
, given a
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parti cular organ or set of organs a result or results

follow . There is no question in science of why ,
%

but only of how.

” And that i s answered whe n

we have shown all the conditions under which

a phenomenon constantly occurs . This is not ques

tioned in most matters . No one doubts that digestion ,

circulation ,
etc . ,

a re functions of the bodily organism .

And there would b e no question here were i t not

thought necessary to find some basis in modern know

ledge—or should not one say in modern ignor ance

for the belief in a soul . As usual the religionist is

building on our existing ignorance , with an inward

prayer that i t may never be removed .

It will be seen that much of the confusion attendant

upon a discussion of the subject is due to raising the

question in the wrong way . People look for the nu

discoverable and then complain they cannot find it .

In asking How does neural action become trans

formed into sensation ? or How does the brain

produ ce thought ? we are stating the issue wrongly
,

and so paving the way for further confusion . Two

things a re separated in thought that are insep arable

in fact , and are then treated as distinct existences . If

used with the necessary qualifications the separation

is both permiss ible and useful , but to lose sight of these

qualification s is fatal to exact thinking . For the only

sense in which the once famous the brain secretes
thought a s the liver secretes bile i s true i s tha t as in
the absence of the liver ther e i s no bile , so in the

absence of the brain there is no thought . But pro

duction suggests separation , and it i s here that the

confusion commences . It is said
, for example , tha t

neural a ction and thought cannot stand together a s
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cause and eff ect because one can trace the complete

circuit of a given ser ies from the excitation of a per i

pher al nerve on to the discharge that occurs in the

brain cells , and then follow a corresponding return

series ending in action . These a re complete in them

selves , and how can we asser t mind or consciousness

to b e a link in the ser ies when we see that the series i s

complete in its absence ? % et mind is ther e . On that

point there is no dispute . But how is i t possible to

connect the two things if there i s no point a t which

the connection can be made ?

If we are rea lly looking at two sets of separable

fa cts , the one physica l and the other mental , the case

of the vitalist seems unanswerable . But is that really

the case ? Are we not , in allowing the vitalist to raise

the issue in this way , allowing him to assume in the

beginning all that he wants in the end ? But suppose

that instead of using language which implies the

existence of two distinct things , we regard the bodily

and the mental phases a s two sides of the same thing .

We shall then be describing all that we a re certain

occurs , we simplify the whole matter ,
and we a re able

to see our way more clear ly . All the confusing talk

as to the brain producing thought disa ppears and we

a re left with what is rea lly the essential problem ,
that

of determining the conditions under which a particular

phenomenon occurs .

The cardinal fact here is that we a re dealing with a

phenomenon which may be adequately described from

either of two standpoints . What under one set of

conditions may be viewed as bra in a ction or molecular

motion may b e viewed under other conditions a s

thought , and whether we describe what occurs in one
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set of terms or the other entirely depends upon our

selves . Thus, an aerial wave striking the retina may

be described in terms of a ser ies of nervou s shocks or

in terms of colour . In the one case we have a problem

in psychology ,
in the other in physics . But the two

descriptions do not , obviously , refer to two differe nt

things , but to the same thing described from an

objective or from a subjective point of View . We have

the same thing illustrated in the fact that a series of

vibratory shocks may be described in terms of heat ,
sound , or light . There is a reality of difi’erencc

without there being a differentiation of existence . It

is true that we cannot see why motion should produce

thought , but it is equally true that we cannot see why

thought should produce motion . And that is bec ause

we a re all the time looking for the impossible . But

we can see that the same thing under different con

ditions may present differ ent aspects . The p sychic

fact is not merely the equivalent of the physical one ,
i t is the same fact viewed now obj ectively and now sub

jectively. Our mistake lies in first separating in

thought two things that a re not separate in fact , and

then forgetting that the distinction i s one that we have

made purely for our own convenience .

Her e, as in so many other cases , confused language ,
if not the product of confused thinking , sooner or later

leads to it . Owing to the way the question is phrased

the rea l i ssue never stands clearly before the mind .

And in this particula r instance we have the added con
fusion which results from the persistence of primitive

conceptions of the nature of man . With the or igin of

the belief we will deal later , at present it i s enough to
say tha t there is not the slightest doubt tor- day of the
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way in which this belief in the duality of man began .

And in the development of a mor e scientific mod e of

thinking there has been ,
not mer ely the fight of an

established op inion to perp etuate itself , but the im

portant fact that while our best thinking reaches out

beyond the present , the language in which we seek to

express ideas was coined for the expression of thoughts

of a wholly differen t variety . \Ve say one thing , we

mean one thing , but the implications of our language

ar e often va stlv differen t .“ In many ways we use the

language of savagery to express the findings of science ,

and in his resistance to new ideas this gives the savage

in us a tremendous advantage .

It is for this reason , principally , that I have dwelt

upon the importance of stating the question at issue in

a way that should b e as free a s possible from

ambiguity What do I mean i s always a ques tion

of impor tance , and \Vha t ought I to mean ? ” is

hardly less so . And in this instance we certainly ought

not to set out with such questions as How does the

brain produce thought ? or How a re life and

organization united That is simply a llowing one
'

s

opponent so to state the case that he has gone a long

way towards securing victory before the battle begins .

That life is never found apart from organization or

thought apart from brain a re facts . And it i s not our

duty to show the Sp iritualist how they a re united . It

is his to show how they can b e sep arated . We do

not know them as sep arate things . We cannot even

think them as sep arate things . It is for those who

say they can b e sep arated to prove i t . It is enough for
us to take our stand upon ob served fa cts , and to b e

guided by the inferences they suggest .
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Finally , we may note as one of the curiosities of the

religious mind that while quite readily accep ting

theories in support of religion that have not the

slightest evidence in their favour , i t demands the most

complete and the mos t absolute demon stration of the

truth of any theory that may be offered on the opposite

side . The demand just dealt with is a case in point .

The theory of an an ima ting soul that is independent

of the body is accep ted without the slightest evidence

being given in its favour . The most absolute proof is

demanded before the functional theory of mind

is adopted . The Materialist is really not bound to

show how nervous ac tion gives r ise to mental pheno

mena before he is warranted in taking that as a work

ing hypothesis . It is enough for him that the known

facts do not contradict such an assumption . The

theory of the Materialist explains much and contradicts

nothing . The theory of the soul explains nothing and

contradicts much . It is an absurdity invoked to ex

plain a difficulty , and i t proceeds to make the difficulty

more than ever difficult of solution by creating a

cloud of words behind which the believer in survival

seeks to perpetua te a belief that owes its or igin to the

fear and ignorance of the primitive savage .



CHAPTER V

PROFESSOR JAMES TO THE RESCUE .

IN dealing with the relations of mind and body I

specially left on one side a theory that has appeared

many times during the history of the belief in survival ,
which still finds many advocates , and was put forwa rd

in the name of speculative science by the late Professor

William James . In his Ingersoll lecture on Human

Immor tality he rep lies to the statemen t that we only

know thought as a function of the brain by admitting

the fact , but a ttempts to draw the fangs of cere

bralistic materialism ,

” by offering a diff erent explana

tion . Function ,
he says , may be of more than one

kind . It may b e liber a tive
,
a s when a spring releases

the thing it holds down , or productive , as when it

represents the
‘

prop erties of things in combination ,
or

,

yet again, i t may be transmissive ,
as when a p iece of

coloured glass determines the hue of the light tha t

reaches the eye . If the Materialist is right in assuming

the function of the brain to be productive ,
then the

belief in survival ha s no logica l weight . But if its

function is permissive the-

n we may accept the position

that thought is a function of the brain without

surrendering our fa ith in surviva l .
For , he says , suppo se tha t the whole universe

of material things s hould turn out to be a mere

surface veil of phenomena hiding and keeping back
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the wor ld of genuine realities the whole world of

natural exper ience , as we get it , be ing but a time

mask
,
shatter ing or refracting the one infinite thought

which is the sole reality into those millions of finite

streams of consciousness known to us as our private

selves,
” assume all this and admit that our brains a re

the organs which transmit this rea lity to our con

sciousness , then i t follows that the destruct ion of the

organism does not affect the existence of this sole

reality , i t merely destroys its organ of transmission .

Itmay b e granted that one can prove anything pro

vided one also assumes all that is required to effect the

proof . And in this case the assump tions of Professor

James are sufficiently comprehensive . For , first , we

must assume that there is a wor ld of consciousness

behind the veil . ” Then we must assume that the

bra in stands in the same relation to this real wor ld as

a stained glass windowdoes to the world of light
,
and

that j ust as the light is individualized as green or red

or blue by the glass through which it passes , so the

wor ld - soul is individualized by the human organism .

Finally , we must assume that the destruction of the

individual organism does not at all affect the in

dividualized consciousness , which is equal to assuming

tha t the coloured light which streams on the cathedral

floor would continue after the window had been

broken . If we a ssume all these things then we can

believe that a fter death consciousness might in ways

unknown to us continue still With that we can all

agr ee . Assume enough and you can prove anything .

Anyone can get the omelette out of the ha t—provided
he has been ca reful to p la ce it there befor e the per

formance commenced .
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There i s no need here to examine minutely the

differ ent meanings which Professor James gives to the

word function It is plain that the only reason for

elaborating them is the need for finding some sort of a

basis for a wor ld - soul ,
” just as the only reason for

a ssuming a world - soul is the need for finding some

basis for the belief in survival . For if we ask what a re

the facts upon which the belief in a world - soul is

based , the reply is that there a re none . Its sole

j ustification is that if we a ccep t i t we can go on b eliev

ing in the survival of the individua l soul , a belief that

is everywhere discredited . And , again , we have to

note the curious fact that while demanding the mos t

exact demonstration of the neurological theory of

menta l phenomena , the believer in survival is ready

to accep t without proof and without question so

fantastic a concep tion as that of a world - soul . ” A

sea of consciousness behind the veil ,
” divorced from

a ll the known conditions under which consc iousness

exists, is a species of rubbish better fitted to the

columns of a Sunday newspaper than to the pages of a

ser ious philosophical essay .

But suppose we were to grant this theory of a wor ld

soul . Even then we should be a s far off as ever from

proving survival , or from making it even intelligible .

Survival after death means—it i s eviden tly necessary
to emphasize the point— the survival of individua l

con sciousness and personality . But how can that

happen if all that is me owes its maness to the fact tha t

my bra in has individualized a certain portion of the

wor ld - soul ? This bit of the world - soul can only con

tinue to be me so long a s the brain remains to give it
an individualistic consistency . Destroy the brain and
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the individualized por tion of the world - soul known as

me is once mor e merged in the infinite Thought

wha tever that may happen to be . As well talk of the

individuality of the ra indrop be ing preserved a fter it

returns to the sea from which it originated . One

might as reasonab ly talk of my body continuing to

exist beca use after death its constituents assume a

hundred and one different forms . It is not a question

here of whether man is essentially mind or essentially

matter . The only point is that if he survives death

he must survive as an individual , not a s an un

differentiated part of some speculative whole . Those

who throw themselves into ecstacies over the reunion

of friends in the next wor ld cannot have in mind the

reunion of cer tain unorganized quantities of oxygen,

nitrogen , carbon , phosphorus, sodium , etc . It is not

the immorta lity of chemical elements they have in

mind , but a perpetuation of individualities . And on

that rock Professor James ’s theory is wrecked hop e

lessly . For whether the human individuality is the
express ion of the physica l structure , or whether a

por tion of some world - soul is individualized by the

physical structure , i t is the animal organi sm that is
the condition of individualization

, and with the

destruction of the individualizing medium individuality

disappears . On either theory it is the body that

determines individua lity just a s the stained gla ss

determines the colour of the rays that fall upon the

ground . As the glass individualizes the light
, so does

the body individua lize the world - soul . And as the

breaking of the gla ss puts an end to the coloured rays ,
so the death of the organism puts an end to personal

immor tality . We destroy the possibility of survival
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as surely on the hypothesis of Professor James a s on

that of the most rigi d materialism .

It is
, of course , easy to put forward difficulties and

point out that the neurological theory of mind cannot

answer every question that is asked . If i t could , that

would imply that our knowledge was complete ,
and

that one chap ter of science was definitely closed be

yond the possibility of any enlargemen t or revision .

It is enough if a theory explains the facts so fa r a s i t

goes and if it does not contradict any known facts .

And ,
at least , this theory covers and explains the facts

as no other theory does . Other methods have been

tried and found wanting , not because those who tried

them were wanting in ability , but simply because of

the methods themselves . And i t i s not without

sign ificance that Professor McDougall, in the op ening

of a work written to champ ion the existence of a

soul ,
” says of the present a ttitude of scientific

worker s

It is a matter of common knowledge that science
has given its verdict against the soul , has declared
that the soul , as a thing , or being , or substance, or

mode of existence
,
or activity

,
d ifferent from , dis

tinguishable from , or in any sense or degree in

dependent of the body is a mere survival from

primitive culture; one of the many relics of savage
superstition , that obstinately persist among us in

defiance of the clear tea chings of modern science .

The greater part of the philosophic world also ,
mainly

owing to the influence of the natural sciences , has
arrived at the same conclusion . In short

,
it cannot

be denied that , as William James told us at Oxford
three years ago , souls a re out of fa shion .

”
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And if a thing so widely adver tised as the soul is

going out of fashion , the reasons for its disuse must ,

indeed , be strong .

At any rate , the truth of the statement is undeniable .

One might offer the whole of the science of p sychology

in evidence . What the Greeks meant by psychology

was plain . It was a discourse about the soul . And for

many generations it continued to mean that . People

wrote elaborate treatises about the soul , and the less

they knew about it the more voluminous their

wri tings . Indeed , there is no limit to the number of

books that might be written concerning a subject on

which nothing is known . In that case one can begin

anywhere , and eve
-n though it carries with it the dis

advantage of ending nowhere
,
the method allows free

scope for that verbal ambiguity which delights the

soul of the average theologian . But in the seventeenth

century a change set in . Descartes , Sp inoza , Hobbes ,
and Locke between them marked out a saner and a

more profitable method of investigation than had

hither to existed . Since the time of these heretics the

tendency has been ever growing in the direction of a

thoroughly deterministic p sychology , a system in

which the supernatural should have no place . And

to day one may safely say that there is not a scientific

man of repute in the world , no matter what his ex

pressed religious op inion s may b e , who ,
when dealing

with mental phenomena , does not treat them as the
equivalents of neural processes . And so i t has come

about that while we still retain the name of psycho

logy , we mean by it something quite different from the

meaning given to the term by those who first used it .
A modern text - book of p sychology simply leaves the
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soul out of account . It has no use for i t a s a sub

stantive fact , and i t can do without it even a s a name .

We have to - day a lmost universally accep ted a psycho

logy without a soul . And the meaning of this is that

investigators find it possible to deal with the whole

wor ld of mental phenomena without the least reference

to i t . The revolution IS complete for all , save those

who are ben t , like the devotees of an exiled king
,
on

doing homage to the shade of a deposed mon a rch

ruling over a non - existent terri tory .



CHAPTER VI .

THE APPEAL TO MORALITY .

To one whose mind is not befogged with theology

man ’s moral sense is the product of inter course with

his environment . And a s a consequence i t follows

that if one wishes to understand the nature of the

moral sense one must study the wor ld , social and

material , that has produced it . That is a common

sense method ,
but i t will not do for the theologian .

It allows little room for mental fog and fantastic

speculation ,
and i t has—to the theologian—the sad

merit of promoting clear thinking and exact exp -res

sion . The consequen ce i s that in near ly all writings

in favour of surviva l we have the logi cal and the

natural order reversed . Instead of consider ing the

mor al sense in the light of its history and of the

world to which it is related , the moral sense i s

exalted to the rank of an independen t judge , and the

universe threatened with severe penalties if i t fa ils to

come up to expectations . And so fa r as our special

subject is concerned , the general positio n taken up is

that as the wor ld we know does not come up to man
’ s

ethi cal expectations there must be another world ,
which at p resent we do not know,

where our moral

sense will receive the mos t complete sa tisfaction .

That is putting the case very p lainly , which is, I

admit , a very cruel form in which to put a religious
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claim ,
and i t is ridiculous, which is inevitable as it is

a part of theology . The unillumined intellect can see

no reason why the univer se must live up to our

expectations in the matter of morals any more than it

does in the matter of weather . Whether i t doe s so in

the one case or in the other is wholly a matter of

observation . And one may hazard the observation

that whatever be the finding the universe will survive

our disapproval , even as it appears to b e quite un

affected by our praise . In any case the argument

coming from a believer in God i s curious and proves

the truth of the Johnson ian observation that while

two contradictory statemen ts cannot b e tr ue , they

may bo th inhere in the same mind .

”
For , it will b e

noted , that when the Freethinker questions the

existen ce of God , one rep ly of the Theist i s to p oint to

the wonderful and admirable manner in which this

world is constructed . It is then the best of all possible

worlds . When i t is a question of a future life this

wor ld becomes almost as bad as it can b e , and is so full

of imperfections there must b e another one so that

the blunder s and imp erfections of this one may b e

corrected . The wor ld is perfect or imperfect as the

argument is for the existence of a God or for a future

state . Even in his unreason the believer i s seldom

logical for long .

In this connection we may briefly examine an

expression that is made to do duty in very many

modern writings in defence of theology . In the pre

face to his Immor ta lHope Mr . Mellone says :

The universe which has produced us is rational ,
and therefore has not endowed life with the highest

E
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possibilities simply in order that they may perish ;
that the apparent indications of the annihilation of

personality at death , which a re supposed to be

warranted by some of the facts of experience , or by
some of conclusions of nineteenth century science ,
a re only apparent , and break down one by one upon

examination .

The universe i s rational, and therefore will not

disapp oint our expectation of survival . That is the

kernel of the argument , put before us by different

writer s under various forms . And the expression a

rational universe might be useful , as well a s

pop ular, if those who use i t would condescend to ex

plain what they mean . Thus, when we Speak of man

a s a rational being there i s no confusion involved . We

mean that he is a being who i s able to reflect con

sciously upon his experiences, weigh them , and pro

nounce j udgment . But i t is obvious that we cannot

speak of the universe as being orderly in this sense .

That the universe po ssesses intelligence— ap art from

the fact that animal intelligence i s in the universe —is

a wild assump tion , and without the slightest spark of

evidence . And it is certain that so long as we use the

term intelligence in an intelligible manner we can

not even think of it existing apart from some form of

animal organization .

Is a rational universe intended to convey the

idea that man can give a rational or coherent account

of the succession of natural phenomena ? This
,
I

think , i s what is usually intended , and if that were

always the case ther e would be no dispute . But that

would not help the believer in survival very much .

Ther e must b e a further implication to be of use , and
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this is that because man can give a rational account of

natura l phenomena these must have been arranged by

some rational intelligence , and the expectation s to

which they give rise a re a part of the intended con

sequences .
But this by no means follows . A man may

give a rational account of a heap of stones , but it by

no means follows that it is therefore a rational

heap . And the same is true of the universe . For if

we take away the heap of stones and substitute the

universe , there is no greater warranty for ca lling

matter dispersed through space rational than there

i s for calling a heap of stones ra tional when collected

on a given spot of land . In either case the rationality

is not in the objects described but in the person

describing .

What is probably at the back of this much used and

greatly abused expression is the fact that the pheno

mena of nature admit of order ly group ing , and which

by a figure of Sp eech we ca ll an intelligent group ing

But even that group ing is a p roduct of our organ %

iza tion . Our knowledge of the universe is strictly

and ultimately conditioned by our sense organs
, and

ther e is a necessarily selective quality in our cognition

of the univer se . The univer se is to us what it is b e

cause our sense organs a re what they a re . Na tura l

order is thus , strictly , no more than a reg istration of

sequences a s they afiect a nimal orga niza tion . What

natural phenomena a re like apart from anima l organ

iza tion we have no means whatever of knowing , and

anything said on that head is pure assumption . To

call the universe rational is
,
then

,
saying only tha t

we are able to give a coherent account of our sensible
exper ie nce . In this sense the phrase is admissible .
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But it is indefensible when used to express the idea

that the universe possesses rationality apart from

animal organization .

From another point of view we have the same

fallacy illustrated in the following from Mr . Schiller ’ s

Humanism . The ethical postulate for immor tality

consists , he says , in

showing that without immortality it is not possible

to think of the world as a harmonious whole , as a
moral cosmos . To show this , one ha s not to appeal
to anything more recondite than the fact that in our

present state of existence the moral life cannot be

lived out to its completion , tha t it is not permitted
to display its full fruitage of consequences for good
and for evil unless therefore we can vindicate this

order by explaining away the facts that would other

wise destroy it, we have to abandon the ethical judg
ment of the world of our experience as good or bad ;
we have to admit that the ideal of goodness is an

i llusion of which the scheme of things reeks not at all

(p .

But I quite fail to see the legitimacy of the expression

mor al cosmos as Mr . Schiller uses it . The

univer se is harmonious—in other words , is a universe
- so long as we can group its phenomena in an

orderly and intelligible manner . But it does not follow

that generalizations framed to cover certain restricted

group s of phenomena must be applicable to all.

Biologi c and chemi cal laws a re, for example ,

framed to cover particular group -s of phenomena , but

neither i s universally appli cable . And the same thing

is true of morals . Ethical judgments have nothing to
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do with the universe as a whole . Moral laws are

generalizations which descr ibe the conduct of human

beings living in groups . They begin and end there

or at most , with an extension to cer tain animal groups

and i t is r idiculous to apply to one department of

nature generalizations that are intended for use in

another .
Once upon a time the Christian asked the

Freethinking critic , Shall gravitation cease as you

pass by ? Something of the same kind might now b e

said to the Theist who insists on j udging the universe

in the light of a preconceived theory .

The argument is a pure begging of the question at

i ssue . The universe, we a re told , cannot b e a coherent

whole unless it satisfies the demands of our moral

nature . But on what ground do we assume that the

universe must honour every draft that we care to draw

upon i t in the name of mora lity ? The reason i s that

we have a theory which says it should . The facts a re to

b e determined by the theory instead of the theory being

determined by the facts . It is true that the evil in the

wor ld is an indictmen t of cosmic justice ,
”
but only

so long as we hold moral concep tions to b e applicable

to cosmic processes . If we a re guided by the facts

that difficulty simply does not exist . Ther e is nothing

to shock the mor al consciousness so long as we keep
before us the legitimate sphere and the meaning of

moral judgments . To j udge the working of the

universe from the point of view of morals is as about

a s helpful and as intelligen t as it is to consider

mora l ity from the standpoint of pure physics . It i s

the fact of putting a God behind or over nature that

r iddles the whole subject with absurdity .

Another form of the same argument i s presented to
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us by the late Dr . Martineau . In his elaborate and

eloquen t Study of Religion he says

Were the problem surrendered to physics and meta

physics 1t could never quit its state of suspense ;
there would be nothing to forbid the future ; there
would b e nothing to promise it ; and on such a
question the intellectual balance would b e tantamount
to practical negation . Not till we turn to the moral
aspect of death do we meet with the presiding reasons
which give the ca sting vote .

What these p residing rea sons are we may gather

from the Gifford lectures of Principal Caird

The injustice or inequality seems the more flagrant

when we see that it is the very goodness of the good
to which their extra share of suffering , the very bad
ness of the bad to which their immunity from suffer

ing is often traceable . On the one hand the very
sensitiveness of conscience which characterizes the
former subjects them to inward pangs of self re

proach , to painful moral confl icts and struggles , to
bitter distress for the sorrow and sin of the world , of
which the latter know nothing ; and

, on the other
hand , against these and other causes of suffering the
vicious and morally indifferent a re ca se—hardened by
their mora l insensibility .

The truth of this is undeniable
, and , indeed , the ih

dictment might b e put in very much stronger language .

Nature does not take less care in so mou lding the

viciou s character that its very viciousness protects it

from p angs to which the better character i s expo sed ,
than it does in fashion ing the better type of chara cter
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which we profess to admire . And that being so ,

admitting the obvious fact that the relation of conduct

to consequence i s not of the kind that an enlightened

moral sense would approve , we may ask in what way

this points to a life beyond the grave . Our complaint

concerning the course of things is not concerned with

some other world , but with this one . And the genuine

moral demand is that things shall b e differen t here ,

not that they shall be diff er ent somewhere else . And

even though we grant that things a re managed on a

more enlightened scale in some other state of existence

the evil continues here . For that is not a ccide ntal , i t

is part of the very structure of things . Human nature

being what it is , it i s quite impossible to conceive a

time when the state of a ffairs sha ll b e gener ically

different from what it is now.

Why must imper fect justice here point so surely to

perfect justice elsewhere ? If evil triumphs here ,
how

does that prove that elsewhere it must invariably b e

vanquished ? The Dean of Carlisle says that With

immortality we can believe that God i s love , and the

world the expression of that love ; without it we can

not (King
’

s College Lectures on Immorta lity,

p . Ther e i s the whole case . We must believe in

a future life so that we may believe in the goodness of

God . But this world is , on the religious theory , as

much God ’ s handiwork as any other . And if he could

not , or would not
, so arrange matters here that the

adjustmen t of conduct to consequen ces should b e

morally justifiable ,
how can we assume that he can

or will manage matters better elsewhere ? It is

susp iciously like framing a First Offender
’s Act for the

benefi t of the deity . This world is
,
appa rently , God

’s
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first effort . He did the best he could , but the best was

very unsatisfactory . Still he benefited from ex

p erience , and elsewhere he has made another world

where all the imperfections that char acter ize this one

a re avoided . That is really all the argument comes to .

It is giving God Almighty an extra half - hour for

rep entence , another oppor tunity for reform . Man is

far more considerate for the deity than the deity is for

him .

It is argued that this kind of a world was necessary

as a school for char acter . Man ’ s nature needed train

ing , or
,
a s the older theologians put i t , this life i s a

school of probation . But exper ience , training , can

be of value only in a form of existence similar to this

one , while on the theory prop ounded , the next one is

to be very differen t . A training here can b e of no

value in a world that differs fundamentally from this

one . No one would perp are for swimming the Channel

by spending his time in bed , nor does one who con

temp lates undergoing a prolonged fast practice feeding

on an intensified scale . An argument that proceeds

on the assump tion that we must adjust ourselves to

things as they a re in order to prepare for conditions

that are radically differen t strikes one as the very

essence of illogicality .

And when we talk of life here being a school for

char acter what is it that we have in our minds
,
or have

we anything in mind beyond a “
rhapsody of words”

If we all lived the same life on ear th we might attach

some definite con cep tion to the expression . But that

is far from b eing

‘

the ca se . The life we live is varied

to an almost unbelievable degree . What , for example
,

is there in common between the life of a Bushman and
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that of a cultured European ? Very little beyond the

bare facts of animal existence . But the life of thought

and action which they lead is strikingly different .

How,
then

,
can we say that the life of each is a

prep aration or an education for some future state ? If

i t i s an educational prep aration we must assume that

the conditions under which a Bushman and a European

will live in the next wor ld are approximately similar

to the condition s under which they live in this one .

If this is not the case , then all the talk of our lives

here being an educational preparation for a life el se

where is so much verbiage . And if i t is the case , then

the talk of the conditions in the next world being

different from those here is wildly inaccurate .

And there is the additional fact , already touched

on ,
that exper ience may degr ade as well as elevate ,

may harmon ize one
’s nature to a suitability to evil

conditions , as well as urge to an endeavour after

improvement . Over indulgence in alcohol doe s not

tend to excite a feeling against it , but rather the

reverse . The vicious and the morally indiffer ent
,
as

Pr incipal Caird says , not on ly become immune to the

pricks of conscience , but their callousness actually

protects them from the annoyance and the pain to

which a better type of char acter i s exposed . The bad

man does not consciously suffer from his badness
,
i t is

the good man who is distressed at the sight . In fact
,

in itself , exper ience is of no mor al value whatever .

It is neither moral nor immoral
,
but simply non - moral .

What direct experience does is to teach us to avoid the

immediately painful and to pursue the immediately

pleasurable , but whether the p ainful acts in a

salutary manner or not entirely dep ends upon the
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subject . Experience may as easily harden in vice as

it may strengthen in virtue . We a re
,
in shor t , back

to the old Theisti c dilemma . Either God would not or

could not have so arranged things that justice and

r ight would always prevail this side of the grave . If

he had the will
,
but lacked the power , why should we

assume that he has more power elsewhere ? If he

possessed the power but lacked the will , why should

we assume that he will b e diff erently inclined in

another world ? If we are to be ruled by evidence ,
and

not by blind faith , we must judge the deity by what

we know of his works . And i t i s worse than idle
,
i t i s

the very essence of stup idity , to take imperfection here

as certain proof of perfection elsewhere .



CHAPTER VII .

IS THIS LIFE ENOUGH ?

IN the last chapter we were dealing with the argument

that the moral sense of man calls for another state of

existence in which its demands shall receive

satisfaction . Closely allied to this is the plea that

human nature possesses potentialities that a re not

exhausted here ,
but wh ich have been developed with

a View to another world . This a rgument in one form

or another i s very common , presentation s of it a re to b e

found in almost any book which a rgues for a future

life
,
but to illustrate i t I will take three writers , giving

the place of honour to a lady . In an essay which

appeared originally in the Contemporary Review
,
but

was afterwards published in book form , Madame

Ca illa rd says :

Till we come to man each individual existence
a pparently ceases at death Wi th man so fa r

from actua l conditions exhausting his individuality
,

they rather seem insuffi cient to rouse his powers or

exhibit its full scope . His conscious demand for him
self and his fellows is more time , fewer physical
disabilities and mental limitations , a wider sphere , a
fuller experience , a wider life . The body of a bird
or of any anima l does not strike us a s limi ting its
individuality— ra ther expressing it in the most
appropriate manner the individuality of many a

human being , on the contrary, seems to be fighting
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its way to expression through bodily hindrances ,
rather than clothing itself in a suitable and con

trollable manner .

The Rev . Dr . Mellone says

Animals , so fa r as we can see , a re able to reach in

this world the highest kind of existence possible to

them ; that they a re able to do the best which it is

possible for them to do and to feel It is possible
for the animal to live a complete animal life in this

world ; full satisfaction is given to its powers and

possibilities , if we take into account its relation to

its fellow creatures and to its offspring . But it is not

possible for man to live a complete human life in this
world . Human reason shows no sign of ever stopp ing
in its development , while it seems as if the reason of

animals has already stopped . Anyone who thought of
denying this would have to meet a difficult question ;
taking animals as we know them now, could an

animal ever be trained by any kind of experience or

changes in its environment and its bodily organism
to feel and to think a s Shakespeare , Sir Isaac New
ton , or St . Paul felt and thought (The Immorta lHope,

pp 33
-

4)

Finally , we have Dr . Martineau advising us that the

constitution of the human mind is not what we should

expect

if it were constructed for a lease of a‘ s ingle life like
ours When you place side by s ide the needs of

human life , taken on the most liberal estimate
,
and

the scope of the intellectual powers of man
,
I shall

be surprised if you do not find the latter to b e an

enormous over -

provision for the former there is
clear evidence of their being adequate to indefinitely
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more than the present term of life allows them to

accomplish (Study of Religion, IL , and ed .

, pp . 347
- 8,

355
- 6)

These three deliverances have so much in common that

they may well be taken together .

TO commence with Madame Caillard . There i s

something decidedly ingenuous about the lady
’ s con

fident belief that the body of an an imal fully expresses

its individuality , and in the most appropriate manner .

Could an animal put its thoughts into words, i t might

as confidently say the same of man . Really , all that

her statement amounts to i s that she can see no

necessity for the immor tality of animals , and , quite ,
ser iously , I can see neither necessity nor profit in the

perpetual existence of a large number of human beings .

The universe is not sensibly the better for their

emergence , and it is difficult to conceive it as being the

worse for their disapp earance . As a specimen of p ious

egotism the op inion leaves nothing to b e desired ; as a

sample of logical reasoning it is dep lorably weak .

TO say that a man is cap able of doing more than he

actually does while an an imal is not cap able Of more

than it achieves enshrines a very common but a very

dep lor able fallacy . Unless we affirm that something

has become nothing or that nothing can become some

thing , b O-th man and animal do all they can at any
given moment . Of course , by varying the conditions
we may get a diflerent result ; that is, we can conceive
either the man or the animal being influen ced by

different feelings, or being placed in differ ent con

ditions , which will lead to different action ,
and no one

was ever stup id enough to deny that possibility .
But
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with all animal life , including man
, it remains true

that while under the existing conditions what is done

is the product of all the forces bearing upon the

organism ,
i t i s also true that any variation in the

conditions will produce a different result . What does

differ between man and other animals is the degree of

educab -ility. It is in this direction that man has a real

superiority over the rest of the anima l world . But that

is a question of degree only . In fa ct , taking Madame

Ca illard
’

s philosophy as a whole i t i s strongly

reminiscient of the old lady ’s opinion that Adam would

have had an easy job naming some of the animals a s

anyone would know that a p ig wa s a pig the moment

he saw it .

Dr . Mellone does not effect any substantial improve

ment on Madame Caillard . How does he know tha t

animals reach the highest kind of existe nce possible to

them ? Animals a re cer tainly more or less educable

physically and otherwise . Both the possibility of

training and of evolution proves this . Animals do

grow in intelligence, and while i t may be admitted that

the limits of growth a re more sharp ly defined than i s

the case with man , the fact Of growth remains . And

when we a re asked whether we can conceive an anima l

ever thinking as Shakespeare or Newton thought
, the

answer i s, of course , No. But I can conceive of some

animals reaching a higher degree of mental develop
ment than is common to the rest of their species

, and

that is the real point in question . And , question for

question , can we , taking me n as they are , think Of

them all becoming Newtons and Shakesp eare
's ? And

if not , what is the value of the comparison ? Some
animals progress more than others, and some men pro
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gress more than others . That appears to be the whole

of the matter , unless Dr . Mellone means that we ought

to see a horse behave as does a man before we can

credit it with the capacity for education or develop

ment . The fact is that Dr . Mellone is , unconsciously ,

playing fas t and loose with the concep tion of man

considered a s an individual , and the concep tion O f

progress as a racial fact . It is with the former only

that the idea Of immortality is concerned . And so fa r

as that is concerned the argument breaks down on the

fact that the individual does not progress indefinitely .

It is the race that is capable of indefinite progress, and

to that progress no one can place a limit . This point

will b e more fitly dealt with in considering the argu

ment Of Dr . Martineau .

The essential weakness of Dr . Ma rtineau
’

s plea that

the capacities of man a re greater than the needs Of the

present life demand , and cannot , ther efore , be ex

plained by it —an argument which reappears in Mr .

Balfour ’s Theism a nd Huma nism—owes its apparent

strength to the ignoring of one whole side of human

nature , and that , its most impor tant one . I agree that

if human life were constructed for the lease Of a

single life ,
”

and that , the life Of the individual , the

argument would be unassailable . But it is one Of the

facts of the situation that man is a member Of a soc ial

group , that his whole nature is fashioned with refer

ence to the existence and the needs of the group , and ,

therefore , his capacities must be judged , not from what

a re his minimum needs consider ed as a mere living

object , but from the dual point of view of individual

and social life . To study man apart from group life is

much like taking a steam engine to p ieces and attemp t
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ing to get an idea of it as a whole by an elabor a te

examination of its parts quite out of relation to each

other . Man’ s feelings and cap aci ties have on the one

side reference to his own preservation , but on the other

side they have no less clear reference to the needs of

the group . And his nature is such that his feelings

crave the existence of the group for their satisfaction .

There is a glimp se of this truth in a remark of Dr .

Mellone
’

s that If the immortal life i s to be more than

a name for a shadow, i t must be a life where men a re

members one of another , not less , but more , than they

a re here .

” Just so . An immortality of soli tude would

be the most horr ible thing imaginable . The soc i al

instincts demand satisfaction , and how is that to b e

given in the absence of conditions substantially

different from those that now exist ? It is the social

side Of human nature that Dr . Mar tineau leaves out Of

account , and i t i s the lack of recognition of this factor

Which gives strength to nearly all of the current

Theistic apologies . Men and women work , and give

themselves to the work
,
in the belief that their family ,

their friends , and their kind will benefit thereby . The

brightest and the best of the race have been insp ired by

this ideal, even though they may have used a religious

terminology in expressing themselves . But their

sentiments and their capacities are in no wise directed

towards a future life , their whole significance lies in

their relation to that racial life from which we all

spring , and in which we are ultimately merged .

Finally , when Dr . Mar tineau criticizes the capacities
of man in terms of his actual needs —again an

argument upon which the late A . R . Wallace laid

consider able stress—it is clear that what he has inmind
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is a mere sufliciency for the maintenan ce of life . But ,

surely , from almost any point of View ,
to live a human

life implies more than the ability to maintain a mer e

existence .
It is essential to all forms of life that there

shall b e p resent sufficient capacity to ward Off those

forces that make for disintegration ; that is an irre

ducible minimum . But it is one of the consequences of

the social developmen t of man that there shall b e added

to these irreducible needs cer tain mental , moral , and

other needs without which life , even to the savage ,
would not be worth the living . So that while i t may b e

true to say that the powers of man a re greater than

would b e required to maintain a mere existence , i t i s

emphatically not true that they a re an enormous over

provision for the needs of man in other directions . On

the contrary , our desires constantly tend to outstrip
our power s , and to act as the spur that leads to develop
ment . It is plain ,

also ,
that instead of there being a

surplusage of power , i t is the impotence of human

strength in the face of desires craving satisfaction Of

which the best of us are keen ly conscious that adds the

note Of tragedy to many lives .

The fact is that Dr . Martineau , and in this respect

he is in the company of most religious writers
,
only

justifies his conclusion by restricting his survey to the

lower aspec ts of human nature . And i t i s not the least

curious feature of the situation that the very p eople

who stand forward as the champ ions Of a higher and

more sp iritual side of human nature a re the ones who

insist upon our taking a lower
,
a coarser , and a more

mater ial view of life in order to gain support for their
theory of survival after death .

There is a further criticism of a not less fundamental
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character that may be passed upon this attempt to

depr eci ate the value of life here in order to appreciate

its value in a supposed else-wher e . Immanuel Kant

said that those who chafed against the limitations of

the under standing were like a bird protesting against

the resistance which the atmosphere offered to its

flight , ignoran t all the time that it was that very

resistance to which it owed its ability to lift itself from

the ground . One might well app ly the same comment

to the argument that we are now consider ing . The

believer in survival, when he uses the alleged limita

tions of life her e as a reason for believing in a life else

wher e
,
is complaining of the only conditions under

which life would b e wor th the living . Could the

believer in survival be transp or ted to a sphere of

existence in which the conditions of which he com

plains were absent he wou ld b e in the position of one

trying to br eathe in an atmosphere from which all the

oxygen had been extrac ted .

We may commen ce the proof of this with the simple

fact that nei ther the animal organs nor their functions ,
neither our desires nor our feelings are develop ed a t

random or in va cuo . They a re always develop ed in

relation to a fairly definite set of conditions . This is

so well understood that scien tists have no hesitation in

concluding from the examination of a given structure

the kind of environment in which an animal lived .

And if we take the human body we may deal with i t

from precisely the same point of View . Thus
, the

weight of the body bear s a direct relation to the mass

of the ear th . If the ear th ’ s mass were ten times wha t

it is , while our bodies remained as they a re
, we should

be crushed beneath our own weight . If our bodies
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were one tenth the weight they are we should find it

some trouble to retain a position of comfor t on the

planet .
Modify the constituents of the atmosphere

beyond a cer tain point and life would become

impossible . Raise or lower the temper ature beyond a

certain degree and we should have the same result .

The organs Of resp iration and digestion ,
the amount Of

muscular strength norma lly developed , have all direct

reference to the condition s of life as they now exist .
These a re very familiar consider ations , and they in

volve well established princip les . It is the more

remarkable that i t is not generally recognized how

strongly , even decisively , they go against the theory
of survival beyond death .

For the strength of the argument rests upon the

consider ation that this question Of relation to environ

ment a s an essenti al condition of developmen t applies

no less strongly to all our p sychical qualities than i t

does to our physical structure . In the first p lace

development must take place in relation to an existing

environmen t , not to one that is yet to be . Refrospec

tive some of the stages of development may b e ,
as is

seen in some of the phases of embryological develop
ment

,
there may even be prospective phases of develop

ment such as we have in the gradual development of

the sex feelings , but in either case there is a direct

reference to an environment that is a ctually existn
now. A development related to a non - ex istent environ

ment i s not alone unthinkable , it i s , if we may judge

from all we know of the laws Of life
,
a sheer im

possibility .

Next , in any other environmen t than the present

one , or in an environment fundamentally different
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from the present one , human qualities would b e with

out meaning or value . We may take as a striking

proof of this the very thing that is used by the believer

in surviva l as a strong indication of there being another

life , that is, the sense of imperfection or Of dissatis

faction with existing conditions . This, we are told ,
seeing that every function has an appli cation some

where , i s ah indication that elsewhere there i s a state

Of existence where that feeling of dissatisfaction will

b e removed
,
and as that does not, even cannot , occur

here , we must assume another life where the desire for

perfection will be gratified .

A wilder assump tion could not be made . Wha t
,

a fter all , is the meaning of the sense of imperfection
,

or , pos itively , the desire for perfection ? Reduced to

its lowest terms it is no more than a man ifestation of

the pr inciple of natural selection in i ts simplest aspect .

The essential conduct of life in its most primitive form

is a simple reaction that responds to life preserving and

shrinks from life destroying stimuli . The develop

ment of special sense organs enables the animal to do

this more eff ectually , and as we mount in the scale the

mechan isms by which the animal guards itself from

destruction become mor e and more elabor ate. The

highest form of this process is reached when we come

to a form of life that is capable of appreciating a future ,
and therefore acts, not only under the impulse of

immediate p ains and pleasure , but under the impulse
of prospective p leasures and p ains . And when we

eventually reach the wor ld of human ideas and ideals

we have reached the highest form of all . For we have

then gained the stage of soc ialized man
,
a stage when

man creates for himself and his fellows an ideal
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environment and works for i ts consummation . But

from the lowest form of life to the highest , from the

avoidance by one of the lower organ isms of a dangerous

obj ect , to man shrinking from unpleasa nt feelings , and

seeking the gratification of desires , we have sub

stantially the same class of phenomena . And if more

Of our leading writers possessed the capacity for think

ing scientifically , instead of merely having the industry

to Overload their minds with ill - digested scientific

facts , ther e would b e no need for this po int to b e

stressed her e . Perhaps i t may be taken as proof of the

statement that while the number of people with a

knowledge of scientific facts has increased enorm

ou sly, the scientific thinker is as rare as ever .

But this feeling of dissatisfaction has not the re

motest reference to another state of existence , i t

implies only that we desire some change in the existing

one . Thus, when a man steps on my corn I des ire him

to get off . If I am a mere Materialist I may see in

this no mor e than the plain desire to get rid of a pa inful

sensation . But if I am full of mystical longings , or if

I belong to a certain school of religionists
,
I shall see

in the desire that the man will get Off my corn a sure

indication of the existence of some other wor ld where

either corns or careless people do not exist . And I

quite fail to see that this conclusion is a bit more

absurd than i s the one that because we a re dissatisfied

with cer tain things here and have an idea of a better

state, therefore there must be another world in which

that ideal will be realized .

The impor tant truth here is that just as the pain from
the man standing on my corn causes me to react against

it , so the unpleasant feelings a roused by certain things
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in the social environment cause me to react against

them . The sense of imperfection is, therefore , no

promise of per fection , but on ly a means of dr iving us

along the road of improvement . It i s the condition of

development , and so long as development continues ,

so long will the sense of imperfection con tinue . And

if there is another life , and if , as we are assured ,
development will go on there , then those who inher i t

that life will have the same sense of discomfor t there

that they have here . There will b e the same discon

tent with what is actually existing as the indispensable

condition for achieving what is aimed at . A state of

existence in which this feeling did not exist would be

a state in which complete equilibrium had been

reached , and complete equilibrium i s only another name

for absolute stagnation . SO that the argument of the

religion ist really amounts to this : that in order to

obtain complete moral satisfaction with life we must

live again under such conditions a s will make satis

faction of any sor t an impossibility .

This dependen ce of the value of human qualities

upon the prevalence of a definite set of conditions is

far mor e intimate than any rel igionist ever admits .

Constantly we find believers in survival dwelling upon
the blow dealt to human affection by death

, and the

joy of reunion in a state where death has no p lace .

Human affection , we are constantly being told , i s a

mockery if life ends at the grave
,
and human love

would wither in face of the conviction that death ends
all. Now I have no desire to deny ei ther that death

does bring gr ief , or to minimise the grief that is felt ,
or to even wish to do so . On the con trary ,

my point

here i s that it is from the grief assoc i ated with death
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that our deep est and strongest affection s spr ing , and

that in the absence of death the better aspects of life

would lose their value . Her e Kant ’ s analogy of the

bird and the atmospher e stri ctly applies . In com

plaining of the presen ce of death we are overlooking

the impor tan t part i t plays in the development of the

better par ts of our nature .

Birth and death offer the living paradox that while

app arently the negation of each other , they are, str ictly

speaking , conplementary facts . Birth is the other side

of death
,
death is the other side of birth ; the sign ificance

of the cr adle is to be found in the grave ; the grave finds

its j ustification in the cradle . On these two com

plementa ry facts all human affection centres . In a

wor ld wher e death did not occur aff ection would wither

and love b e without meaning . For an absence of death

would mean an absen ce Of birth and of all that birth

imp lies . What meaning would such terms as husband

and wife , paren t and child , or family have in a world

where immortality wa s a fact and death an unknown

thing ? And if anyon e tr ies , in thought , to take away

all that is owing to these relationship s, what would

there be left worth bother ing about ? Ther e is a limit

to the attractiveness of the mer e duration of days . The

most attractive of things becomes stale in time . There
is a saturation point in human a ffection as there i s with
the chemical elements . And one might well stand

appalled at the idea of living age af ter age and with no

prosp ect of any termination . If there is anything that

would make existence an unendurable horror i t is that .
The proof of what has been said may b e given in the
shape of one or two homely illustrations . Assume that
of two persons one is by some chance protected against
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accident , sickness , and death . The other i s normally

constituted and exposed to all the usual accidents of

human nature . To which of the two will our afiections

the most naturally turn ? Decidedly we should not feel

anxiou s abou t the first . Why shou ld we . His security

is assured , and when one has all eternity before him

there is no need for worry or anxiety . Inevitably our

concern and our affection would gravitate to the

second one . That is, I think , about as certain as any
thing could well b e .

Or one may take another instance . Most of us had

someone belonging to us on one of the fighting fron ts

during the recen t war , and each will know the con

stant anxiety as to their welfare and the heightened

affection with which we regarded them . But suppose

that we had felt absolutely assured that nothing what

ever could happen to them
,
that they were positively

p rotected against accident , wounds , or any other form

of destruction . Should we have had the same yearn

ing affection for them ? I do not think i t at all likely .

In that arid atmosphere our a ffection wou ld wither into

a very languid sor t of interest
,
even if i t survived at all.

And those who care to analyse their feelings will

soon discover that a s parents their love for their

children does not rest upon a conviction of their

immor tality , but upon the certainty of their mor tality .

And that is in line with all that we know of the

emotion s . We are all concerned
, not abou t the things

of which we a re cer tain , but abou t those of which we
are doubtful . That we would like more of a thing

is really the essential condition of our liking it a t all .
We simply reverse the order of things when we make

permanence the condition of attachment .
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The great need is for people to look this fact of death

in the face with their minds free from the mistaken

ideas concerning it that a re the outcome of centuries

of theologi cal teaching . And when we do that , we see

that the p icture of death as the king of terrors i s an

idle superstition . That death is the occasion of great

grief is indisputable , but that it is also the ground

work of our deepest affections is quite cer tain , and that

love wither s in the debilitated atmospher e Of perpetual

existence is not less certain . Life i s
,
in short , set in a

framework of death . It is death that gives an

emot ional background to the future . It defines life ,
conditions it , and gives i t its meaning and value .

Religious teaching has filled the world with a senseless

fear of death ; it is left for scientific Freethought to

provide us with an understanding of its presence , and
so detect its true place in the pageant of life .



CHAPTER VIII .

THE %UESTION OF WASTE .

THERE remains but one other phase of what we may

call the moral argument for immor tality . This takes

the form of dwelling upon the enormous waste of

mater ial , of capaci ty , and of development if man
’ s

career is cut short at death . Again the argument is

common to all classes of believer s , but we will take it

as presented by Dr . Martineau . He says :

I do not kno
‘

w7 that there is anything in nature

(unless , indeed , it be the reported blotting out Of suns

in the stellar heavens ) which can b e compared in

wastefulness with the extinction of grea t minds their
gathered resources , their unfailing tact

,
their lumin

ous insight , a re not like instincts that can be handed
down ; they a re absolutely personal and inalienable ,
grand conditions Of future power , unavailable for the
race , and perfect for an ulterior growth Of the in

dividual . If that growth is not to be , the mos t
brilliant genius bursts and vanishes like a firework in

the night (S tudy of Religion , Sec . Ed . , II . , p .

The first comment to b e made upon this is that the

premises of the argument bear no relation to the con

elusion s reached . The plea is that genius, being

purely personal , the race los es all benefits therefrom

through the death of the individual . Having made the

complaint he a sserts that a remedy is to be found in the
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individual living in another wor ld with which the

present one has no connection . But in what way can a

man living in another wor ld remove the grievance that

results from his not living in this one ? If he leaves

this world it loses his presence , and his living some

where else does not bring him back again . Whatever

the next wor ld may be like , let us hope that ther e is a

greater regard shown there for logic than many

believers in it display while in this one .

But assuming the case to b e as stated , is there any

thing in connection with a particular instance Of waste

in nature that should cause surprise , or demand a

spec ial explanation ? Waste i s no excep tion , it as

rather the rule . A thousand seeds are produced for

one that fructifies, a thousand forms of life for one that

reaches maturity . Nay
, if the aim Of nature , or Of

God , is the production of a per fect form of life , all the

imp er fect forms of life that have been , and a re ,

represent so much wasted mater ial . We may all wish

that nature would display greater economy than she

does , but the facts a re there and it i s our business to

frame our theor ies in accordance therewith and not to

make our desires the measure of the necessities Of

existence .

At any rate, if the qualities of gen ius a re absolutely

person al and inalienable , then departure from this life
robs the race of the benefit of their presence , whether
the individual goes on l iving elsewhere or not . What

we may reasonably question is whether the case has

been correctly stated by Dr . Martineau
, and whether

the qualities of gen ius a re strictly p ersonal in the sen se

that he uses the expression . It is quite true that the

quali ties that go to make a gen ius ar e centred in an
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individual , but for that matter so are those that go to

the make - up of an idiot . And the a ssumed over

provision of capacity in some cases may well b e placed

at the side of the actual under - provision in other ca ses .

But a s a matter of fact there is not one of the qualities

that go to make up a genius that is not possessed in

some degree by others, while their manifestation in a

super ior measure is as much racial as personal , and is

quite as much an expression of racial inher itance as of

personal endowment . We have all heard of the Scot

who professed admiration for Shakespeare because

there were things that came into his head that never

entered the mind of his admirer . But an idea having

entered the head of a genius does become the property

of more average minds . It took a genius to express the

law of gravitation, but that once done a very ordinary

mind may claim it as part of its intellectual wealth .

And i t is precisely because genius can impart some of

i ts greatness to others that i t is of such value to all .

Were i t otherwise the race wou ld b e doomed to remain

intellectual pauper s, forever dependen t upon the scraps

thrown by a few favoured individuals, but without the

capacity to move onward . The wor ld would indeed b e

in a sad way did it not possess the power to annex the

insp iration of some of its choi cest minds .

The truth is that in order to arrive at a pre- deter

mined con clusion the issue is quite wrongly stated .

The religionist claims for the individual what actually

belongs to the race and springs from the corporate life
of the group . Thus, when we say that man is capable
of indefinite development , or can achieve greater

possibilities than those actually accomplished , we are

making statements that a re true , not of the individua l ,
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but of the race . For ,
as an individual, man is not

capable of indefinite development . His organization ,

the oper ation of the normal laws of decay , the fact

of inevitable death , all combine to mark a point—how

ever difficult it may b e precisely to fix it—beyond

which the developmen t of the individual cannot go .

Nor is the truth of this affected by the fact that a poe t ,
a musician ,

or some gifted individua l may , through an

acciden t of the environment , never manifest all that he

might have displayed under mor e favourable con

ditions . There is a substantial difference between the

prevention of a quality expressing itself in its full

strength and an indefinite expansion of the same

quality . A man from lack of nutrition may b e unable

to lift a hundredweight , but i t does not follow that

with sufficient nutrition he could lift a ton . The in

definite development Of an individual can only have

an intelligible meaning so long as it refer s to our

ignorance of the limits of development in particular

instances .

As an individual , and no matter how much he is

elevated above the average of his fellows, man ha s

only a limited capacity for development . It is not he

that perpetually progresses , but the race . That this is

so is shown by the fact that the individual all along

dep ends for his achievemen ts upon the social heri tage

that awaits him . Language
,
literature

,
scientific dis

coveries , soc ial developments are the conditions that

determine how fa r even the greatest genius may

travel . And these things are the products of the

accumulated labours of the race. It is impossible to

place any limits to developmen t her e , and we a re

therefore justified in speaking, in this connection , Of
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indefinite developmen t or of incalculable possibilities .

But the individual who is taken from the soc ial matrix

by death is as surely divor ced from the possibilities Of

progress as are the inhabitants of a desert island from

the advantages of national life .

Progress , therefore , is not a fact of individual

development but of racial continuity . It is expressed

through the individual but it i s achieved by the race .

A develop ed humanity is built up from the life Of

humanity as a whole . It is from looking at the race a s

it wa s and as it is that we derive the notion of con tinu

ous progress, and it is by a tr i ck of the imagination that

we transfer the idea of perpetual progress from the

race to the individual . And i t i s surely the most

monstrous of egotisms to asser t that unless an

individual can exhaust the possibilities of all the

achievemen ts Of pr eceding generations , and exhaust ,
too

, the consequences of anything done by himself ,
that life must be considered a failure . It is when we

subject the religiou s view of man to analysis that we

discover how monstrou sly egotistical and selfish it is .

The old Greek comparison of life to a swift runner

carrying a tor ch and handing it
,
burning br ightly

, to

his successor
,
expresses a fa r saner and nobler View of

life than the one that has become current under the

influence of Christian teaching .

We may her e glance for a moment at another View

of the same subj ect as expressed by Mr . Schiller . He

puts the mor al argument for immortality (Humanism ,

pp . 253
-

4 ) on the ground that without immortality

char acter is lost at death , and the basis of the moral

order i s denied . But character , like everything else
,

is something that is developed in relation to a specific
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set of circumstances . In this case it is the expression

of certain relations to one
’s fellows . A man must b e

strong , steady , honest , loyal , etc . ,
in relation to some

thing or someone . And i t i s quite clear in this case

what the circumstances are to which these qualities

have reference . They are developed in relation to a

cer tain set of soc ial condition s , and without them

would be of no value whatever . And to argue that

because the conditions of life her e prevent the

realization of a per fec t character , the-

re must b e

another state of existence where the conditions a re so

far diff erent that they will permit there what is

impossible her e , is to assume the existence of con

dition s that make character of no use at all . TO

put the matter briefly , the qua lities which we praise

in human nature a re only of value in view Of the

existence of a certain se t of conditions . Con sequently ,

if we consider the next life as providing opportunities

for the development of our character we must think of

the next life as being similar to this one . And if we

think of it as being similar the reason given for its

existence is negatived . All that is gained by existence

in the next world might a s easily b e gained her e . If
,

on the other hand , the conditions of life in the next

world a re different from what they a re here we shall

be altogether out of p lace . We shall no more fit it than

a bird could live in the sea or a fish in the a ir .

1

1 Perhaps the rea l ground for the insistence O f a future life
is given , SO fa r a s the ma jority a re concerned , in D r .

Mellone
’

s Observa tion tha t a t bottom the belief in im

morta lity depends On the belief in God . SO tha t a ll the

elabora te evidence collected from an exam ina tion Of the

possibilities and a ctivities of human na ture a re rea lly so many
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The full significance of the argument we have been

considering should now be apparent . It is one
'

that

goes to the very root of the scientific case against , not

merely the belief in immortali ty , but against religion

in general . Many sociologists are to - day taking up

the position that organized religion represents a

synthesis of social ideals, and i s thus being con

tinuously mod ified by changes in the social med ium .

This view certainly contains a truth , the exact value

of which it is not necessary to estimate . But it is at

least true that once the religious idea is fairly under

way it lives by an exploitation of the social qualities ,
and that in an increasing measure . In early stages of

social culture we can see all the soc ial qual ities

expressed in terms of religion . The conditions of life

make this association inevitable . And i t i s only by

very slow degrees that some of the outlying depar t

ments of life throw ofi the control of theology . But in

Sp i te of the fier cest opposition the reinterpretation of

life in terms of a naturalisti c causation goes on
,
first in

one direction ,
and then in another . That the process is

p lea s for another belief which is open to dispute . First , we
have the belief in a future life justified on the ground tha t it
sa tisfies the demands Of our mora l na ture . We a re told tha t
a s there a re so many things in this world tha t ought not to be ,
God ’s justice is vindica ted by another world in which in

equa lities and injustices a re removed . This point having
been ga ined, we a re next told tha t there must be a future
life because there is a God , and he would not crea te man for

his existence to termina te a t dea th . Thus
, the belief in a

future life becomes a lterna tely the ground and the product of
the belief in God . A belief in urgent need Of evidence is
justified by another belief itself in even still grea ter need of

j ustifica tion l
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nearing the end only a mind blind to the logic of

events can doubt .

In the last few chapters we have been trying to show

how the moral desires and feelings of man have been

wrongly interp reted in terms of a desire for a future

life . A body of feeling that has been developed in the

course of soci al evolution ,
and has application only to

man ’ s life here
,
ha s been wrongly interpreted as afford

ing
.

sure indication of a life beyond the grave . As in

so many other instances we have the primitive con

ception of things in direct conflict with a more

scientific interpretation of nature . Of this primitive

View theology stands as the ardent champ ion . In self

defence i t is thus driven to obstruct the healthy work

ing of the social forces
, and under the pretence of

gratifying the desires of man really to hinder their
rational expression .



CHAPTER IX .

THE SOURCE OF. THE SOUL .

IN an ear lier chapter i t was remarked that the pro

fessed reason s for believing in a future life and the

causes of the belief do not coincide . Were it other

wise there would b e no necessity for saying more than

has already been said . But the reasons examined leave

the question of or igin untouched , and to the

evolutionist i t is not enough merely to know that a

belief is false, there still remains the question , Why

did people ever come to accept i t as true ? It is tha t

question which is now to be answered , and which to

the scientific mind should b e decisive . Logically , the

question of or igin should have come first
,
but there

a re times when it is advisable to put convenience befo
r
e

logi c , and this would seem to b e one of them .

Naturally
,
the findings of anthropology would have

been enough for many
,
but there would have still re

mained a Very large number who would have con

tinned to be influenced by the arguments we have been

examining , and , at any rate
,
having shown the worth

lessness of the current p leas for the belief in a future

life the way is better prepared for the question of

origin . And even witli those who a re not convinced

the bias may be of a less strenuous kind .

We may commence with the fact that the belief in

survival clear ly ante - dates all the arguments that are
now used for its establishment . The experience of
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each will show that no one who believes in immor tal ity

does so as a consequence of the appeal to philosophy .

Even though a sane philosophy supported the belief ,

it is clear that it did not originate ther e . And the same

truth holds equally of the race and the individual .

The belief in survival beyond death is one of the

oldest of religious beliefs ; i t appears before the

existence of the belief in God , and i t would b e little

shor t of insanity to conceive savages whose ignorance

of natural process is most profound basing their

belief upon any one of the argumen ts discussed in the

preceding pages . All these arguments belong to a

p er iod when a long - standing belief is being challenged

by more exact knowledge . They a re a sign of the end ,

not an indication of the beginning .

It was also pointed out that an essential and

universal feature of the belief in survival is that man

is a dual ity— there is the body and there is something

else allied to and yet indep enden t of it . Our enquiry ,
then

,
narrows itself to this : Taking for granted the

fact , the unquestionable fact , that the modern belief in

the soul is ultimately der ived from those beliefs which

meet us in the lower stages of culture , what is there in

the exper ience of primitive humanity which would

suggest the concep tion of a double inhabiting the

body and surviving its disintegration ? That is the

essential question ,
and the answer must b e as wide as

the facts to b e explained . It must cover all the beliefs

of the peop les of the wor ld .

To this question there are only three answer s

possible . The first is that the knowledge was given
man by direct supernatural revelation . As , however ,
no one worthy of attention believes in that kind of
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revelation to - day , that explanation may be summarily

dismissed . The second is that some of the facts upon

which the belief in survival is based are so obvious and

so universal that the inevitable conclusion was for ced

upon man at a very early stage of his history , while

i t was left for a more sop histicated generation to d ie

cover the reasons for i t . The decisive rep ly to this is

that no one knows what these obvious facts are . There

are no facts that a re common to all and to which all

can appeal . Such facts as are utilized by the believer

a re not alone subjects of dispute, but they can b e

shown to be susceptible of a quite different explanation .

We are therefor e thrown ba ck upon a third explana

tion ,
namely , that in the conditions of primitive

thought and societywe can find a quite sufficient reason

for the existence of one of the most universal of human

illusion s . That explanation lies to hand , well worked

out in the wri tings of such men as Tylor
,
Spencer ,

Frazer , and others, and in what follows I have but to

summar ize their investigation s, leaving it for thosewho

wish for further details to study the works for them

selves .

The distan ce between the primitive and the modern

point of View is strikingly shown in the fact that the

problem that fronts us is the complete reverse of that

which fronted pr imitive humanity . With
‘

us the fact

of death , natural death , is obvious and inevitable, and
our difficulty is to conceive man ’s continuing to exist

beyond the grave . And to us it seems that the belief
in an

- after l ife is a consequence of either reflection or

discovery . The savage outlook is quite different and

distinct . Death does not come to him as part of a
natural sequence, but as an abrupt and non - necessary
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break. His difficulty is not that of con ceiving how

man can con tinue to live , but how he can leave off

living .
With

'

him it is not reflection and growing

knowledge that leads to a belief in a future life ; con

tinned existence i s a datum of his thinking , and his

difficulty lies in thinking of man ceasing to be . The

modern mind thinks it discovers immortal life ; the

task of the primitive intelligence was to discover death .

That death and not life i s the puzzle that presents

itself to the primitive intelligen ce is seen from the

wide- spread myths as to how death came into existence .

As in the Christian mythology , we find all over the

world legends of the way in which death was intro

duced . Men a re p ictured a s being by nature immor tal ,

and death is afterwards introduced as a con sequen ce of

disobedience or of magi c or of the jealousy of the gods .

Sir James Frazer has , in the third chapter of his work

The Belief in Immortality,
furnished many examples

of these legends , but they can b e collected from almost

any first- class work on the subject . Ther e would

certainly not b e these wide - spread stories of how death

came into the wor ld if death appeared to the primitive

intelligence a s it appears to ours . But how could it ?

What can man , j ust emerging from the animal stage ,
know of the causes that make death inevitable ? It i s

true that he must have always seen men die
, but, on

the other hand , many of these deaths are from

Violence , or are patently the con sequen ce of violence ,
other s a re from disease, which is universally

attributed to magi c or to the action of some evilly

disposed Sp irit , and in the absence of violence or magic

there seems no reason to the savage intelligence why
men should not live for ever , or , to put i t more
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correctly , perhap s, there is no adequate reason why

men should die when they do .

The following description given by Frazer of the

beliefs of the Ab ipone Indians about death can be

taken as substantially a correct descrip tion of what we

may regard as primitive man
’ s attitude toward the fact

of death . He tells us that many savage races do not

to - day accept death in the modern sense .

They a re even of op inion that they would never die

at all if it were not for the maleficent arts of sorcerers

who cut the vital thread prematurely short . In other

words , they disbelieve in what we call a natural death ;
they think that all men a re naturally immortal in thi s
life

,
and that every death which takes p lace is in fact

a violent death inflicted by the hand of a human

enemy , though in many cases the foe is invisible and

works his fell purpose not by a sword or a spear but
by magic . Thus the Abipones , a now extinct tribe of

horse Indians in Paraguay , used to allege that they
would be immortal and that none of them would die
if only the Spaniards and the sorcerers could b e

banished from America ; for they were in the habit of
attributing every death , whatever its cause , either to
the baleful arts of sorcerers or to the firearms of the
Spaniards . Even if a man died riddled with wounds ,
with his bones smashed , or through the exhaustion of

old age , these Indians would all deny that the wounds
or the old age was the cause of his death , they firmly
believed that the death was brought about by magic

,

and they would make careful enquiries to discover the
sorcerer who had cast this fatal spell on their comrade .

There i s little use in multiplying quotations to the one
end . Durkheim and Wundt fully endorse the English
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investigators here , and the whole bears out Frazer
’

s

conclusion that at a certain stage of social and

intellectual evolution men have believed themselves to

be naturally immortal in this life and have regarded

death by disease or even by accident or violence as an

unnatural even t which has been brought about by

sorcery and which must be avenged by the death of the

sorcerer .

” 1

This fact of man being or iginally ignorant of the

real nature of death is of considerable impor tance to

the history of the soul theory . It leaves the road clear

for its beginning . If man had commenced his reflect ive

existence with a knowledge of death , or with the con

viction that death was the end of his individua l

existence , a theory or a belief that man continued to

exist beyond death would not have been so easily or so

1 Apa rt from this obj ective presentment of the ca se , there
a re subj ective conditions tha t would make it a ma tter of grea t
difficulty, if not an impossibility, for the primitive mind to

picture dea th a s a na tura l fa ct . Existence is a much ea sier
conception than non- existence , and the extinction of individu
a lity is fa r too abstra ct a notion for the undeveloped mind to
conceive . Even the civilized intelligence finds it very diflicult
to think of oneself a s non - existent . Pa rt of the feeling ex

pressed a t the thought of the extinction of individua lity is due
to the inability to rea lize non - existence . When people excla im
a t the thought of non - existence they a re genera lly in the

position of thinking of themselves a s being conscious of their
own a bsolute unconsciousness . This confusion wa s long a go

noted by Lucretius who a ttributed the power of the priest
hood to the fa ct tha t so few rea lized the truth tha t dea th
wa s dea th indeed .

”
Complete oblivion ca rries with it no

terrors and provides no ra tiona l scope for fea rs . It is only
the fa lse conception of a consciousness of one

’s own uncon

sciousness tha t does this .
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thoroughly established . As i t was the thought of the

non - existence of the individual af ter death had to

establish itself in the face of a theory already well

accep ted , and one which , as we shall see , could

appeal to a whole host of experiences which wer e

ignorantly taken to give it direct suppor t . Indeed ,
i t is not the relatively small degree to which a scientific

Viewof man and of nature has taken hold of the human

mind that should give us ground for surpr ise ; the

wonder is that with so many thousands of generation s

start, and with so many interests bound up with the

p erpetuation of pr imitive modes of thinking , Free

thinking views of man should have obtained the hold

they have on the human intellect .

Oneother word of caution may b e needed here . We.

a re so familiar to daywith the fact that the sc ientific

and philosophic theor ies of nature by which the mental

life of educated men and women is guided are the

products of long and careful reflection ,
that we a re

apt to credit pr imitive human ity with the same careful

reason ing before arriving at definite con clusions .

That would be , we are convinced , to take quite a

wrong View of the situation . A very striking char

a cteristic of primitive intelligence appears to b e its

lack of curiosity con cerning the nature of the processes
that go on around i t . Things a re accep ted for what

they are
, or appear to b e, and the ideas that grow up

concerning them must be conceived as of the kind

that develop as the product of frequently recurr ing

experiences, and not as the consequence of men sitting

down anxious to find an explanation of things that have

hitherto puzzled them . So with the major ity of peop le

to day , convictions con cerning things arise in a
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gradual , unreflective manner and a re already estab

lished when reflection discover s their existen ce .

Now from all parts of the world , and from people

living in various stages of what we may call the lower

culture, there comes unquestionable evidence, not alone

of the way in which man came to believe in a soul

or double , but of the means by which he actually comes

to believe in i t to - day . Substantially , i t begins in the

primitive inability to discriminate between obj ective

and subject ive exper iences . With
‘

ourselves there is a

very real distinction drawn between our exper iences

dur ing sleep and those during our waking hours . And

during even waking hours the civilized human i s mor e

or less on his guard to distinguish between reality and

illusion . With pr imitive peop les no such clear line of

demarcation exists . Experience is experience , and

whether i t occurs during wakefulness or during sleep
makes no difference to primitiveman . What the savage

sees in his dream is to him quite real . When he visits
,

during sleep , distant p laces, i t i s complete eviden ce

that he has been there . When he sees absen t peop le

during sleep it is evidence that they have come to him .

The persisten ce of the legends of people getting out

of the body , travelling abroad and then returning
, is

evidence of how deep ly rooted this belief is . It

represents , in fact , one of the oldest and most univer sal

of all human superstitions . Even in the Bible we have

precisely the same thing, no small number of the

messages given to the characters therein being

delivered during sleep .

A whole host of other exper iences support this idea
of a double able to leave the body and return to i t

aga in . The existence of so impa lpable a thing as an
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echo ,
the shadow thrown by a man ,

the univer sal

explanation of insanity , epilepsy , etc . , as being due

to the possession of the body by a foreign sp irit , all

suppor t the primary assump tion that man i s a duality

composed of a body that is seen ,
and a copy of the

body that is unseen . Again I refrain from enlarging

these p ages by a multipli cation of instances , but will

content myself with a summary of the facts as given

by Tylor

It seems as though thinking men , as yet at a low

level of culture , were deeply impressed by two groups
of biological problems . In the first p lace, what is it
that makes the difference between a living body and

a dead one ; what causes waking , sleep , trance ,
disease , death ? In the second place, what a re those

human shapes which appear in dreams and visions ?

Looking at these two groups of phenomena , the

ancient savage philosophers probably made their first
step by the obvious inference that every man has two

things belonging to him , namely , a life and a

phantom . These two a re evidently in close connection

with the body , the life as enabling it to feel and think
and a ct, the phantom as being its image o r second
self ; both , also , a re perceived to be things separable
from the body, the life as able to go away and leave it
insensible of death , the phantom as appearing to

people at a distance from it . The second step would
seem also easy for savages to make, seeing how ex

tremely diffi cult c ivi lized men have found it to un

make . It is merely to combine the life and the

phantom . As both belong to the body, why should
they not also belong to one another

,
and b e mani

festa tions of one and the same soul—P Let them then
be considered as united , and the result is that well
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known conception which may b e described as an

apparitional - soul , a ghost - soul . This , at any rate ,
corresponds with the actual conception of the personal
soul or sp irit among the lower races , which may be

defined as follows it is a thin unsubstantial human

image , in its nature a sort of vapour , film , or shadow ;
the cause of life and thought in the individual it
animates ; independently possessing the personal con

sciousness and volition of its corporeal owner , past or

present ; capable of leaving the body fa r behind , to

flash swiftly from place to p lace ; mostly impalpable

and invisible , yet also manifesting physical power ,
and especially appearing to men waking or asleep as
a phantasm separate from the body of which it bears

the likeness ; continuing to exist and appear to men

after the death of that body ; able to enter into ,

possess , and act in the bodies of other men , of animals ,
and even of things (Primitive Culture , Vol. I . ,

pp . 428

This may be taken as a fair and comprehensive

descr ip tion of the soul or double as i t app ears in

primitive thought , and is a fair p icture of the con

ception of the soul as it runs right through the history

of religion s . And the fact that the soul or ghost when

i t appears in religious legends is always a p icture of the

l iving man in his bod ily form is almost enough by

itself to substantiate this account of the dream - or igin
of the soul .

This theory is , as I have said , endorsed by the

savage con cep tion of the nature of disease, whether

mental or physical , as being due to some evil spirit
taking possess ion of the body . In another work 2 I

2
Religion and Sex, Chapters III . , V . , and VI .
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have po inted out to how great an extent in the history

of religions , and as a consequence of this mi staken

View of the nature of illusion and mental states , the

deliberate cultivation of abnormal states of mind by

fasting , the taking of drugs, and the systemati c ill

treatment of the body , has been utilized as a mean s of

keep ing alive the sense of supernatural illumination

and of intercourse with a ghostly wor ld . And in truth

the story of religion in this respect forms a continuous

whole from the visions of the savage resulting from the

states of mind into which accident or design throws

him
,
down to the latest message from the sp irit - wor ld

received by the present day sp ir itualisti c medium .

The idea of a double having or iginated in the manner

descr ibed there follow developments that are strictly

logical in their nature , and impor tant in their social

consequences . It is not alone living things that a re

seen in dreams , but inanimate ones also . It is there

fore a simp le matter to conclude that these likewise

have their double . Death , again , is not the destruction

of the ghost , but merely i ts sep aration from the body ?

And i t will enter the next wor ld exactly as i t lef t this

one. Hence the practice of disfiguring the dead bodies

of enemies so that their mutilated ghosts will par ade
the spirit wor ld in that condition

,
and also the custom

of killing one
’s old relatives before sickness overtakes

The savage does not a ssert immorta lity of the ghost, but
merely its continued existence for a longer or shorter period .

And a s a ma tter of fa ct most savages believe tha t a fter a time

the older ghosts a re rea lly dissipa ted . They a re most a ctive
just a fter dea th, but when the memory of them fades their
existence fa des a lso . This is exa ctly wha t one would expect
to be the ca se .
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them in or der to ensure that their ghosts will b e strong

in the realm of shades .
The next world is a pale copy of this one and the

ghos t but an attenuated copy of the man . He has the

same needs there that he had here, and it i s the duty of

the living to supply them . Weapons are accordingly

buried with the dead warrior or hunter so that he may

use their Sp irits in fighting or in hunting . Food is

buried with the dead so that its Sp irit may feed ghostly

bodies . The modern practice of scattering flowers on

a grave is a direct survival of this practice of supplying

the ghost of the dead with food .

A mor e ghastly consequence of this attending to the

wants of the ghost is that of supplying it with wives

and attendants . Slaves a re killed so that their ghosts

may attend on the dead chief , wives so that they may

accomp any their husbands to the ghostland , the

number of wives and attendants killed depending on

the importance of the dead man . Sheep and oxen are

also
,
in many cases

,
burned on the grave

,
and horses

on that of warrior s 4 The world - wide character of

these customs may serve as a fitting commen t on those

who argue that the belief in a future life has an

elevating effect on human nature .

4 At the funera l of Edwa rd VII his horse wa s led behind the
coflin to the grave . In ea rlier times it would have been killed .

But we have a clea r surviva l of this primitive pra ctice . It is
striking tha t it is in connection with the roya lty and a risto
cra cy of a country tha t we find the clea rest illustra tions of

sava ge idea s . In this respect the higher socia l orders a re
nea rer the savage than a re the lower ones . Thus , Tylor
cites the ca se of a French king whose effigy wa s for forty days
a fter dea th solemnly served with food with a ll the ceremonia l

tha t a ccompanied it while the king wa s living . But kingship
itself , a s Fra zer ha s shown , is a surt riva l of pure savagery.
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But it would be a mistake to assume that these

pr actices a re followed out of affection for the ghost .

On the con trary , the principal emotion felt in con

nection with the ghost is that of fear . As most of the

ills of life a re attributed to the ghost this is not sur

prising , and the fear which the ignoran t among our

selves still have of ghosts is rem iniscent of one of the

oldest of human feelings . There is first of all the

p ractice of ghost dodging , as illustrated in the way the

body is buried . The dead is carried out by the

window ,
or through a hole made in the side of the

house, which is a fterwards blocked up again , the

theory being that as the ghost can only return by the

way that it went out return is made impossible . Or

the body is taken to the grave by a roundabou t way so

that i t may be difficult for i t to get back again . There

a re numerous variations , but the idea and the purpose

of them all i s the same .

Another very str iking survival of this fear of the

ghost we have still with
'

us in our own practice of

wearing black after a death. Car eful investigation and

comparison of customs all over the wor ld leaves little

room for doubt that the wearing of mourning clothes
,

or mourning masks , or the custom of painting the

bodies of rel atives after a death a re all so many forms

of disguise . It is assumed that the ghost will not know

the living in their unusual dress or disguise . It is also

in order to avoi d recognition by spirits who might wish

to inj ure them that the Tongans change their war

costume at every battle . The same desire to be secured

from the attentions of the ghost leads the Chinese to

call their best beloved children by the most worthless

names . In ancient Egyp t the children who wer e
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thought the most of were the worst clad . In all

probability the custom with many of the tribes of India

of having two names, one a real one that is never dis

closed , and one by which the child is known , had its

origin in the same fear .

Finally , i t has to b e noted that just as the soul i s

thought of as a diminutive cop y of the body , so the

next wor ld is modelled upon this one , the only differ

ence being that there is mor e of what people like and

less of what they dislike . In the next world , says

Tylor ,

There the soul of the dead Karen , with the souls of

his axe and cleaver , builds his house and cuts rice ;
the shade of the Algonquin hunter hunts souls of

beaver and elk, walking on the souls of his snow
shoes over the soul of the snow ; the fur -wrapped
Kamcha del drives his dog- sledge the %ulu milks his
cows and drives his cattle to the kraal South
American tribes live on

,
whole or mutilated , healthy

or sick , as they left this world , leading their old lives ,
and having their wives with them again ,

though ,

indeed , a s the Aura canians said , they have no more

children ,
for they a re but souls . Soul land is dream

land , in its shadowy unreal pictures , for which ,
never

theless , material reality so plainly furnished the

models .

The so - called higher religions follow the same p lan .

The Mohammedan , the Christian , the Brahman , each

p i ctures the next wor ld as making up for the

deficien cies they have exper ienced in this one .

Religions usually remain true to type , however much

they may vary in form .

There a re two points here that I wish to stress . The
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first is that we have a quite unbroken history of the

soul idea from its beginning in the fear - stri cken ignor

a nce of the pr imitive savage up to its latest man ifesta

tion in the most liberal of religious sects . There

is no
,
break anywhere . Each form ar ises out of that

which went before , i s built upon i t , and i s identical

with it save for such modification s as current ex

perien ce and knowledge for ces upon i t . There i s ,
therefore , no doubt as to how the idea of a soul and

of a future life came into existence . The nature of its

or igin lies open for all who will to read . As Tylor

says
, The animism of savages stands for and by it

self ; it exp lains its own or igin . The animism of

civilized men,
while more appropriate to advanced

knowledge, is in great measure only explicable as a

developed product of the older and r
'uder system .

”

But a product of that older system i t undoubtedly is,
and but for the assumption of the savage the soul

would never have existed . It owes its existence to an

inevitable psychological blunder made by the pr imitive
savage .

The second point is that if this theory be accepted

as true, the whole notion of a soul as something that

is independent of the body
,
and which survives the

disintegration of the body stands self - condemned .

There may still b e room for discussion as to the nature

of the various phases of development this belief in a

soul has undergone , but there can be no longer debate

as to whether it is true or not . % ou may reject the

anthropological conclusion and accept the animistic

one, but you cannot accep t both . It is beyond

question that if the savage had known what we know

concerning the brain and the nervous system ,
had he
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known what we know concerning the nature of the

forces around us , had he been in our place , neither

gods nor ghosts would ever have come into existence .

The blunder was inevitable to his ignor ance ; but there

is surely no j ustification for our preserving his blunder

in the face of our better knowledge , and retaining his

interpretation of phenomena which our own knowledge

us more a ccurately to understand .



CHAPTER X .

SPIRITUALISM .

AN examination of the belief in a future life which

contained no reference to the prevalent belief in what

is known as Sp iritualism would be considered by many

to be incomplete . And for various reasons a study of

Spiritualism is wor th the making . %uite apart from

the historical interest o f such an enquiry , the belief

in and the practice of Sp iritualism op en up many

importan t questions in both normal and abnormal

p sychology . Unfor tunately , the scope of the present

work will p ermit only a very brief study of the sub

ject, a lthough I hop e to present at least the outlines

of what I conceive to be the r ight method of con

ducting such an examination .

To begin with , the Sp iritualist stands alone among

the believers in a future life in claiming that his case

rests upon observed and ver ifiable facts . Certainly

the array of eminent men who at one time or another

have given the Sp ir itualisti c theory a more or less

qual ified supp or t is very striking , aud i t that kind of
testimony were enough to establish the truth of a

theory Sp i ritualism would stand a fair chance of being

a ccep ted as true . But one remembers that there is

not a falsity on the face of the earth that has not had

the supp or t of eminent men . Indeed
,
without i t a

false belief would stand very little chance of ever

being established . Eminen t men testified to the truth
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of a fla t earth , to the movement of the sun round the

earth , to the reality of witchcr aft , and other absurd

ities . There is nothing in the history of science that

would lead one to accep t the test imony of a great man

on any subj ect a s of necessity final , and when the great

man happ ens to b e dealing with something that is out

side his special province , then his evidence is still less

con clusive . So the appeal to great names leaves the

genuinely scientific enquirer quite cold . If author i ty

could p ermanently establish anything the world would

b old but one absurdity in ea ch departmen t , for no

second one would stand the slightest chance of ever

being accep ted .

On the general claims of Spiritualism there are two

or three preliminary observations that may b e made .

The first is that if existen ce beyond the gr ave b e a fact ,
and if there are actually means of communication b e

tween the dead and ourselves
,

one would have

imagined that , considering the many thousands of

generations during which the human race has existed ,

and the myriads of millions of hum an beings who have

died , the fact of a future life should by now b e so

firmly established as to b e beyond the possibility of

question . If Spiri tualism be true we are dealing with

an ever present fact , and with permanent qualities of

human nature . But instead of finding this constan t

fact and these permanent qualities generally recognized
,

what we find is that the vogue of Sp iritualism ebbs and

flows , attracting general attention at one momen t
, and

sinking into the quietude of a religious organization

the next . This is a phenomenon , on the face of i t , in

far greater consonance with the existence of an

epidemi c illusion than aught else .
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Second , although what is called Modern Spiritualism

dates from only the middle of the nineteenth century ,
Sp iritualism as connoting certain observed pheno

mena has a much older history , and does , indeed ,
connect directly with what we know of savage

pragtices . But we also know the facts upon which

the beliefs of savages a re built , and all of these

facts we are now able to explain without the

slightest referen ce to the superna tural or to the belief

in a future life . And when we find an unbroken chain

between the beliefs of the savage and those of the

modern Sp iri tualist , when we consider that in the

history of the race the first explan ation of the

unusual or the abnormal has always been in terms

of the supernatural or the sp iritual ,
”
even excluding

all question of deliber ate fraud , one i s no more in

clined to accep t at its face va lue the Sp ir itualistic ex

planation of what takes p lace at a modern seance than

on e is inclined to take the visions of a mediaeval monk

as proo f of his inter course with a ghostly wor ld . As

Mr . Podmo-re remarks of the celebrated Mrs . Piper ,
that her mediumship would have been more convine

ing had it come to us out of the blue
,
instead of

tra iling behind her a nebulous ancestry of magneti c

somnambulism , witch - ridden children , and ecstatic

nuns,
”
so he says with equal truth of Spiritualism in

general

We have still to deal with the same protean figures
—vengeful human ghosts , fami liar spirits , shaman or

wizard , angels from the abyss , devils released from

Jewish or mediaeval hells , oracles of O lympian deities ,
spirits of angels and prophets , sp irits of earth , a ir ,

and fire
, spirits of the damned , spirits on furlough
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from purgatory , spirits floating in a Swedenborgian

limbo , ghosts of fleas and archangels , decaying astral
shells , spirits of the seven celestial spheres , spirits
clothed in luminiferous ether—they have been with

us since the first syllable of recorded time , and

generation after generation they have shaped them

selves to suit the changing fashion of the hour , the

hidden or hinted hopes of those who put their trust
in them (The Newer Spiritua lism, pp . 296

I wish to stress this aspect of the matter because i t

throws a very strong light upon what I believe to lie at

the root of the observed phenomena . I am convinced

that at the foundation of the belief in Sp iritualism

and on which tri ckster s of all kinds have plied their

trade—there exists a misunderstanding of abnormal

states of mind , varying from the very mildest forms of

automatism on the one hand to pronounced patho

logical states on the other . In no other way can we

account for the fact that the next world— about which
,

if the communi cations a re genuine
,
ther e should cer

tainly b e some uniformity in the information supplied

by those who allege they a re living in it— is descr ibed

by these alleged sp irits in such con tradictory terms,
but always in agreement with the environment in

which we ourselves are l iving . On the Continent i t is

common for the sp irits to assure us that re incarnation
is a fact . In England the information i s to the con

tra ry. In Italy i t is not unusual for the sp irits to pro
fess Atheism ; in England a wishy - washy Theism i s the
rule . The sp iri t world is all round us , or above the
earth , or in the milky way . It is a real and tangible
existence to one Sp irit ; it is a creation of the mind to

another . The sp iri ts have a vocal language aswe have;
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they have no vocal language , but communicate by a

species of celestial telepathy . Sp irits grow ,
or do not

grow , or , as Sir Arthur Con an Doyle tells us , they

grow bo th older and younger till they all stop at about

thirty years of age , which , curiously enough , is the

age at which mos t of us would like to stop if we could

manage i t . There is Simply no limit to the var iety

and contradictor iness of the information given to the

living by the dead . And one may readily excuse the

sp irits be ing unable to decipher the contents of a

sealed letter when they cannot make up their minds a s

to the character of the world in which they cla im to

b e living . All this is puzzling enough so long as we

attempt to treat i t as a descr iption of an actual place ,
but it becomes understandable , in both its contem

pora ry and histor i c relations , when we regar d it from

the proper point of View.

But while to take these alleged sp iritual communica

tions at their face value is absurd
,
i t is equally

r idiculous to accep t the theory that Spiritualism is no

more than the product of deliberate and conscious

tri ckery , the outcome of vulgar tri ckster s and clever

conjurors . That is quite unsatisfactory to anyone who

approaches the subject with a first- hand knowledge ,
and with the necessary acquaintance with abnormal

psychology . That ther e is tr ickery connected with

Sp iritualism is so paten t that not even its avowed de

fenders dispute it . There are very few of the well

known publi c mediums who have not been detected

in fraud , and
, indeed , the conditions under which

public seances are hel d are favourable to tri ckery ,
while the credulity of the major ity of those who

attend invite i t . But the nature of that trickery is
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quite another question , and one to which few of those

who delight in showing how the trickery i s eff ected

appear to have paid much attention . After all , when

we have a species of happenings that goes back gener a

tion after generation ,
from ourselves to the primitive

savage
,
there must be something more in i t than

deliberate and conscious trickery . If mere tr ickery.

can b e carried on gener ation after gener ation ,
and over

so wide an area , practically coe xtensive with the

human race , the fact of trickery strikes one as being

slightly more wonderful than the alleged reality . On

the other hand , the fact that all the fundamenta l

phenomena of Sp iritualism ,
trance - mediumship , auto

matic writing , crystal - gazing , etc .
,
can be seen under

conditions where there is not the slightest suggestion

of sp iri t agency , is enough to prove the needlessness o f

that theory . In shor t , both the assertion that in

Sp iritualism we have proof of a future state of exist

ence , and the assertion that the phenomena which a re

commonly known under the name of Sp iritualism a re

nothing but the outcome of mere trickery
,
strike one

as being elabor ate effor ts in misdirection ,
and both

exhibit the same want of acquaintance with the actual

nature of the facts . Sp iritualists know that the theory

of fraud will not cover the experience they have in

their own homes , and of ten in their own per sons; but

those who approach the subject from a genuinely

scientific point of view know that there is with

Sp iritualism no greater evidence of the existence of a

future life than there is proof of a hell or heaven in

the visions of a mediaeval monk .

It is, in fact , good advice for anyone who really

wishes to under stand Sp ir itualism , not to permit their
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minds to become obsessed with either the fact or the

question of conscious fra ud . That should be taken

for granted in all cases where professional medium

ship is in question ,
and also in many other instances,

and then attention should be turned in o ther direction s .

For to b e on the look out for fraud , and to a ssume that

i t is a question of either conscious fraud or com

munica tions with the dead , is to play right into the

hands of the Sp iri tualist . The man who enters the

Seance room looking for fraud and nothing but fraud ,
is help ing to diver t atten tion from the quar ter to which

it might p rofitably be directed . Looking in the

wrong direction has the natural effect of preventing

his looking in the right one . And he imagines that

he has protected himself against deception when he

has in reality expo sed himself to the greatest de

ception of all— that which comes from entering on

the study of a subject without the necessa ry men tal

equipment for under standing the matter in hand .

Had those who have become devotees of Sp iritualism

understood what it wa s with”which they were dealing

they would never have accepted the Spiritualistic

explanation . And had those who have wri tten so

much about the frauds of Sp iritualism also under stoo d

the subject they would have wri tten less
,
and would

have enlightened Sp iri tualists as to the meaning of

what was going on under their eyes . As it i s they

have helped the Sp iri tualist by encouraging the

delusion that , provided conscious fraud was excluded ,
there wa s nothing left but to accept the explanation

which Sp iritualists favour .

The present posi tion with regard to Sp iri tual ism may

be illustrated by noting what has taken place in the
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history of religion . To begin with we have the

savage ’s conviction of intercourse with god s and

ghosts , based on no better foundation than his ignor

ance of the meaning of natural processes . Then we

have that belief organized into the religions of the

wor ld , followed by the continuous interpretation of

human feeling and experience in terms of super

naturalism . Finally , we have a number of unscrupu

lous practitioner s deliberately pretending to receive

commissions from the Sp iritual wor ld , with no other

object than that of deceiving the people , and just as

mediums have often enough been provided with

all the mater ial of the conjuror ’s cabinet , so we have

with religion s , winking Madonnas and bleeding statues

as concrete eviden ce of supernaturalism .

Now,
i t was a matter of ease to declare the religious

idea to b e false , and to prove that it was based on a

delusion . But much more than that was needed to

make the case against religion complete . Merely to

say of a man or woman during adolescen ce that there

was her e no basis for belief in the action of God was

not enough . It lef t the per son chiefly concerned un

convinced . The feelings remained and were so far

real . To one ignorant of the effects of fasting
, or

other forms of self - abuse in breeding illusions
,
i t was

folly to denounce the resulting visions a s sheer impos

ture . The evidence for the belief was there before the

eyes of the religious believer . I f he believed that a

man could get into touch with a supernatural world ,
ther e was his own misunderstood exp er ien ce to support

his op inion . If he believed that sp irits could take

pos session of the human body , there were before him

the facts of ep ilepsy or insanity . Religion has lived
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through the ages , not in virtue of deliber ate imposture,
a lthough there has been plen ty of that mixed up with

it but because in the absence of adequate knowledge

there was what appeared to b e strong evidence of its

truth . This is substantially the position of Sp iri tual

ism to - day . There is tr ickery , conscious and uncon

scious, in p lenty . There is self - decep tion galor e , and

we are faced with faked spiri t photographs, and all the

p araphernalia of deliber ate decep tion . But for one

who is converted to Spiritualism by these methods

there are a dozen brought to believe in communications

with the dead through happenings in their own fam ily

circle, and their experinece calls for quite a diff eren t

kind of exp lanation . And it i s these cases that provide

the foundation for the business of the professional

tri ckster j ust a s i t was the ignor an ce of the people that

provided the mater ial on which the Churches of the

world have worked . Naturally so . It cannot be the

many that deceive the few, i t must a lways be the few

that deceive the many . We have to do with Sp iritual

ism what we have been able to do with religion— that

is, not mer ely to say that it is false, but to show why

peop le have bel ieved it to be true, what are the facts,
real and assumed , upon which it has built , and , finally ,
to show that so far as they are genuine facts we no

more need a sp iritual world to exp lain them than we

need the demons of the NewTestament to exp lain the

ravings of a lunatic or the struggles of an ep ilepti c .

I am not aiming at going over in detail the mass of

so - called evidence that is offered on behalf of Sp iri tual

ism . My aim is of a more restri cted char acter . It is

that of a brief examination of what one may call the
res iduum of genuine fact when all of a doubtful or
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irrelevant nature ha s been excluded . And I think it

can be shown that this residuum in no wise points to

what the Spiritualist believes it indicates .

It is to b e borne in mind that the Sp ir itualist aims at

proving that we l ive after death , and that communica

tion between the dead and the living takes place .

%

Any

thing that does not prove that is , for him , quite useless .

He is not con cerned with proving that there exist un

known forces in nature, or that man , as man ,

possesses unexpected capacities . The truth of each of

these prop os itions is conceivable , but they would not

benefi t the Sp iritualistic theory in the slightest degree .

And of the larger par t of the evidence which the

Spiritualist throws at the head of the scep ti c one may

safely say that it is utter ly irr elevant to the po int at

issue . When we read accounts of a heavy object being

moved round a room without the observer s being able

to detect how i t is don e , when we are told that by

telepathy p eople are able to communicate with each

other apart from the usual channels of communication ,

or that certain peop le , sitting under certain conditions ,
a re able to exude some kind of a force that moves

tables or other objects , there is not one of these things

sep arately , nor all of them collectively
,
that prove

existence the other side of the grave . If true , they a re

wonderful , but the wonderful does not prove the

supernatural , nor does the fact that one man can

manipulate forces of which the major i ty of us are

ignorant , prove that we live again after death . They

prove that we have still many things to learn ,
and no

one but a fool would deny the abstract truth of that

p ropo sition . But it i s just as well to have a clear idea

of what it is that we set out to prove , and how far
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the evidence offer ed serves this end . Not a little help

has been given to Sp iri tualists by the uncr iti cal nature

of the argumen ts brought against them ; their

opponents evidently believing that they must disprove

everything that was offered whether i t had any bear

ing upon the point or not .

Let us assume i t as proved that by a number of

persons sitting in darkness or in semi - darkness a

number of forces , psychic or otherwise , are set in

motion . In what way can that prove the truth of the

Sp iri tualisti c hypothesis ? It is part of that hypothesis

that whether we a re on this side of the gr ave or the

other we a re still human beings, neither more nor less .

The power s we have here we have there . We are the

same person s differently lodged , and John Smith living

in Summerland only differs from John Smith here

as he would living in London and Brighton . And if

one human being can con trol another one and set

in motion for ces that he does not man ifest under

ordinary conditions , whether one i s on this side of the

grave or the other
,
does not seem to make any sub

stantial diff er ence . If , when si tting with another

human being, a table begins to waltz round the room ,

I do not see why it must be due to the sp iri t of my

deceased grandfather rather than to my own influence

or that of the other p er son . If i t is not possible in the
one case , why is it possible in the other ? If a cer tain
result can be achieved by the co - operation of two

human beings , one on this and one on the other side
of the grave , why cannot the same result b e reached

by two on this side ? In this respect the proo of

Spiritualism tends to annihilate itself at the moment of

achieving success . It is, moreover , being admitted by
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declared believers that the evidence which satisfied

Sp iritualists of a previous gener ation—men of the

standing of Judge Edmonds and Andrew Jackson

Davis—would not be satisfactory to day , because we

have a differ ent explanation of the facts that seemed to

them to prove sp irit intercourse?
l That is , the facts

which these men took as conclusive proof of a future

life prove nothing of the kind . In this matter we

appear to b e moving on the pl ane where anything un

usual or myster ious is at once put to the credit of the

supernatural . Tha t has been on e of the sources of

religious belief from the ear liest times , and there is no

reason for assuming that the end will b e different in

the particular case of Sp iritualism from what it has

been with many other elements of religious belief .

In this respect , too ,
Sp iritualists are not quite p lay

ing the game . When the names of eminent men a re

brought forward in support of the genuineness of

certain phenomena the reader is left with the impres

sion— one feels a ca lculated impression— that these

testimon ies as to the realities of the happ enings imply

an accep tance of the Sp iritualisti c theory . And that

is decidedly not the case . Professor Flammar ion
,
in

his Mysterious Psychic Forces , devotes a whole chap ter

to a discussion of the various theories put forward to

account for the phenomena by those who accept them

as genuine , and himself concludes that to exp lain

what takes place, The hypothesis of Sp irits of

another order than that of human beings does not

seem to be necessary (p . And i t may b e here

1 See Science and a Future Life, by D r . J . H . Hyslop ,
pp . 13

- 1 5 .
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noted that the or iginal theory of possession, that is,
that the sp ir it of the dead person actually inhabits the

body of themedium ,
is now giving place to the theory

that the spirit impresses the mind of the medium by a

Species of spiri tual telepathy . This , however , only

lands the Sp iritualist in another difficulty . On the

theory of possession there was an explanation of the

Indian talk and the other peculiar p atter of the seance

room . On the theory of spiritual telepathy this is re

duced to an elabor ate make- believe. The medium is

simp ly playing a p art . And this is, as we shall see

later , wha t most probably takes place . Once more we

are witnessing a repetition of what has so often been

seen in the history of religion . The wor ld we l ive in

is the same as that in which our savage ancestors

lived , but one does not need to deny the existence of

the world in order to reject the savage ’ s explanation

of it .

But it is not altogether a question of mere testimony ,
but of the right kind of evidence from the right kind

of man . No one questions for a moment the honesty

of the eminent men who are ci ted in support of

Spiritualism , i t is simp ly unfor tunate that , for the

greater par t , they should have belonged to the class of

eminent men who could not carry conviction on this

particular subject They had not the intimate

acquaintance with the class of facts that would throw

light upon the phenomena before them , and in science

there is no author ity , as such , there i s only an

authority in Virtue of a knowledge of the matter under

discussion . And Where we have the same facts

observed by two or mor e different persons without

agreemen t as to what occurred or its meaning, it is
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absurd to speak of that a s scientific evidence. It does

not fulfil the initial condition of scientific evidence .

And of the eminent men who have spoken in favour

of Sp iritualism the overwhelming majori ty have been

so poor ly equipped for the work that they have

seldom bothered to get a life history of the mediums

with whom they were experimenting— information

that was of vital impor tance to a genuinely scientific

understanding of what wa s going on . Here and there

we get the required information , given in a more or

less casual manner , as when we learn of the celebrated

Eusap ia that her first mediumistic manifestations

began at the age of puber ty , and that while in the

trance state her face flushes she courts caresses ,
”

the success of her phenomena causes agreeable and

even volup tuous thr ills ,
”

her legs and her arms are

in a state of marked tension , almost r igid , or even

undergo convulsive contractions .

” These are
, as will

be seen ,
illuminating details, and one W ishes there

were mor e of them . Had the scientific men who have

investigated Sp iritualism comp iled a life record of the

various mediums that came under their observation

their con clusion s would have been of a mor e helpful

nature than they a re at present . As it is , it is almost

patheti c to note the elaborate care taken to preven t the

fraud of the deliberate tr ickster
,
without taking the

least precaution against the unconscious decep tion of

p ersonal pa thologica l conditions . And not only were

the precautions taken often valueless against deliberate

trickery , they were obviously useless in preventing a

misunderstanding of what was actually taking p lace .

Wor se than being useless, they helped in their turn to

promote misunderstanding, as they gave the outside
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public the impression that the experiments were con

ducted under adequate scien tific conditions . And

that , most dec idedly , was not the case .

I am not now wr iting a history of Sp iri tualism , or

pretending to do more than glance at some impor tant

aspects of the subject that are generally overlooked or

insufficien tly stressed . For that rea son I am not deal

ing with what is known as the physical side of the

manifestations—the alleged mater i alizations of spiri ts ,
sp irit photographs , etc . There a re any number of

popular works written on that aspe ct of Sp iritualism ,

and Mr . Frank Podmore , in his various books on the

subject
,
has gone very carefully into the matter .

2 It

will suffice to say here that ther e is not a single one of

the phenomena associated with Sp iritualism that ex

pert performers have found incapable of producing ,
and there is hardly a well - known medium who has not

at one time or another been detected in trickery , some

times the fraud of the common trickster , at other times

the decep tion of those who mistake the operations of

their own disordered per sonality for actual objective

occurrences .3 Moreover , the stress laid upon these

2 See his History of Spiritua lism, Studies in Psychica l Re
sea rch, The Na tura liza tion oi the Superna tura l, The Newer

Spiritua lism, etc .

It is a t lea st suspicious tha t there ha s gone on a pro

gressive development in the ways in which these a lleged
communica tions with the dea d have been ca rried on. First
we have the vogue of crude table- tilting . Then

, following
exposure a fter exposure , we find tha t giving way to other
methods . Of course , it may be sa id tha t the spirits a re gain
ing grea ter proficiency in their methods of communica tion,

but it is curious tha t this is the line of development followed
in the history Of any deliberate delusion . We have to begin
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material manifestation s by the critics of Sp iritualism ,

combined with the wonder - loving cap a city of the out

side public , has given them an altogether undue

importance . They a re not by any means so common as

a mere p erusa l of the litera ture of the subject would

lead one to assume . I believe i t to b e the tru th that

a large ma jor ity of Sp iritualists have never seen a

mater ialization , or witnessed many phenomena of a

mater ial kind , although they are quite willing to take

its reality on the testimony of others . It is the fa cts

of their own experience that lea d them to believe as

they do ,
and in the absen ce of other explanations they

may b e excused a ccep ting them a t their fac e value as

proofs of sp irit communication . But a re they ? Tha t

is the impor tant ques tion . And one answer to

the question is found in the fa ct that i t is possible

to parallel these experiences with examples in

which there is not the least suggestion of sp irit

communication .

with certa in simple methods of deception , and a s these be
come known , more elabora te ones a re introduced . It may
b e tha t the spirits a re becoming more proficient ; it may a lso
be tha t the mediums a re becoming more expert .



CHAPTER XI .

SPIRITUALISM—Coutmued .

THE essential thing aimed at by the Sp iritualist i s the

establishment of a belief in a future life by providing

proof of communication with the dead . Anything that

does not do this i s, so far as he i s concerned , wide of

the mark . Moving tables and levitating bod ies he is

not , as Spir itualist , at all interested in . He values

them as proofs that there is Spir i t agency at work ,
and they serve this purpose with a great many because

with the vulgar mind a thing that cannot b e at

once explained may be attributed to anything the

op erator wishes . Sp iri t agen cy has always been a

favourite exp lanation of anything at all puzzling and

unusual , and i t has held the field until science has

come along and reduced the strange phenomenon to a

definite category of natural law
,
and so good - bye to

spiri t agency . In any case the only thing that will

serve the purpose of the Sp iritualist is p lain and un

mistakable communication with the dead . That is

why the central fact of Sp iritualism has always been

the trance . With the excep tion of table - tilting

messages , the alleged communi cations from the dead

are chiefly delivered through a medium in the trance

state, either orally or by means of automati c wri ting .
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It is mainly upon the authority of trance utterances

that the material manifestation s have been taken as

products of spirit action , and as action and reaction are

equa l and opposite , here a s el sewhere , the materi al

manifestations have in turn been used to back up the

genuineness of trance communications . And the

genuineness of what is called the trance may b e taken

as beyond question—not, b e i t noted , the genuineness

of the Sp iritualistic interpretation of the trance state,
but the actual occurrence of the state i tself .

What , then ,
is the nature of the trance ? The answer

to that question opens up one of the more recent

chap ters in the history of p sychology , but i t is there

for all to read who will . We may commence with the

old and the new con cep tion of consciousness . To the

old psychology the personal consciousness of each was

a single indecomposable thing . Just as the old

physicist a ssumed that air and water were “
elements ,

so the psychologist assumed that in dealing with con

sciousness we wer e concerned with a thing , something

that admitted of no further analysis , and that all we

had to do was to chron icle its qualities and movements .

But j ust as in the physical sciences the elements

have had a somewhat disastrous history , one after

another being resolved into something else , so con

sciousness turns out to be not a single indecompos able

entity , but , to use William James ’ admirable expres

sion , an affair of relations . ” The per sonal conscious

ness of each of us turn s out to be a composite strue

ture, a string of experien ces which become integrated

into a definite whole , is slowly built up ,
contains

many unsuspected possibilities, and is capable of more

or less rap id , and more or less complete and permanent
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disintegration . This is the deliberate conviction of a

school of p sychologi sts that is rap idly growing in

number and author ity ; i t is an endor sement of that

for which the rea lly scientific mater i alist has for long

contended , and the researches of the p sycho analytic

school serve to give i t a very practical demonstration .

For twenty years p ast ,
” said the late William

James, I have mistrusted con sciousness as an

entity ; for seven or eight year s past I have suggested

its non - existence to my students, and tr ied to give

them its pragmatic equivalent in realities of experience .

It seems to me that the hour i s rip -e for i t to b e openly

and universally discarded .

” 1 Consciousness is

the expression of a relation , not the name of a thing ?

If what has been said b e accep ted as even approxi

mately true , we must conceive of the personality of

each be ing built up in a manner analogous to that in

which the nervous system itself has been built up .

Just as we have the cap aci ties of the separate cell being

built up into nerves and nerve cen tres, each with its

approp r i ate reflexes , the whole being organized to

form that largest group of responses which we imp ly

when we speak of an organism , so we have the

differ ent exper iences , or awarenesses
,
built up and

organized into the personality which we know as

1 E ssays in Ra dica l Empiricism, p . 3.

2 The use of the word consciousness helps to give the
unwa ry reader the notion of a thing instea d of a rela tion .

Tha t will be avoided if we bea r in mind tha t consciousness is
no more than awa reness .

” To be conscious of a thing is
to be awa re of it, and the genera l term consciousness
covers the tota lity of things of which we a re from moment
to moment awa re .
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Smith
,
Jones , or Robinson .

3 Our con sciousness is

the reflection of a unified whole , and so long as it

3
Every nerve cell ana tomica lly considered is a complete

unit . The processes coming out from the different nerve

cells do not fuse with processes coming out from other

nerve cells , but ra ther interla ce and come in conta ct hke the

electrodes of a ba ttery in forming the electric circuit The

a ssocia tion of nerve cells is not organic, but functiona l .

The a ssocia tion of cells forms a group whose physiologica l

function ha s concomitant menta l a ctivity By means of

a ssocia tion fibres the groups a re organized into systems , the

systems into communities , the communities into clusters ,
the clusters into constella tions , and ea ch of the higher com

plex a ggrega tes is more feebly organized by less stable

a ssocia tion fibres .

Now, if the constitution of the individua l mind be made

up of many subordina te minds , or of individua ls less com

plex in cha ra cter , we may well conceive the forma tion of

seconda ry individua lities or of seconda ry persona lities in the

va rious sta tes of menta l dissocia tion and degenera tion .

Under the influence of hurtful stimuli, be they toxic or

tra uma tic in their na ture , the first stage of functiona l
degenera tion may give rise to functiona l dissocia tion a long
different lines . D ifferent individua lities , often pa ra sitic in
cha ra cter , may a rise , develop and even stifle the prima ry

persona lity. There may b e a s many different persona lities ,
pa ra sitic or seconda ry, a s there a re possible combina tions of

and disaggrega tions of psycho -

physiologica l aggrega tes .

There may, therefore , be different forms of seconda ry
consciousness or of multiple persona lity. There may be a

simultaneous cha ra cter or one of a lterna tion . The person
a lities may a ppea r side by side , or they may a ppea r

a lterna tely. The play of persona lities may b e of a drama tic
cha ra cter , the cha ra cters and persona lities a ppea ring on the

scene like so many a ctors , the whole appea ring a s a play of so

many different persons .

”—Dr . Boris Sidis, Multiple Person
a lity, pp . 52

-

3.
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functions as a whole we have expressed the normal

personality with which we may happen to be

acquainted . The ego of each person i s thus a

complex of experiences , or more correctly a group of

comp lexes, each of which may have its own p eculiar

reactions to the environment . But a very little reflec

tion will show that the theatre of con sciousness dis

plays at any one time but a very small prop or tion of

the total exper ien ces of which we have been conscious .

Some of these are so near to consciousness that they

a re continually appear ing and disappearing , and are

capable of being revived whenever we need them .

But there ar e others which we find it much more

difficult to revive , such as meet us in what we call

lapses of memory one of those phrases which

help so conveniently to cover our ignorance of what

actually occurs . And there a re others which we can

not recall a t all
,
which

“

we have completely forgotten .

But , and i t is very important to remember this
,
there

is probably nothing , cer tainly very little , that is ever

completely lost . It is buried , but not beyond the

possibility of resurrection . This has been proved in

thousands of exper iments, and comes out with peculiar

force in exp eriments with hypnoti c subjects . Their

presence i s shown , too , in such phenomena as auto

matic wr iting— foolishly taken as communications

from the sp ir it world — and in crystal gazing . It is

these buried exper iences recalled from that world of the

unconscious , or sub - conscious
,
which in the hands of

the new psycho - analyti c school have become so fruitful

an instrument of psychologi cal investigation ,
and have

borne such
“

excellent results in the treatment of nervous

disorders . This unconscious is not merely there ,
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i t is always making its presence felt . In fact , as

Wundt puts it
' Ultimate p sychic processes show

that the unconscious is the theatre of the most impor

tant mental phenomena . The conscious is always con

ditioned by the unconscious .

”
Our conscious mental

life bears about the same relation to the total men tal

life as the r ipple on the surface of a stream does to its

dep th .

The actions of the normal individual thus show a

complete synthesis , a per fect association . Perhaps

the word ideal would be more appropriate than

normal , for , a s a matter of fact , even in what we

call normal life the synthesis is very often broken .

Of this Freud , in his Psycho- pa thology of Everyday

Life, gives numerous examples . None of these need

detain us here, excep t to note that these breaks create

what is known as dissociation . To make the idea of

dissociation p lain we may p icture consciousness a s

constituting a smoothly flowing stream of aware

ness
,

”
but accompanied by a deeper stream below con

sciousness . So long as what rises into consciousness

is easily assimilated
,
ther e i s no break , and the p er son

ality remains without noticeable change . But if the

emergence of the stream below consciousness b e of an

abrup t character , or of a kind that refuses to b e

a ssimilated
, the intruding group of complexes act , so

to Speak , on their own account , and we have a fresh

p ersonality showing itself . One can only p resent a

rough and ready p icture of the nature of dissociation ,

as in the presen t sta te of our knowledge the machinery

of the process is not qui te clear . It may b e that it is
due to the dropp ing of certain of the completely

synthesised states , which leaves the other s free to
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function , or i t may leave them free to form new

combinations . But the fact of dissoc i ation i s plain .

Forgetting a name is what one may call a very normal

case of dissociation . We try with all our might to

recall i t , but fa il . And it i s wor thy of special note

that the more we try to recover it , genera lly , the less

we succeed . Normally , we get i t better by a process

of abstraction , which may b e taken to represent an

example of ordinary automatism . Substantially ,
cases of dissociation may b e descr ibed as the carrying

on of mental processes resulting in definite action , of

which the normal per sonality is usually unconscious .

At any rate
,
the fact remains that under certain con

ditions there may arise spon taneously , or there may

be induced under hypnotism (suggestion) a manifesta

tion of characterwhich differs in a mor e or less decided
manner from the one with which we are acquainted

normally .

A classical example of dissociation is that of the

Rev. Ansel Bourne , as given by Professor James

(Principles of Psychology, vol. I . pp . 39 1 Ansel

Bourne was brought up as a carpenter , but at the age

of thirty became an itinerant pr eacher . During a

great p art of his life he suff er ed from headaches , and

had experienced a few fits of uncon sciousness lasting

an hour or less . He was known and respected for his

high char acter . On January 1 7 , 1 887 , he left home to

draw some money from the bank for the purpose of

pa ying off a mortgage . He then disappeared
,
and all

attemp ts to find him fa iled . But abou t three mon ths

later a man a t Norr istown
, Pennsylvan i a , who called

himself A . J . Brown , and had rented a small shop for

carrying on a fruit and confectionery trade , woke
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up in a fright and asked the people around to tell

him where he was . He said that his name was Ansel

Bourne , that he belonged to Providen ce , and the last

he remember ed was drawing some money from the

bank . Enquiries established the truth of the story and

Mr . Bourne returned home . There the matter , for a

time
,
ended . The next thing was to discover what

had become of the Brown p er sonality . For a time

all attemp ts in this direction failed . But some three

years later Professor James induced Mr . Bourne to

submit to hyp -notism . The Brown memory soon

manifested itself . In sp iritualisti c j argon , the con

trol had returned . The second per sonality was

ignorant of Mr . Bourne, but he told the exper imenter s

all he did , and they were thus able to reconstruct the

whole story from the time that Mr . Bourne drew the

money from the bank to his coming to himself in the

small shop in Norristown . The whole thing, says

James
,
was prosaic enough

,
and the Brown per son

ality appear s to b e a rather shrunken
,
dejected

,
and

amnesic extract of Mr . Bourne himself .

” It is clear that

we have a quite naturalistic
,
even materialistic

,
ex

p lanation of this case
,
and also that in the hands

of a confirmed Sp iritualist we should have had

a most circumstantial account of the way in which

someone from Summer land had con trolled Mr .

Bourne .

Ca ses of dual and multiple per sonality are very

numerous, and they well illustrate all , or nearly all ,
the phenomena that we meet in connection with trance

mediumship . They also throw light upon the ques tion

of the trickery which is so of ten manifested in con

nection therewith , without this tr ickery being the
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product of the medium
’s normal consciousness . One

instance of the pranks of this secondary personality

has been given in the case of the Rev. Ansel Bourne,
but the case of Helene Smith ,

” as described by

Professor Flourney , illustrates another aspect of the

same phenomenon . Helene Smith had been a quiet ,
dreamy sort of a child , having occasional visions, but

in other respects appear ing quite normal . Just before

she was thirty years of age she was induced to attend

a Spiritual isti c circle and soon displayed all the char

a cteristic phenomena of mediumship . She was con

trolled by a number of famous p -erson ages , but her

most str iking case occurred when her spiri t travelled

to Mars . She gave Professor Flourney a very circum

stantial account of the inhabitants of the planet , their

habits, dwellings, etc . , and even went to the length of

constructing the elements of a Martian language . It

was the kind of performance that would have sent Sir

Arthur Conan Doyle into ecstasies of a dmiration , and

would have been more convincing even than his photo

graphs of faries . Unfor tunately for the spiritualisti c

theory , Professor Flourney was made of diff eren t stuff .

He analysed the case at great length , side by side with

an examination of the subject ’ s history . As a result

he was able to show that all Helene Smith was doing

was rep roducing by means of automatic writing the

products of her reading and day dreaming for years

past . Even the Martian language was modelled , as

might be expected , on the French tongue . Had the

subject been English the Mar tian s would have spoken

a different language . It should be pointed out that

there was no suggestion of con scious imposture on the

p art of the normal Helene Smith . The investigator
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was simply dea ling with the tricky , dramatizing,

Secondary personality .

Hypnotic subjects provide numerous cases of dual

personality, and , indeed , hypnotism is one of the

commonest methods of tapping the whole region of the

unconscious . Professor Janet ’ s case, Leon ie , i s a well

known one in this connection . In her normal self she

18 described as a ser ious and rather sad per son, very

slow in her movements , and timid in manner . When

hypnotised an en tirely different character i s mani

fested . She is gay , noisy , and restless, and i s described

as possessing an enormous number of recollections of

people and places . In this state Professor Janet was

able to distinguish three distinct personalities ,
described as Leonie 1 , Leonie 2 , and Leonie 3 .

Finally , we may cite the celebrated case of Miss

Beauchamp , as described by Dr . Mor ton Prince
f

Miss Beauchamp came to Dr . Prince for professiona l

treatmen t in 1 898 , and in the course of his experience

of the case Dr . Prince was able to clearly define and

to trace the devolopment of three distinct per sona lities .

Each of these appeared to live its own life , with its

own cluster of memories , and each showed on its re

appearance the persistency of character istics such as is

manifested by the ordinary medium when the con

trols” show themselves . There was not in this case the

slightest suggestion of sp iri t intercourse . The mani

festing per sonality simply referred to itself in the same

way as does a normal per sonage , but i t is quite clear

that had this case been in the hands of a Sp iritualist

The D issocia tion of a Persona lity; A Biographica l Study
in Abnorma l Psychology, 1 910 .
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we should have had all the usual j argon inflicted on

us . In a further study of the case , contributed to The

Journa l of Abnorma lPsychology for Sep tember , 1 920 ,

Dr . Prince goes into a deta iled examination of the

symptoms
,
tracing the origin of these secondary per son

alities, and from a study of Miss Beauchamp ’ s life de

cides that they were a reversion to the complexes and

reactions of her early years
,
a recrudescence of senti

ments long suppressed ,
with the addition of per ceptions

and thoughts that had gathered round them . The

building up of these personalities i s discussed , and not

the least interesting part of the article is the informa

tion tha t he eventually healed the psycho'logical frac

ture
,
and that the intruding characters were laid to

rest .

It is not necessary to further multiply cases . They

are all marked by certain broad features . To begin

with , there i s, in the absence of suggestion from those

around , no pretence on the part of the se condary

personality that it is anything but what i t is . But there

is a great readiness to take suggestions and to a ct on

them ,
and there i s a carrying on from one appearance

to the next of the exper ience gained . In relation to the

subject ’ s normal power ther e i s considerable dramatic

ta lent , which enables it to act up to the character i t

takes on
,
but a lways in terms of previous knowledge .

That is why we a re quite certain that some of the Red

Indian sp irits we have come a cross have never sat

round a camp fire
,
and that the philosopher s we have

conver sed with would have greatly benefitted by

attendance at a course of popular University Extension

lectures . Next , the secondary personality emerges

and i s re - absorbed into the main stream of conscious
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ness , or suppressed , a phenomenon that i s quite in

accord with the theory of dissociation , but hardly in

line with that of Sp iritualism . Ther e is also , i t is

impor tant to note , during these manifes tations an

excessive sensibilty Of certain of the sen ses (hyper

aesthesia) which may enable the subject to detect

sights or sounds not appr eciated under normal con

ditions , and at the same time there may b e a dulling of

certain senses (amnesia) which leaves the p er son in

capable of reacting to special stimuli . These are also

well marked symptoms of the hypnoti c state . Finally
,

there a re pronounced automatisms , the better known

and the ones with which we are now chiefly concerned

being automatic writing and crystal gazing .

5

5
One set of conditions making for dissocia tion is thus

described by D r . Prince Pa rticula r emotiona l sta tes , like
fea r or anxiety, or genera l menta l distress , have the

tendency to disintegra te the menta l organiza tion in such a

way tha t the norma l a ssocia tions become severed or loosened .

Thus it happens tha t a menta l shock like tha t of an a ccident ,
or an a la rming piece of news , produces a dissocia tion of the

mind known a s a sta te of hysteria or tra uma tic neurosis .

’

Such sta tes a re cha ra cterized by persisting loss of sensa tion,

pa ra lysis , amnesia , and the so - ca lled stigma ta , which a re now

recognized to b e manifesta tions of the dissocia tion of sensory,
motor , or other images from the ma in stream of consciousness .

A doubling of consciousness is thus brought a bout . The dis

socia ted images may still be ca pable of functioning, more or

less independently of the waking consciousness , and when
they do, so - ca lled automa tic phenomena (ha llucina tions , tics ,
spa sms , contra ctures , etc . ) result . Sometimes the menta l
dissocia tion produces a complete loss of memory for long
periods of the subj ect ’s life ; when this is the ca se we have
the fundamenta l ba sis for a lterna ting persona lities, of which
this study will offer many examples Fina lly, when the

neura sthenic systems have been repea tedly awakened by an
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Now, to anyone who reflects on what has been said ,
i t will be plain that we have here a substantial explana
tion of the phenomena that meet us in trance medium

ship . It will also explain why so few medical men or

psychologists who are familiar with the proper lines

of investigation give their suppor t to the Spiritualisti c

hypothesis . I may well put the position in a ra ther

lengthy quotation from Professor James :

In “ mediumships or possession ” the invasion
and the passing away of the secondary state a re both
relatively abrupt , and the duration of the state is

relatively short , i.e. , from
“

a few minutes to a few
hours . Whenever the secondary state is well de
veloped no memory for aught that happened during
it remains after the primary consciousness comes

back . The sub ject during the secondary conscious
ness speaks , wr ites , or acts as if animated by a

foreign person and gives his history . In old times

the foreign control ” was usually a demon , and is

so now in communities that favour that belief .
With us he gives himself out at the worst for an

Indian or other grotesquely speaking but harmless
personage . Usually he purports to be the Spirit of a

emotion, they form a habit , or wha t I have ca lled an

a ssocia tion neurosis (D issocia tion, p . Aga in, It wa s
shown tha t in hypnosis the memories of pa st experiences
were a ssocia ted among themselves , systema tized, and pre

served, a s if in the memory of a second persona lity. Janet ,
experimenting still further showed tha t the lost memories
could b e recovered in the waking sta te by the process of

a bstra ction and a utoma tic writing . The memoria l images,
therefore , were not oblitera ted , but were merely dissocia ted
from the waking persona lity. It required only a device to

awaken the systema tized memories, dissocia ted from the

persona l consciousness (p .
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dead person known or unknown to those present , and

the sub ject is then what we call a medium .

Mediumistic possession in all its grades seems to form

a perfectly natural special type of alternate person

ality
, and the susceptibility to it in some form is by

no means an uncommon gift in persons who have no

other obvious nervous anomaly . The phenomena a re

very intricate , and a re only just beginning to be

studied in a proper scientific way . The lowest phase
of mediumship is automatic writing , and the lowest
grade of that is where the subject knows what words
a re coming, but feels impelled to write them as if
from without . Then comes wr iting unconsciously ,
even while engaged in reading or talk . Inspirational
speaking, playing on musical instruments , etc .

, also
belong to the relatively lower phases of possession ,

in which the normal self is not excluded from

conscious participation in the performance , though
their initiative seems to come from elsewhere . In the

highest phase the trance is complete , the voice,
language, and everything a re changed , and there is
no after memory whatever till the next trance comes .

One curious thing about trance utterances is their
generic similarity in different individuals . The con

trol here in America is either a grotesque , slangy ,
and flippant personage or if he ventures on higher
fl ights , he abounds in a curiously vague Optimistic

philosophy - and -water , in which phrases about spirit ,
harmony , beauty , law, progression , development , etc . ,

keep recurring. It seems exactly as if one author
composed more than half of the trance messages , no
matter by whom they a re uttered . Whether all sub
conscious selves a re peculiarly susceptible to a
certain stratum of the %eitgeist, and get their inspira
tion from it , I know not, but this is obviously the

case with the secondary selves which have developed
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in spiritualistic circles . There the beginnings of the

medium trance a re indistinguishable from the effects

of hypnotic suggestion . The subject assumes the

role of a medium simply because opinion expects it

of him under the conditions which a re present ; and

carries it out with a feebleness or a vivacity propor

tiona te to his histrionic gifts (Princip les of Psycho

logy. vol. 1. pp 393
-

4)

In his Science and a Future Life, Dr . Hyslop , while

giving a gener al support to the sp iritualisti c theory ,
admits that the fundamental point in which the

assumed control fails to establish itself is its in

ability to give facts which will prove the identity of

the supposed communi cating spirit . It may , he

says
,
invent incidents to stimulate this effect , but i t

fails in anything but guessing, chan ce coincidence ,
fishing , and response to suggestion .

” Anyone with

experience of mediums will endor se this
,
and if the

person to whom the communication s are given were to

remain perfectly silent while the medium is ta lking ,
sitting in per fect quietude , withou t any physical con

tact with the medium
, the failure to give exact informa

tion would be mor e striking than i t i s . And Dr .

Hyslop adds that

There is such an enormous mass of phenomena that
is undoubtedly the result of secondary personality,
and so many more that a re exp licable by it , that the
medium who gives evidence of the supernormal is
very rare The layman is not aware of the tremend

ous difficulties involved in the quantity and quality
of the matter that is produced and producible by

secondary personality , that can neither be attributed
to spirits nor demands explanation by fraud .
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I can quite agree with Dr . Hyslop in this , and also

when he says that a secondary personality can no more

inculpate a medium with fraud than can a somnam

bulist or dreamer . I have tried to make i t plain that it

is on this point that the or dinary cr iti c of sp iritualism

goes so woefully astray . But in this matter the un

informed character of his criticism is quite equalled by

the want of knowledge of the majority of sp iritualists

whose conviction of the truth of Sp iritualism rests upon

exactly the kind of evidence which , in tru th , proves

nothing of the kind . It is quite cer tain that if the mass

of sp iritualists were aware that the phenomena with

which they a re familiar in their own homes a re

explainable on the lines above indicated , and that the

messages which they receive , and which a re really in

dependent of the medium ’ s normal consciousness ,
were no more than an illustration of those automatisms

which belong to the dissociated state , the number of

professing Sp iritualists would not b e greater than the

believers in a fla t earth .

I may take to illustrate this the case of the celebrated

medium ,
Mrs . Piper , and her control

,

”
Dr . Phinuit

,

who figured so largely in Sir Oliver Lodge ’ s ex

p erience . According to the account given by Dr .

Phinuit he was, when on ear th
,
a doctor , born about

1 790 in Marseilles . He studied medicine there and also

at Metz , in Germany .

” He married but left no

children . One would have thought that in this case
i t might have been po ssible to have established some

proo f of his actual existence . But although invited
over and over again to prove his identity , he has never
been able to do so . On the other hand

,
his knowledge

of French appears to be limited to a few common
x
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phrases; he does not know the Latin or French names

of the few drugs he prescribed through Mrs . Piper , and

when pressed he became uncer tain as to whether hewas

really born at Marseilles, or whether his name might

not b e Alaen instead of Phinuit— this latter was the

result of a suggestion from Dr . Hodgson . It i s not

surprising that Dr . Hyslop comes to the conclusion

that Dr . Phinuit must b e treated as a creation of Mrs .

Piper ’s secondary consciousness , particularly as the

knowledge of French and of drugs displayed does not

appear beyond the medium ’ s capacity . And Sir Oliver

Lodge, with a very evident desire to find Dr . Phinuit

a genuine existence , i s yet forced to conclude that he
“ may or may not be a phase of Mrs . Piper ’ s existence”

(The Surviva l of Man, 5th ed . , p . It is some

thing to have got so far . It is an advance to have got

the fact of these spirits being no more than a product of

the medium as a recognized possibility . From a

possibility we may advance to a probability , and then

to a cer ta inty . That is the normal way of development

from superstition to science . We have seen the same

thing in the case of witchcraf t , wherewe had first the

genuineness of witches asser ted , then a discussion as to

fraud versus delusion ,
and finally , the establishmen t of

its real nature in terms of nervous derangement and

the play of the social environment .

The impor tan t thing to note i s that once this

secondary per sonality has shown itself, i t can be

watched in the act of elabor ation . Thus, in one of

Janet ’ s cases , the sub ject , making no claim whatever

to be a discarnate spirit , accep ted the name of

Blanche from the operator . After that i t acted as

though the name belonged to her , building up a
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character from hints and suggestions supplied . Again ,

Ribot in his Diseases of Memory gives us the case of a

servant girl who every evening fancied her self to b e a

bishop , of a poor servant who imagined himself to b e a

millionaire , and in each case the normal and the

abnormal per sonality were quite indep enden t of each

other . Those who have attended many circles must

have also come across Irish Sp iri ts who lived up to the

medium ’ s conception of the way in which Iri shmen

lived and talked , or of sailor s who were never seen out

of a cheap magazine or off the stage of a theatre .

Some years ago there were quite a large number of

Red Indian controls . Why there should be a surplus

of Red Indian Spirits ready to communicate it is

difficult to see, but when we remember that modern

Spiritualism came to this country from Amer ica the

mystery begins to approach solution . The creation of

these stage characters received an amusing illustration

in the case of Mrs . Piper , who not only received a

communication from George Eliot , but also from

Edam Bede . Novelists have often been compli

mented in creating characters that live , but Mar i an

Evens is the first who has ever created on e that has

come back again from the next world to deliver a

message .

A word or two needs to be said on the subject of

automatic writing and kindred phenomena . Automatic

wri ting is one of the commonest accompaniments of

dissociation , and , indeed , in an elementary form is so

common that it appear s in connection with those who

would hardly deserve to be called abnormal . A great

many peop le with a pencil in their fingers if they allow

their hand to rest on a p iece of paper will commence to
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make marks with the pencil without their being very

much alive to what they a re doing . And a little

practi ce will enable them to write sentences with as

much detachmen t as a regular p er former on the piano

will run through a tune while his mind is consciously

engaged in some disconnected mental operation . And

as the abnormal is never more than an extension of the

normal, wemay see here one of the simplest indications

of dissociation . It is also noti cable that those who are

advanced in the art of automatic wr iting have all , so

far as the recorded cases go , commenced by very

tentative efforts, advancing from a mere undecipher

able Scrawl to regular and related senten ces . Mrs .

Verrall , a lady of whose honesty there i s not , I think ,
the least question , tells us that before she took to

automatic wr iting she had for long indulged in crystal

gazing , and had published a series of observations on

her exper ience. She was thus in the habit of tapping

her unconscious self , that reservoir of buried memor ies

and experien ces . She commenced her efforts at auto

matic wr iting by sitting regularly with a pencil b e

tween her finger s . For some time nothing happened

beyond the fact that She would unconsciously trace

some words of the book she was reading . Then she

began to wri te sentences in Latin , at first without any
general sense, but more connectedly as she proceeded .

She followed this up by wri ting in Greek and Latin ,

being well acquainted with both languages . But in no

case was there anything written that could be said to

be outside the range of her knowledge
,
past or present .

And that is the case with all dependable cases of auto

matic writing with which I am acquainted . The more

complete the investigation is the more definite becomes
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the evidence that the wri ter i s simply tapping the store

of past exper iences which he or she possesses .

A good illustration of what has been said above is

given in Dr . Wilfri d Lay ’s Man
’

s Unconscious Spirit

pp . 31 2
- 14 . In this case a young lady began

with the Oui j a board . After get ting a number of

messages of no p articular impor tance she enquired who

was the intelligence controlling . Rob Taylor was

the reply . He also said that he lived at the Yorktown

Hotel . Miss X called at the hotel , and much to her

surprise found out that they knew him . Asking for

further proof of this Spirit
’ s existen ce she was told to

look in a da rk corner of the room an d saw a tall

figure with a sof t hat and Van Dyke beard . She next

went to a friend of Taylor ’ s
, who showed her some

por traits of him , and She was able to p ick out the

p icture of the man she had seen . Later the sp iri t

gave her instructions to go to a chemist and get a

cer tain powder with which to clean a cop per tray . It

is ca lled , said the automatic message
,

Liv the

rest of the name could not be read . Calling at the

chemist the assi stant recalled the fact that Rob Taylor

was in the habit of getting a prep aration called Liver

of Sulphur . Here then , was an accumulation of

pr oofs . Miss X said that she did not know Rob

Taylor , yet she p icked out his p icture , af ter seeing the

vision of him , and got from the chemist the name of

the powder he was in the habit of using . It was a

case over which a man like Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle would go into raptures , and the unscien tific

opponen t of Sp iritualism wou ld b e equally ready with

stor ies of fraud or information der ived through some

Sp iritualistic Information Bureau .
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The real explanation lay in quite a different direction .

She was induced to submit to hypnot ization in order

to further probe the matter . Under hypnosis she re

called three separ ate incidents which she had com

pletely forgotten ,
and which threw a Vivid light on the

whole Subject . First
, there was the reading in a news

p aper oi the death of Roh Taylor , which gave his

por trait , stated that he was an art worker , and

mentioned that he lived in the Yorktown Hotel . The

second resurrected memory was that of being in the

Yorktown Hotel to dinner and not icing in the lobby

a striking looking man with soft hat and Van Dyke

beard . On asking who i t was she was told it was Rob

Taylor . The third memory was that of some copper

work being done at school , and that one of the

chemicals used was Liver of Sulphur . As Dr . Lay

says , The automatic writing was thus entirely ex

p lained . Every bit of information that she got from

the spiri t and that was so dramatically corroborated

was in her own unconscious mental storehouse , and

wa s released through her automatic wr iting . Every

bit of i t was accounted for . Among other things ,
Dr . % looked for and found the very newspaper

account of Rob Taylor ’

s death .

Crystal gazing comes under the same general head .

Here
, again , we normally practise it in the species of

mental abstraction by the aid of which we attempt to
recover some forgotten episode. But a single example

from Dr . Coria t
’
s Abnorma l Psychology must suffice

here . He says

One day I had occasion to refer to some notes which
I had made in the course of preparation for a certain
technical paper . Prolonged search failed to discover
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these notes , although I distinctly remembered having

made these notes on a particular kind of blue paper .

It then occurred to me that perhaps it would be in

teresting to see if by means of crystal gazing I could

find any trace of the lost notes . The result was dis

tinctly interesting and successful . I distinctly saw

myself in the crystal , Sitting at my desk , and caught

myself in the act of tearing up these particular notes

in connection with some other data which I had

finished using, and throwing the pieces into the waste

paper basket . A search in the basket discovered the
lost and torn notes

,
which I was able to p iece to

gether . Now the tearing of these notes was evidently
an absent -minded act ; and yet an act which was fully

preserved in the unconscious and later fully repro

duced through the technical device of crystal gazing .

There is no need to elaborate . I am only outlining a

subject , not exhausting it . I have said enough to show

that ther e is not the slightest need to assume the action

of departed sp irits to account for what meets us in

Sp iritualistic circles . Men tal pathologi sts have for

long been familiar with the genuine p art of what

occurs , and for the rest , the expo-sure of the many acts

of deliberate trickery is enough . I will only add here

that those who wish to read a convincing and detailed

account of the evolution of a medium would do well to

study closely a most illuminating chapter in C . G .

Jung ’s Ana lytic Psychology, where in the course of

about one hundred pages he descr ibes both the develop
ment and decay of a medium under the title of The

Psychology and Pathology of se - called Occult Pheno
mena .

” 6

6 The litera ture bea ring on this subj ect is very grea t , but I
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I am bringing this chapter to a close by a

few random , but I hop e pert inent , con siderations

of the Sp ir itualisti c theory in the light of what

has already been said . The triviali ty of the

alleged communica tions received from the next wor ld

has been often commented on ,
and j ustly so . Apar t

from the value of the proof they would give ,
if genuine ,

of the existence of another wor ld , I do not know of a

single communication that has ever been given that

has been wor th the trouble of receiving . Ther e i s

much talk in Sp iritualisti c circles of progress and

development , but if we are to go by the talk of the

supposed Spirits i t is altogether non - existent . If one

will take up any of the published volumes of sp irit

communications from famous peop le whose works we

have , the striking thing abou t them is their extreme

inanity . In a work before me ,
7 there a re contained

fifty- six communications from men and women such a s

George Eliot , John Stuar t Mill , G . H . Lewes
,
D i ckens

,

De %uincey , Gambetta , Darwin , etc .
, and one i s aghast

at the deter ioration that has set in since they lef t this

would suggest to those who have a desire to follow the sub

j ect further the following . First read a va luable little work
by D r . Ha rt, The Psychology of Insanity, published by the

Cambridge University Press . Then , not necessa rily in the

order named, Abnorma l Psychology, by I . Coria t ; Multiple

Persona lity, by Boris Sidis ; The Psychology of Suggestion,

same a uthor ; The Newer Spiritua lism, by F . Podmore ; Freud
’s

Psychopa thology of Every- day Life ; Freud
’

s Theories of the

Neuroses, by D r . E . Hitschmann Papers on Psycho- Ana lysis,

by D r . Jones ; The Freudian Wish, by E . B . Holt, and

Spiritua lism and the New Psychology, by D r . Milla is Culpin .

7 The Next World : Fifty- six Communica tions from Eminent

Historians, Authors, etc . , through Mrs . Susan G . Horn, 1890.
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world . They all write in the same tone, they all make

use of much the same expressions , and not one of them

seems able to dictate a senten ce that is above the

capacity of a Sunday - schoo l teacher . The dead level

of mediocrity is appalling . When they died they not

only stopped growing , they must also have stopped

thinking . The great scien tist here makes no dis

cover ies there , beyond meaningless chatter about nu

known forces . The histor ian throws no light on any

of the subjects he debated so hotly while on earth , and

which he might so easily settle by consulting the

principal p ar ties concerned . In the whole history of

Spiritualism it is lef t for the peop le on earth to make

the discoveries, and for the Sp irits to indulge in

columns of useless verbiage about the greatness of the

human mind— and disprove it in themselves .

The Sp iritualistic explanation of this curious fact

that the communications are conditioned by the

mentality of the medium only adds to the absurdity .

It says little for the mentality of the average med ium

if the messages received rep resen t the limits of their

brain power . Moreover , if the sp irits can move the

hands of a medium so as to transmit a messa ge of which

he is uncon scious , or cause him to write in an un

known tongue , or to write about matters unknown to

him , why cannot mediums write about matters of

scientific or histor i c interest that a re unknown to

them ? After all
, i t is the formation of a ser ies of

letters that is important here , not the sen se of the

message conveyed . It is a matter of complete in

difference whether the message that is tapped out on a

typewriter is sense or non sense . The keys will

register equally well . And why does not that hold
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good with regard to the medium who stands to the

spirits exactly as my typewriter stands to me ? The

results are quite inconsistent with the theory of

Spiritualism ; they are quite consistent with the theory

I have been describing . It is again in accordance with

the facts of morbid p sychology ,
but difficult to recon

cile with the Sp iritualisti c theory , why mediums

Should usually have a constan t control or a very
limited number . If they are expressions of the

medium ’s sub - con sciou sness this is what we should

expect , otherwise i t would seem that with so many

billions of dep arted spir its there should be endless

variety in the visitor s who return . In this connection

we may note the suggestibility of the medium . In the

case of Dr . Phinuit,
” suggestion af ter suggestion

was taken up and repeated in subsequent sittings . In

my own experience I have not i ced how receptive are

both the mediums and the cases of dissociation that I

have come across . This is also pointed out by Dr .

Maxwell who , in his Mertafisychiea l Phenomena , re

marks that he has seen a medium who professes that an

actual sp iri t was con trolling her , and at another time

resolves the spiri t into an impersonal force . This will

explain why those who a re exper imenting with

mediums so often get what they are expecting . Mr .

Podmore prop er ly remarks that
“ automatic utterances ,

and especi ally the trance utterances , show all the

char acteristics of automati c utterances generally , in

coherence, vagueness, ambiguity , evasiveness .
” Once

more we fall into line with those abnormal states on

which the whole thing seems to hang .

Another thing over looked by the Spiritualist is that

an explanation which is to be accepted by anyone with a
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due regard to scien tific procedure , must cover all the

facts and not merely a selected few. Now, assuming

that the Spiritualistic explanation covers all those

cases where the medium is r ight , what a re we to do

with those cases where the medium is demonstrably

wrong ? When , to take one instance out of many , the

medium describes correctly the appearance of the

sp irit of someone who is dead , that is to b e taken as

proof that the dead live again . But when the medium

describes a s dead someone who is still living , what

then ? Clearly the explanation that the thing seen is

a genuinely objective existence will not fit both cases .

And if not both , why either ? Why may it not be

that we a re dealing in both cases with suggestion or

guessing, or a combination of mistakes ? The irrele

vancy,
even the absurdity , of the assurance by ei ther

the medium or the medium ’ s friends that she is speak

ing of things that are beyond her knowledge will be

realized when i t is remembered that it is precisely be

cause these things are beyond the medium ’s memory

that they take the form they do . It has been shown

over and over again that an experience once gained is

seldom lost beyond the possibility of revivability . We

are all of us continually running up against the sense

of having exper ienced a thing previously without being

able to locate time or place . In the major ity of cases

these experiences are not of a very striking kind , but,
here again , the normal shades very gradually into

the abnormal , and in the qualities displayed by the

medium we have only an extension of those possessed

by the ordinary human being . And there i s always the
co - operation of pure delusion and illusion .

The ques tion of deliber a te fraud is not a t this point
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of great moment . Indeed , to lead the discussion that

Way help -s rather than hinder s the Sp ir itualist , since it

draws a red herring across the track by turning

attention in the wrong direction . It is not at all diffi

cult for the Sp iritualist who knows his case to prove

that the theory of fraud will not cover all the cases ,

and he is thus able to leave his hearers or readers with

the confused feeling that there is , after all, something

in it . And so there is , but not what the Sp iritualist

believes is there . One may put i t that the cr itic has

been r ight in suspecting trickery , but i t was not of

necessity the trickery of the normal personality . As

Jung says , The more consciousness be comes dis

socia ted , the greater becomes the plastici ty of the

dream situation ,
the less becomes the amount of con

scious lying (Ana lytic Psychology, p . and if

what has been said is correct it is perfectly idle to

accuse the normal personality of deliberate decept ion

on account of things done during a per iod of dis

sociation . We have to continually bear in mind the

tr i ckiness of the secondary consciousness
,
its capacity

for acting up to a part that has been suggested to it ,
and the abnormal sensitiveness to certain sounds or

sights that exists . We do
, indeed , need to be con

stantly on our guard against trickery , but we a lso need

to be awake to the class of tri ckery against which we

a re to guard ourselves .

As already said , I have purposely left the case of the

deliberate swindler on one side . My aim has been to

show that after eliminating him
, or her , and taking

what remains as genuine phenomena , there is not the

least evidence here for the belief in a future state of

existence . The facts upon which the majori ty of
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Sp iritualists depend to prove their belief in a future

life I think I may claim to have Shown can b e explained

in terms of abnormal p sychology . Unfortunately ,
says Flammarion ,

a large number of Sp iritual ists

prefer not to go to the bo ttom of things, or analyze

anything , but to be the dupes of their own impressions .

They resemble cer tain worthy women who tell their

beads while believing that they have before them

Saint Agnes or Saint Filomena .

” Sp iritualists are for

the most part the victims of their own will to be

lieve,
”
and decline to learn the lesson that exper ience

offer s them . When hypnot ism began we had it ex

p lained in terms of some occult hypnoti c fluid , or some

magnet ic influence , or some myster ious power was

suppo sed to flow from the one person to another .

More careful examination of the facts showed that it

was simp le suggestion, and the occult disa ppeared

save from the reper tory of quacks . Or
,
if I may use

my previous illustration , we are in the pos ition with

regard to Sp iritualism that our ancestor s were with

regard to demoniacal possession . Or , again , ther e

were the visions of mediaeval sa ints and mystics .

These were real to them , and upon their experience the

faith of other s was built . Or , in the case of witch

craft , we had from the accu sed p eop le themselves

circumstantial accounts of their exper ien ce with devils

just a s we have to day the experiences of mediums

with the denizens of the next world . The differences

between all these cases is one of time and environment .
In other respects they are identical . And the end to

these things came when science took these psycho

logical facts in hand and gave them a rational and a

natural explanation . That is where we are , so far as a
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large number of people are con cerned , with Spiritual

ism to day . There is the same substratum of fact dis

tor ted by misunderstanding into proof of an impossible

life beyond the grave . There i s the same fight against

an explan ation of i t in terms of known forces , the

same attempt to interpret the unusual , or the ill - under

stood , in terms of a disguised supernaturalism . As

with other forms of religious belief Spirituali sm is in

this respect true to itself and to type. It can trace an

ancestry that carries it right back to the stage of

primitive savagery , where we see the same species of

misunderstanding at work . That i t is so , and that

Sp iritualism can claim so many suppor ter s to—day oflers

but one more proof , if any were needed , that our

boasted advance has only scratched the surface of

things, and that careful scientific thinking, especially

where religion is concerned , still remains one of the

rarest of mental endowments .
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